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CASE NO. CV07-1744 
MEMORANDUM 
DECISION 
This case involves disputes over an easement for road access. Plaintiffs 
Caldwell, Seiler and St. Angelo own parcels of real property which are the 
dominant estate, and which are benefited by the access road easement across 
the Cometto property (the Cometto Easement). Comettos are the owners of the 
servient estate. 
The Cometto Easement is the subject of a 1999 Easement Agreement 
between the parties. Plaintiffs have also asserted claims of other easements. 
However, the Cometto Easement is for the existing road, which the parties have 
been using, and, despite disagreements, has been providing ingress and egress 
to the dominant estate. Plaintiffs' claims for other easements are factually 
unrelated to the Cometto Easement, and Comettos deny the existence of any 
easements other than the Cometto Easement. There is no dispute over the 
existence of the Cometto Easement. The grounds for other easement claims 
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(such as, for example, necessity) may be impacted by a final judicial 
determination of the Cometto Easement. The other easement claims have been 
bifurcated for purposes of trial. The Court trial was only in regard to disputes over 
the Cometto Easement. 
Plaintiffs asked for declaratory relief applying the road standards set forth 
in the Bonner County Private Road Ordinances to the Cometto Easement. The 
road in to Plaintiffs' properties crosses both private ground (such as the Cometto 
property) and National Forest ground. The Court found insufficient evidence to 
apply the road standards in the County Ordinance to the access road as 
established across Cometto's property, pursuant to the terms of the 1999 
Easement Agreement, and dismissed the claim at the end of Plaintiffs' case. 
Plaintiffs also sought relief by asking the Court to relocate the east entry 
point between the Cometto and Caldwell properties. While, as of the date of trial, 
the requested relocation may arguably appear to provide a better alignment, 
potentially benefiting all parties, Comettos objected to relocating the entry point, 
and are under no legal obligation to do so. The 1999 Easement Agreement is to 
be interpreted in connection with the intentions of the parties, and the 
circumstances in existence at the time the easement was granted and utilized. 
Akers vs. D. L. White Construction, 142 Idaho 293 (2005). The Court dismissed 
that claim at the close of Plaintiffs' case. All parties originally agreed upon a road 
alignment with the east entry point into the Cometto property at its present 
location. Comettos are entitled to keep the alignment of the road the same as 
originally agreed. 
The parties conducted a three (3) day court trial on September 2-4, 2008. 
The Court did an on-site view of the Com etta Easement in the company of the 
attorneys for the parties. 
Following the view of the premises, the Court took the matter under 
advisement. In the course of drafting a Memorandum Opinion, the Court 
concluded that it was necessary to have the existing travelway surveyed in order 
for the Court to make the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law sufficient to 
provide a final judgment for purposes of appellate review. 
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The survey (Provolt Survey) has been accomplished, and a Notice of 
Completed Survey was filed on February 12, 2009. The Provolt Survey includes 
a plat that fixes on the ground the centerline and the edges of the travelway. 
The Provolt Survey also provides a legal description for the centerline of 
the access road over the Cometto property, as such access road is represented 
on the plat containing Dan Provolt's surveyor's certificate, dated January 15, 
2009. The Notice to Court Regarding Survey filed on February 12, 2009, 
establishes that the Provolt Survey includes "all coordinates necessary to provide 
a legal description of the edge of the roadway ... " Due to the cost of preparing a 
legal description for the edges of the road access shown on the survey map, no 
legal description has yet been prepared for the edges of the travelway, pending a 
final determination by the Court. 
While the ProvoltSurvey refers to the edge of "the roadway", and the 
Court refers to the "travelway", the Court construes the Provolt Survey reference 
to the edge of the roadway, and the Court reference to the edge of the travelway, 
to be a reference to the same physical fact Le. the visible line on the ground 
where wear from vehicle tire travel no longer leaves a clear mark on the ground. 
It is the Court's position that, following entry of this Memorandum Opinion, 
the specifics of completing any further legal descriptions of the travelway, and the 
recording of the Provolt Survey, can be made part of the final judgment. This 
Memorandum Opinion constitutes the Court's Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law. 
An issue has been raised by a post trial affidavit filed by Plaintiffs on 
February 12, 2009, asserting an encroachment by the travelway upon real 
property of the landowner located to the west of the Cometto property. This 
encroachment is illustrated by the plat of the Provolt Survey. This alleged 
encroachment is not a new issue. All parties recognized the existence of the 
potential encroachment. The encroachment issue was not tried to this Court. 
Whether a third party could seek removal of this access road as an unauthorized 
encroachment upon that person's property is an issue that must be left to another 
day. 
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Of the named Plaintiffs, only Caldwells actually appeared at trial. The 
other named plaintiffs rested upon Caldwell's evidence, in essence stipulating 
that whatever rights and duties applied to Caldwell, also applied to the Seilers 
and St. Angelo as well. Defendants withdrew any objection to the failure of 
Seilers or St Angelo to appear at trial, agreeing that any additional testimony 
would simply be cumulative of proof submitted by Caldwells. 
The defendants filed an objection to the Plaintiffs February 12, 2009, filing 
of the Affidavit. The Court sustains the objection, as the Affidavit raises matters 
not tried. The Court considers this matter to have again been submitted by all 
parties to the Court for purposes of making Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law. 
WIDTH OF COMETTO EASEMENT 
The dispute over the Cometto Easement focuses on a disagreement 
between the parties over the width. The location of the easement is not in 
dispute. The parties agree that the existing travelway is in the same location as 
the existing roadway was as of the date of the Easement Agreement in 1999. 
The center line of the existing travel way which crosses the Cometto property has 
been surveyed, pursuant to Court Order. In addition, the edges of the travelway 
have been surveyed and can be located on the ground in relationship to the 
center line. This survey therefore establishes the width of the existing travelway. 
The parties agree that the Cometto Easment includes the existing travelway. The 
difficulty arises with regards to disputes over the Caldwells using the ground 
adjacent to the edges of the travelway for maintenance purposes such as snow 
storage, and disputes over obstructions created by the Comettos next to the 
travelway which affect the purposes of maintenance, particularly snow storage. 
The 1999 Easement Agreement refers to the easement in question as the 
Cometto Easement, even though the Cometto property is the servient tenement 
and the easement is granted to the predecessors in interest of the Caldwells and 
the other plaintiffs herein, as owners of the dominant tenement. The Easement 
Agreement states that the Cometto Easement "is located on the existing 
roadway". An illustrative map is attached to the Easement Agreement. The 
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illustrative map is entitled "Access Road". The map labels the illustrative Access 
Road as "New Road". The width of the Access Road on Exhibit A is shown as 
fourteen (14) feet in width at three different locations. 
The Easement Agreement expressly references a thirty (30) foot corridor 
within which the access road is "believed to lie". The Cometto Easement was a 
relocation of a road which crossed the Cometto property. The previous road, 
which ran right next to the Cometto residence, was relocated to the north. The 
Cometto Easement turned north at the west end of the "abandoned access road", 
ran northerly within the west thirty (30) feet of the Cometto property to a point; 
where the road ran easterly to a point at the east line of the Com etta property, 
and then turned south, running southerly within the east thirty (30) feet until it 
joined the east end of the "abandoned access road". 
The Cometto Easement Agreement stated that the east/west segment of 
the new road was "believed to /ie" within thirty (30) feet of the north property line 
of the Cometto parcel. In fact, the east west segment of the new road was not 
located anywhere near the north line of the Cometto property. Further, the 
Provolt Survey indicates that the segment intended to be within the west thirty 
(30) feet of the Com etta property actually encroaches upon adjacent property to 
the west. 
The new road was installed by Cometto. Pictures in the 1999 time frame 
show a fresh surface of crushed rock. A road bed was created, culverts installed, 
and ditches created. It is disputed whether the road construction was ever fully 
completed. No survey was completed. No measurements of the road as 
constructed are of record. But the parties have used the road for ingress and 
egress pu rsuant to the terms of the 1999 Easement Agreement. 
The width of the existing travelway has been determined by the Court 
ordered survey. The survey shows that the travelway over the Cometto property 
is generally greater in width than the fourteen (14) foot width shown on Exhibit A 
to the Easement Agreement. The width of the existing travelway varies from 
eleven (11) feet wide to twenty-eight (28) feet wide. For the majority of the length, 
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the existing travelway is wider than the fourteen (14) foot width of the "New 
Road" as shown in the illustrative map attached to the Easement Agreement. 
The evidence at trial was that the existing travelway did not vary in 
alignment from the "existing roadway" referred to in the 1999 Easement 
Agreement. The existing travelway, however, is generally fourteen (14) feet or 
wider. The illustrative map to the 1999 Easement Agreement shows a fourteen 
(14) foot width, but also references "ditches added". Photos of the travelway as it 
existed in the 1999 time period show a newly established road bed, which would 
presumably be the "new road", but are not particularly descriptive as to any 
secondary easements. The Court finds the fourteen (14) foot width of the 
illustriative map attached to the 1999 Easement Agreement was intended to 
show a fourteen (14) foot travelway. 
The parties have varied by their conduct from a fourteen (14) foot width for 
the travelway. In at least one location an eleven (11) foot travelway has proved to 
be sufficient. The travelway widens at other locations to as much as twenty-eight 
(28) feet. 
The Court finds the existing travelway sufficient for vehicle travel for 
ingress and egress. The Court further finds that the conduct of the parties over 
the years has resolved any ambiguity as to the width of the travelway. Where the 
existing travelway is less than fourteen (14) feet in width, the parties, by their 
conduct, have fixed the width of the travelway at less than fourteen (14) feet. 
Where the parties have widened the travelway beyond fourteen (14) feet, the 
parties, by their conduct, have fixed the width of the travelway at greater than 
fourteen (14) feet. 
The parties do not really dispute the width of the existing travelway. The 
dispute is whether the dominant tenement is entitled to a secondary easement 
which would expand the width of the Cometto Easement beyond the width of the 
travelway. 
Caldwells contend that additional space along each edge of the travelway 
is required to maintain the existing travelway. Caldwells claim that the easement 
for the access road is wider than the existing travelway. Specifically, Caldwells 
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claim that in the event of extraordinary snow fall amounts, it is necessary to have 
additional space for snow removal purposes in order to properly maintain the 
travelway, or else the travelway becomes unusable for vehicle travel. Caldwells 
claim the road includes more than the travelway. 
Comettos do not dispute that the travelway is substantially wider than 
fourteen (14) feet shown in the diagram to the Easement Agreement, but claim 
the access road is limited to the existing travelway. Comettos argue that 
"travelway" and "roadway" are the same. 
The Court concludes that, while in some circumstances the definition of 
road and "travelway" could be synonymous, in most instances the term "road" will 
include a greater width than that of the travelway. Topography may require cuts 
or fills, and there are usually maintenance issues, including ditching for drainage. 
The owner of the easement, the dominant estate, has the burden of maintaining 
the easement, and the easement owner would be entitled to utilize the ground 
adjacent to the travelway necessary for the easement owner to enjoy the right 
and meet the duty, to repair and maintain the travelway. The term "roadway" 
includes any necessary secondary easement, and, in most instances, the 
roadway would include ground in addition to the surface of the travelway itself. 
In Conley vs. Whittlesey, 133 Idaho 265 (1999), the Supreme Court 
discussed an easement owner's right to construct, reconstruct, repair and 
maintain a road for ingress and egress by the easement owner. The Supreme 
Court referred to these rights as "secondary easements", which enabled the 
easement owner to do those things necessary for the full enjoyment of the 
easement. The secondary easement is often an implied easement. 
However, the secondary easement necessary to repair and maintain the 
primary easement (Le. a travelway) cannot be used to enlarge the burden on the 
servient estate. In Drew vs. Sorenson, 133 Idaho 534 (1999), the easement 
owner had an express easement for an access road across the servient 
tenement. The Supreme Court prohibited the easement owner from relocating a 
fence that ran along the edge of the road (apparently located inside the fifty (50) 
foot easement) to the outside boundary of the fifty (50) foot express easement. 
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Because the easement owner could not show why the relocation of the fence 
was necessary to maintain or repair the easement, and because the easement 
was to be used only for ingress and egress, the relocation of the fence by the 
easement owner was prohibited. 
The Court finds the Cometto Easement for the "existing roadway" which is 
to be used only for ingress and egress, includes both the travelway, which is now 
surveyed and can be physically located on the ground, as well as a secondary 
easement over ground adjacent to the travelway which is necessary for the 
maintenance and repair of the existing travelway. 
In determining the scope of the secondary easement for repair and 
maintenance of a fourteen (14) foot travelway, the thirty (30) foot measurement 
mentioned in the 1999 Easement Agreement defines a maximum width. 
However, Sorensen, supra, illustrates the proposition that even an express fifty 
(50) foot easement for an access road does not necessarily grant the easement 
owner the full fifty (50) feet for maintenance activity. Only that area shown to be 
necessary to maintain the travelway which is being used for ingress and egress 
can be utilized. Acts not necessary for repair and maintenance (such as 
relocating a fence) unnecessarily burden the servient estate and are prohibited. 
The Easement Agreement references ditches, in addition to the illustrated 
fourteen (14) foot travelway. There are ditches at different locations adjacent to 
the existing travelway. The Court finds a three (3) foot wide strip adjacent to each 
side of the illustrated fourteen (14) foot travelway is sufficient for routine 
maintenance, such as drainage, given the relatively flat topography of the 
servient estate and the alignment of the travelway. 
The 1999 Easement Agreement therefore established an access road 
consisting of a fourteen (14) foot wide travelway, with an implied secondary 
easement of up to three (3) feet on each side of the travelway for purposes of 
maintenance, such as ditching to control drainage. Where the existing travelway 
is less than fourteen (14) feet wide, the secondary easements on each of the 
travelway extend to the outside borders of the full twenty (20) foot width of the 
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travelway and any implied secondary easement established by the 1999 
Easement Agreement and the attached diagram of the travelway. 
The question becomes the scope of any secondary easement where the 
travelway is more than fourteen (14) feet wide. Under the terms of the 1999 
Easement Agreement, as implemented by the conduct of the parties, the Court 
finds that the same three (3) foot wide secondary easement along each side of 
the existing travelway is reasonable for purposes of maintenance where the 
width of the travelway is greater than fourteen (14). However, where the 
travelway is wider than twenty-four (24), the scope of the secondary easement is 
limited by the thirty (30) foot width expressly set forth in the Easement 
Agreement. For example, where the travelway is twenty-eight (28) feet wide, the 
secondary easement is restricted to one foot on each side of the existing 
travelway. 
Other than the dispute over the amount of space needed for snow 
storage, there is little evidence, if any, of any need for more than three (3) feet on 
each side of the travelway for maintenance purposes. Snow storage, however, 
has been an issue which has been strenuously disputed, and is the focal point of 
this particular aspect of the litigation between the parties. 
The winter of 2007-2008 produced extraordinary snow depths. There is no 
dispute that the snows of 2007-2008 narrowed the travelway such that normal 
plowing efforts were insufficient to keep the road open. 
Caldwell testified that after the snow levels overwhelmed the plowing 
efforts, he was able to keep the road open for a period of time by ~sing a snow 
blower truck. However, Caldwell testified the snow blower hit a rock placed 
alongside the travelway, which damaged the snow blower, at which point 
Caldwells were unable to keep the road open. Cometto testified that at some 
point in the winter of 2007 and 2008, Caldwell abandoned snow plowing. 
Caldwells have been plowing the road since at least 2004. Prior to 2004, 
the parties relied upon snowmobiles for winter access. Ms. Cometto testified she 
raised her five (5) children for over ten (10) years at the residence in question, 
relying upon snowmobiles to provide wintertime access. Caldwell testified that in 
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recent years, for most of the time, simply plowing the snow and leaving it in piles 
along the sides of the travelway keeps the road open. However, with unusually 
heavy snows, the berms start to encroach on the travelway, and, particularly at 
the curves, snow accumulations overwhelm the usual snow plowing efforts. 
Caldwells have sought to have areas designated on the Cometto property 
to pile snow. Comettos complain Caldwells choose storage locations designed to 
cause problems. There is insufficient basis for the Court to designate areas for 
piling snow, other than along the travelway. The length of road that Caldwells 
plow to get to their home is a distance of some miles, and the Cometto property 
is a very small segment. Caldwells own the parcel to the east of the Cometto 
property. Assuming snow storage areas are required for Caldwells to plow their 
way in to their residence, there is no evidence as to why any snow storage piling 
area has to be on the Com etta property. 
In general, the three (3) foot wide secondary easement is sufficient for 
snow storage. If the berm is not higher than three (3) feet, there is presumably no 
snow storage problem. Although not express in the record, the Court finds that 
the problem presumably arises as the berm builds up above three (3) feet in 
height, where, at some point, snow falls back in towards the travelway. However, 
this is not a problem that can be solved by ever increasing widths for secondary 
easements for purposes of snow storage. The original Agreement contemplated 
up to twenty (20) feet in width for the access road, which includes both the 
travelway and any necessary secondary easements. The existing travelway, by 
itself, is, to a large degree, wider than the fourteen (14) feet, and widens to as 
much as twenty (28) feet. The road access easement, as determined herein by 
the Court, currently provides considerably more space for snow storage than 
does the fourteen (14) foot wide travelway, which was illustrated on the diagram 
attached to the 1999 Easement Agreement, with its secondary easements. 
As long as there is a secondary easement for piling snow, at least three 
(3) feet in width (except where the existing travelway is more than twenty-four 
(24) feet wide), on each side of the existing travelway, the Court finds that the 
general intent of the original Agreement has been met. Where the travelway is 
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wider than twenty-four (24) feet, restricting the width of the secondary easements 
so that the overall width of the road access easement does not exceed thirty (30) 
feet is consistent with the Easement Agreement. 
However, unusually heavy snowfalls have caused some issues, due to the 
alignment of the road and due to the existence of certain physical constraints 
near the travelway, which do affect the maintenance purposes of snow storage. 
At the northwest corner, in the area between the outside of the curve in 
the travelway and the Cometto west boundary line, Caldwells would be permitted 
to plow snow into the area between outside the edge of the curve in the 
travelway and the west property line of the Cometto property, should unusual 
levels of snow accumulation overwhelm normal snow plowing. 
At the west end of the Cometto easement there is another 90 degree 
. corner, with a structure erected to the outside of the curve. At this location the 
travelway has widened to twenty-eight (28) feet. Caldwells would be entitled to 
utilize the area between the westerly edge of the curve in the travelway and the 
west property line for purposes of snow storage. Comettos are required to 
remove the gate and man gate to allow Caldwells access to the inside of the 
curve for purposes of snow storage at the west end of the Cometto Easement. 
A servient estate may be prevented from constructing or maintaining gates 
in a way which interferes with or limits the use of the easement by the dominant 
estate. Beckstad vs. Price. 08.13 ISCR 660 (Sup Ct 6/17/08). The Court finds the 
gate, and in particular the man gate, at the corner at the west end of the Cometto 
Easement, provides limited benefit to the Cometto property and unnecessarily 
interferes with the use of the travelway by the easement owner. 
Furthermore, Comettos are precluded from plowing snow from their 
driveway out into the travelway. Given the erection by Comettos of the structure 
on the outside of the curve at the west entry point to the Cometto property, space 
for snow storage at that curve may be less than it would be without the structure. 
Comettos therefore, in plowing their driveway, must plow in a north/south or 
easterly direction, and not plow snow from their driveway westerly out into the 
travelway. 
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The secondary easement is essentially a clear zone for snow storage 
purposes. Comettos are precluded from erecting structures such as fences, 
walls, rock piles and other obstacles of a height and width which would prevent 
the secondary easement from accomplishing its purpose of providing space for 
snow storage. 
There are mature trees within three (3) feet of the edge of the existing 
travelway. The trees are to remain, as it is the presence of a continuous 
structure, such as a fence, or a bulky structure, such as a pile or row of boulders, 
that would unnecessarily restrict snow storage. Snow can pile around a tree 
trunk, and removal of trees by the owner of the dominant estate would 
unnecessarily burden the servient estate. 
The right to utilize the secondary easement does not include the right to 
alter the travelway or its use, if such alteration would increase the burden upon 
the servient estate. Caldwells, as easement owner, must maintain the travelway, 
utilizing the secondary easement described herein, but only as so not to create 
any additional burden on the servient estate, nor any interference that might 
damage the Cometto property, such as flooding of the servient estate. 
Caldwells are entitled to maintain the surface of the road as owners of the 
dominant estate, as long as maintenance does not create any additional burden 
or interfere with or damage the servient estate. Faulker vs. Boozer, 140 Idaho 
451 (2004). 
Caldwell testified he had not maintained the road because it was not 
where it was described; because it encroached on other property; and it was 
unfinished. Caldwells have the burden to maintain the easement so as to avoid 
damage to the Cometto property. Comettos, as owners of the servient estate, 
may take such actions as necessary to prevent or control damage to their 
property which may be occurring, as long as such acts are not an attempt to 
obstruct the easement owner's full use of the access road. 
The travelway is where it is. The Court has found that the alignment of the 
travelway is as agreed to by the parties to the 1999 Easement Agreement. 
Unless required by some future action by the adjacent property owner to remove 
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any alleged encroachment, the parties are under no obligation as between 
themselves to relocate the alignment of the travelway. Of course, if the parties 
agreed to realign the existing travelway to lie within the westerly thirty (30) feet 
referenced in this Easement Agreement, the parties would be free to do so. 
The Court finds that the water bars installed in the surface of the travelway 
by the Comettos are an unreasonable interference with the use of the travelway. 
Any benefit is negligible to the servient estate, and undisputedly interferes to 
some degree with vehicle travel. While it may be nothing more than a nuisance, 
the water bars serve no particular function other than creating a nuisance. 
INDEMNITY AGREEMENT 
The dispute over paragraph thirteen is largely resolved by the above 
discussion regarding the maintenance duties, as well as rights and privileges, of 
the parties pursuant to established Idaho case law. Paragraph 13 reads as 
follows: 
"Parties hereto agree to personally hold harmless 
the fee holders of the servient estate for any 
damages, (property or personal), sustained by 
them, or by their guests or agents while using the 
above described granted easements on or across 
the servient estate." 
The Court finds the above paragraph to be unambiguous, and a statement 
following Idaho law. Caldwells, having a duty to maintain the travelway, agree to 
hold the Comettos harmless from any damages sustained by the Caldwells, their 
guests, or agents, using the travelway, which is to be maintained by Caldwells, 
as the owners of the easement. Paragraph thirteen does not require Caldwells to 
indemnify Comettos for damages to Caldwells or to the person or property of 
another which proximately arise out of any negligence of the Comettos. For 
example, any accident suffered by a user of the easement as the result of any 
water bars, which were proven to have been negligently installed in the travelway 
surface by the Comettos, would not be addressed by paragraph thirteen (13). 
Any liability of the Comettos for any damages sustained by any user of the 
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easement as a proximate result of any negligent act or omission of Comettos is 
not subject to the indemnity provision of paragraph thirteen (13). 
CONCLUSION 
Counsel for the parties shall meet and confer to prepare a final judgment 
incorporating the Provolt Survey legal descriptions for the centerline and 
coordinates for the edges of the travelway such that the location of the travelway 
and the secondary easement described herein can be located upon the ground 
and staked, if necessary. 
The form of the proposed judgment shall identify the dominant and 
servient estates, and describe the purpose of the easement as for ingress and 
egress. The judgment shall state that the dominant estates, or owners, of the 
easement, have the duty of maintenance and may remove the gates and 
remediate the water bars from the travelway surface. Rights and duties of the 
parties, as owners of the dominant and servient estates, respectively, are 
governed by Idaho law as referenced in the Court's Memorandum Decision. Any 
duty of indemnification under the Easement Agreement does not apply to 
negligent acts or omissions of the Comettos. 
If counsel cannot agree as to the form, each party may submit their own 
proposed judgment within twenty-one (21) days from the date of this Decision. 
This Memorandum Decision does constitute Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law. However, the Court reserves the option of supplementing 
these findings with a legal description of the edges of the travelway for purposes 
of entering a final judgment. 
DATED this ~ day of March, 2009. 
~, 
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Case No: CV-07-01744 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND 
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
THE MEMORANDUM DECISION 
FILED ON MARCH 12, 2009 
Hearing Date: May 5, 2009 
Hearing Time: 3:30 p.m. 
Hearing Location: Kootenai County 
Courtroom to be determined 
INTRODUCTION 
The Plaintiffs, DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATHY C. CALDWELL, et aI., 
by and through their attorney, Arthur B. Macomber, pursuant to LR.C.P. 52(b), hereby 
Motion this Court to alter or amend its Memorandum Opinion issued on March 12, 
2009. Oral argument is requested at hearing. 




Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 52(b), this is a Motion for Alteration or Amendation of the 
Memorandum Decision signed by the Court on March 12,2009. 
LR.C.P. 52(a) states: 
... A written memorandum decision issued by the court 
may constitute the findings of fact and conclusions of law 
only if the decision expressly so states or if it is thereafter 
adopted as the findings of fact and conclusions of law by 
order of the court. 
The last paragraph on page 14 of the Memorandum Decision filed in this case 
states, "[t]his Memorandum Decision does constitute Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law." It expressly states it serves as the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law; 
thus following LR.C.P. 52(a). Therefore, this Memorandum is eligible for an 
amendment to the findings of the Court as referenced in LR.C.P. 52(b). 
I.R.c.P. 52(b) states: 
A motion to amend findings or conclusions or to make 
additional findings or conclusions shall be served not 
later than fourteen (14) days after entry of the judgment, 
and if granted the court may amend the judgment 
accordingly ... 
"LR.C.P. 52(b) ... provider s] that a party may move within [ten] I days after 
entry of a judgment to amend findings of fact, conclusions of law or judgment." 
(Tanner v. Estate a/Cobb, 101 Idaho 444, 445 (1980).) The Memorandum Decision 
filed in this case is the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in accordance with 
LR.C.P. 52(a) and the filing ofa Motion to Amend is allowed within fourteen (14) days 
from the date the Memorandum Decision was signed pursuant to I.R.C.P. 52(b). This 
I I.R.C.P. 52 amended to allow fourteen (14) days. 
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Court signed the Memorandum Decision on March 12,2009, thus this Motion to 
Amend is submitted within the fourteen (14) day time frame. 
Plaintiffs request this Court Alter or Amend the Memorandum Decision filed 
March 12, 2009 to allow removal of trees and allocation of more and better-placed 
snow storage secondary easement space for the following reasons: 
1. Page 10, paragraph 2 of the Memorandum Decision states, "Caldwells 
own the parcel to the east of the Cometto property." This statement is used to support 
the Court's finding that the Caldwell's will have room on their abutting property to 
store snow they remove from the easement. However, Caldwells will not own the 
neighboring parcel abutting Cometto's in perpetuity, and paragraph 11 of the Cometto 
Easement states: 
All easements granted in this Agreement are appurtenant to and 
shall run with the respective properties, and shall be binding 
upon and inure to the benefit of the successors, licensees, and 
transferees entitled thereof, including, without limitation, any 
transferees of a portion of the respective properties as a result of 
the subdivision of any such property. 
Thus, all other things being equal, the parties to this case cannot be judged to 
have the ability to bind future unknown abutting property owners to accept snow from 
the Cometto property. Therefore, the Court should have found the Caldwell's abutting 
parcel is unavailable for snow storage by the Plaintiffs, because a decision by a future 
owner not to allow snow storage on that abutting parcel could result in the easement 
becoming impassable due to the Court's decision not to allow adequate secondary 
easement snow storage within the confines of the Cometto parcel. 
Further on this point, evidence at trial and argued in Plaintiff s briefs discussed 
the snow plowing operations, which were not limited by Plaintiff s skills at moving 
snow, but included evidence discussing the natural mechanical result of plowing snow 
through and around comers where the snow naturally fell from the plow blade during 
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such snow plowing. The court's Decision at page 10, paragraph 2 stated, "there is 
insufficient basis for the court to designate areas for piling snow, other than along the 
travelway." However, on page 11, at full paragraphs two and three, the Court allows 
snow storage outside the travel way at the two western easement comers. In particular, 
at the second of those two paragraphs the Court states, "Caldwell's would be entitled to 
utilize the area between the westerly edge of the curve in the travel way and the west 
property line for purposes of snow storage." 
Given a normal plowing operation as discussed above, the snow will always fall 
toward the Cometto's driveway on the southeast comer of that western easement 
entrance, requiring Plaintiffs to use a bulldozer or other snow-moving device to remove 
the snow from the comer where it leaves the plow blade to store it on the inside of the 
curve. This creates an unrealistic and undue burden on the Plaintiffs, because it adds 
hours to any snow-clearing operation due to a need for two snow-clearing vehicles. 
Evidence before the Court at trial and briefings demonstrated and argued how the 
Comettos have purposefully constructed earth berms, and now a building on that corner 
knowing that it prevented Plaintiffs adequate snow storage capabilities. It is no relief 
to Plaintiffs to have to bring two snow-moving vehicles into play simply to clear the 
road, especially since evidence was cogently argued defendants purposefully 
constructed the improvements, including the building and berm at the south side of that 
western entrance comer with the intent to deter Plaintiffs from reaching their home in 
the winter. 
Further, evidence before the Court prior to issuance of its Decision was that 
Comettos actually delayed paying for the court-ordered Provo It survey while they 
rushed to construct their pole barn in that former snow storage location. Given these 
facts, Plaintiffs respectfully request this Court alter and amend its decision to allow 
Plaintiffs to store snow on the south side of the west entrance, including a ruling that 
Comettos should remove the berm at that location, and the building itself if Plaintiffs 
snow storage within a secondary easement at that south end is impeded. 
2. The Memorandum Decision at page 12, paragraph 3 states "Caldwell, an 
easement owner, must maintain the travel way, utilizing the secondary easement 
described herein, but only as so not to create any additional burden on the servient 
estate, nor any interference that might damage the Cometto property, such as flooding 
of the servient estate." Plaintiffs do not object to the Court's finding that the dominant 
estate must maintain the travel way. However, as argued before the Court at trial, due to 
the lack of adequate construction by the Cometto's in 1999, and given submitted 
evidence appearing in the ten years since the former judge found the road adequate, 
Plaintiffs are unable to maintain the easement roadway without burdening the servient 
estate. Evidence was presented to the Court by the Comettos that they constructed the 
cross-road ditching, the "water bars," in order to drain water from the roadway surface. 
Evidence was presented by the Plaintiffs that the east entry to the easement frequently 
floods and turns that area into a mucky mire due to the lack of adequate drainage of the 
roadway surface. Had the road been constructed correctly, roadside ditches running 
parallel to the travel way and culverts constructed under the travelway at appropriate 
locations would prevent such flooding on the roadway surface. 
In the Memorandum Decision at page 7, paragraph 3, it states "[t]opography 
may require cuts or fills, and there are usually maintenance issues, including ditching 
for drainage." Yet on page 12, paragraph 2, it states " ... mature trees within three (3) 
feet of the existing travelway ... are to remain ... ," which trees prevent Plaintiffs from 
constructing ditches to assure adequate maintenance and prevention of harm to servient 
estate Cometto's land. On page 8, paragraph 5, it states " ... with an applied secondary 
easement of up to three (3) feet on each side of the travelway for purposes of' 
maintenance, such as ditching to control drainage." The trees are too close to the 
travelway for proper drainage ditches to be installed to keep the road functional, and 
since Cometto's did not remove the trees and install the ditches appropriately in 1999, 
and the ensuing ten years have shown evidence given at trial that flooding is a problem, 
trees inside any three-foot secondary easement area should be removed. 
Specific problem areas are shown in Exhibits A-J attached hereto: 
a. In photograph number 22, see Exhibit "A," of the Black 
Diamond Engineering Survey Report that was accepted by this court as illustrative, the 
travel way through this bank is 13 feet according to the Provolt Survey. The road itself 
becomes a water channel for lack of drainage ditches. The surface turns to mud and 
develops ruts. This flooding issue is why the Comettos told the Court that they 
installed the "water bar" at photograph number 21(b), see Exhibit "A." The only 
solution is to cut and widen the banks on both sides to accommodate the installation of 
adequate ditches and culverts. This requires the removal of trees. 
b. In photograph number 36, see Exhibit "B," and photograph 
number 39, see Exhibit "C," there is no drainage ditching on the either side of the 
travel way. This is the part of the east/west traverse not located as described in the 1999 
Easement Agreement. The terrain adjacent to the travelway rises, especially near the 
trees in photographs 35 and 36, resulting in water flooding across the road. Creating 
proper drainage ditches can't be accomplished without the removal of the trees 
alongside the travel way. Also, in Exhibit "B," both photographs 35 and 36 show the 
two trees that were struck due to snow plowing operations, and which resulted in 
Plaintiffs snow equipment being damaged so they could not clear the snow to reach 
their home during significant portions of this last winter, resulting in their having to 
rent a home in Sandpoint for their family. This evidence was before the Court and its 
Decision should be altered to result in the allowance of the removal of trees within the 
secondary easement. 
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c. Photographs 41 and 42, see Exhibit "D," and photograph number 
44, see Exhibit "E," also show the east/west traverse section but from a point farther to 
the east. This section of the road has no ditching on the south side (left side in this 
view). To create proper drainage the trees should be removed. 
d. In photograph 45, see Exhibit "F," photograph humber 47, see 
Exhibit "G," photograph number 50, see Exhibit "H," photograph number 51, see 
Exhibit "I," and photograph number 53, see Exhibit "J," one may view the east entry 
and curves that lead to the east/west traverse. No drainage ditches exist on either side 
of the travel way. Photograph number 53, here Exhibit "J," shows the area that 
develops standing flood waters on both the servient Cometto land and the abutting land 
to the east. Evidence submitted to this Court at trial and argued in Plaintiffs' briefing 
regarding such floods should result in tree removal to allow construction of proper 
ditching, which will, in turn, allow Plaintiffs to meet their duty to maintain their 
dominant estate obligations. 
The existence of the trees and the flooding of the travelway cause the travelway 
to be extremely difficult to use at rainy times of the year, and the lack of drainage 
improvements causes harm to the servient estate's land. Regardless of how the parties 
to this case perceive these issues today, evidence before the Court showed that this 
appurtenant easement requires tree removal for drainage improvements to be installed 
on behalf of current andfuture owners. Easements benefit use of the land, not simply 
current owners. Also, it is highly likely that future owners to the east of the Cometto 
easement will not have the equipment or the mechanical skills of Mr. Caldwell to 
enable adequate maintenance, given the location of the trees and the minimal 'snow 
storage areas granted by the Court's unaltered Memorandum Decision. The 
Memorandum Decision states Plaintiffs have the right to maintain the travelway. The 
Memorandum Decision also states Plaintiffs have secondary easement and three (3) feet 
along the travelway to use for drainage. The areas listed above are problem areas that 
do not have the allotted three (3) feet to put in proper drainage without removing the 
trees. However, the Memorandum Decision states Plaintiffs cannot remove the trees. 
This is contradictory, because the drainage improvements need to be put in and the 
trees will need to come out at Cometto's cost. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATHY C. 
CALDWELL, et aI., pray this Court alter or amend its Memorandum Decision so that 
within thirty (30) days of an unappealed final judgment: 
1. Plaintiffs may remove trees within the secondary easement on the Cometto 
property to allow construction of adequate drainage improvements for the 
entire travel way at Cometto's cost, or, in the alternative; 
2. Require Defendants to remove trees within the secondary easement on the 
Cometto's property to allow construction of adequate drainage 
improvements for the entire travelway at Cometto's cost; 
3. Require Comettos to remove the earth berm from the south side of the 
western Easement entrance to allow Plaintiffs to store snow thereon within 
an area designated by the Court's Decision for snow storage on the inside of 
that same curve near where the pedestrian gate is now located; 
4. Require Comettos to remove the personal property along the Easement from 
within the entire secondary easement route, or, in the alternative; 
5. Allow Plaintiffs to remove Cometto's personal property along the Easement 
from within the entire secondary easement route, or, in the alternative; 
6. the south side of the western Easement entrance to allow Plaintiffs to store 
snow thereon; 
7. A ward Plaintiff reasonable attorney fees in connection with obtaining this 
order, pursuant to I.R.c.P. 54(e)(1); and 
Notice of Motion and Motion to Alter or Amend Memorandum 
( ( 
8. Alter and amend its Decision as otherwise may be just and proper given the 
submitted evidence. 
DATED this ZS'tk day of March, 2009. 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Attorney at Law 
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Photo #21 (b) 
Close-up of speed bump-1 
Photo #22 
--------------~S~o:nurttlrh view narrowc~~ EXHIBIT II A 
Photo #35 
Snowplow marked tree 
EXHIBIT II e, II ---
- .-:;~ 
. ~ -.' . : . -
Photo #39 
Road section at culvert-3 
Photo #40 EXHIBIT II C, --- n Gulvert-4, north view outlet 
{'/ - -?. 
Photo #41 
West view to cu Ivert-3 & 4 
_______ --,.:~ ~~~--EE';hXA1HltaB...-.ITc-"_=h- ·-· 
Section east of culvert-4 
Photo #43 
Snowplow marked trees 
Photo #45 
North view from curve-3 fence 
Photo #46 
Speed bump-5 
_ i.J /I c-_ . RXHJRJT" " 
Photo #47 
North view from curve-4, east of property line 
________________ -V\lr-es;t-vt~~~~·"'"o#"'rr4.-1 8"...cQrrrP'rvne,.-::_*4---------b-----,-, -
; I ~ r FYHTRTT " 
Photo #49 
Berm blocking drainage 
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Photo #51 




Low spot, blocked drainage 
Photo #54 ..r 
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CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
I am familiar with my finn's capability to hand-deliver and deliver by facsimile 
documents and its practice of placing its daily mail, with first-class postage prepaid 
thereon, in a designated area for deposit in a U.S. mailbox in the City of Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho, after the close of the day's business. On the date shown below, I served: 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND THE 
MEMORANDUM DECISION FILED ON MARCH 12,2009 
Brent C. Featherston 
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM 
113 South Second Ave 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6866 
(208) 263-0400 (FAX) 
Bonner County Civil Clerk 
Facsimile: 208-263-0896 
Judge Hosack 
Kootenai County Civil Clerk 
Facsimile: 446-1138 
~ By ~~a true copy thereof to the person(s) at the facsimile 
telephone number for that party. 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed 
on this ~day of March, 2009. 
Ju er 
P alegal to Arthur B. Macomber 
Notice of Motion and Motion to Alter or Amend Memorandum 
Court Minutes: 
Session: 
Session Date: 05/05/2009 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
Reporter: 
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15 :37:33 - ord 
?COMETIO, THOMAS . . 
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15:37:38 J .~ge: Hosack, Charles 
/ ", ,.07-1744 BONNER COUNTY CASE. MOTION TO AMEND' .. 
c.1lm MEMORANDUM DECISION. . . ,~,>.:" 
15:38:23 .·ARTIruR MACOMBER PA, BRENT FEATHERSTONEDA,>f;;' 
..... ~ ., EPHONIC CONFERENCE CALL. ALL ".,; '; . >;>~:.,: 

















• ·if .. • 
d Ins: MCOMBER, ARTHUR ~~1 ' 
~l.".LRAL COMMENTS. VERY DIFFICULT CASE FOR AEttJ;;' ., .' 
.-_ , ........ PARTIES. VIEW THE ROAD AND ... ' -:" 
DW IT MAY BE MAINTAINED. PLTS HA VE REQU~~, AJ~ 
T MAITENENCE BE DONE DOWN : : . ;;; 
:.: THE ROAD BY THE OWNERS. GOAL IS TO FIND A ON';<'~'f')/ 
.'~. ' NFLICTING DECISION. TWO . "'if ,= J ~~:~:~:;;'5'- ' ':"~"': ' 
. • VESTS. ITEM 6 OF THE PRAYER IS IN ERROR..trS , , ~tg . . . .' 
EDITING ERROR. ALL COMES ! ':.j;'jB·· .. , 
\\TN TO MAINTENANCE FROM THE SNOW AND TER/ 
GE 7 IN THE DECISION IT DOES . . ,.:,;;;~;}. ; 
KNOWLEDGE REPAIRS. PARAGRAPH 2, ONLY '·' i~Jtl~~ti' 
" ··f.··6···: 
... ONDARY EASMENT MAY BE UTILIZED. ,; ~ •. )~~~ ~; 
8, PARA 3, 3 FOOT STRIP WOULD BE EFFICIENE .;/.;f ' 
&I","IY~,GE TO THE SNOW BLOWER FROM .. . ' ",£t ;:h 
. _.a&&~. EASEMENT. PG 11, PARA 2 AND 3 THE SNOW, .~'. 
IN THE N. W. EDGE. PLTS .. 
GVE TODA Y THAT THIS WOULD BE IMPRACTIB 
POLE BUILDING WOULD BE :; •. , ", 
W'Ii .............. R. FOR PLOW PURPOSES. PUTING THE SNOW ON!;:}~::; , ..•. •... .... 
INSIDE EDGE WOULD BE '! ~~·~;;~if::· 
RACTIBLE. PUT IN INSIDE CORNER. DO K TuRN'S ;i!f;;i~';" 
'" THE PLOW TO GET THE SNOW ;. ,:)~'-t;:;; 
.11IA T CORNER. . ·::~~~i(;-.>· 
• .'1·'·Y:';" 
I e: Hosack, Charles .' . ~...);;,:: 
MISSING SOMETHING HERE. YOU'D PUT DEPOSITI)lCfS:, ' 
OW TO THE WEST LEG ON THE :, . R?}r~ 
" .. . } .'." . ..;;.~ .;. ," 
UTSIDE. ,',<'" 
'. . d Ins: MCOMBER, ARTHUR . , ;<:~.," . 
- l) " WS ON WHITE BOARD SKETCH OF THE ROAD.:.TO;11tE' 
O"HT SIDE IS THE WEST ' . " .;/:'1/$ ' '.:'" .r_.. ~ ··~~"'!;~)t>:~ 
. RANCE. COMETIO DRIVEWAY TO THE TOP AND THE ..... . 
'-..~l~N~t-":' 
. ;~t<· ~ 
.<~ ;'/ . .' 
, :I ~~ ... 
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POLE BUILDING. DRIVE SOUTH ON 
4T.II(~t.;."' 'tHE WHITE BOARD WOULD DEPOSIT THE SNOW THERE. 
c, S A STORAGE OF SNOW ON 
WEST SIDE. ITS NOT WHERE THE SNOW FLIES. THE 
WOULD HAVE TO 
Ja"'dge: Hosack, Charles 
~ •. "" .• '- '~.I' , UNDERSTAND THE PHYSICS, DON'T UNDERSTAND 
IT WILL FALL. 
a:. .... ~ .. : ... Ins: MCOMBER, ARTHUR 
PLOW BLADE SWIVELS ON THE TRUCK. WHEN YOU 
vUIV.l.I.":' TOWARD THE POLE BARN THE , 
AL WAYS GOES TO THE OUTSIDE OF THE ROAD, NOT 
DOES THE SNOW NOT FALL 
,~ .... r,;.,.:. ..... • IT REQUIRES A SECOND LOADER TO PICK UP 
SNOW. 
"Dlll!e: Hosack, Charles 
""·ff.."iTii"'t» TO THE OUTSIDE OF THE CURVE, HAVING THE 
STORAGE AREA ON THE 
15:'5 ·21~r.SOC,Mn .. SIDE OF THE ROAD. 
'~-""" •••• ~4"J_ ' Ins: MCOMBER, ARTHUR .~ 
SNOW PLOW AL WAYS DUMPS ON THE OUTSIDE OF TII.E " 
VE. THE PLOW WILL AL WAYS ' . 
• 1~JlYIr IT TO THE OUTSIDE OF THE CURVE. THE SNOW 
GE IS ON THE INSIDE AND .. 
PLOW WILL DUMP IN ON THE COMETTO'S PROPERTY. ',," • 
12, SECOND PARAGRAPH. 
--,",,.,.,. S THE MATURE TREES TO REMAIN. CAUSES A 
OF PROBLEMS. THE SNOW 
OPERA TION IS HINDERED. THERE'S NICKS AND 
~""'YIn.GE TO THE TREE. A FENCE 
;PJ'~Wl.JUL,U BE AN ISSUE. A SINGLE ROCK WOULD NOT BE AN •. 
WOULDN'T BE ABLE TO 
PROPERL Y. YOU ORDERED THE PLAINTIFFS. IT 
l:JL"blD:..,,, USE OF THE ROAD BY THE 
. PAGE 12, PARA 4, THERES A MINOR EDIT. 
5 OF PAGE 12. CALDWELLS 
THE BURDEN TO MAINTAIN. THE SNOWPLOWS 
Y MEET THE BURDEN. THERE'S 
/!~~.~ ·:I~bJC.,U TO REMOVE THE TREES. ON ONE OF THE WATER 
F!..~l~'\.0.3 IS ON THAT LET HEADING 
. DREW THE WATER BARS. IT WOULD BE ON THE 
. :" 




,~j\ST SIDE OF THE WEST LEG. THE 
15:58:19 tlOMETIO'S WATER BAR BECOMES NECESSARY. THOSE :U'-'-I ", , : 
;,lN PATICULAR SPOTS. MAKES IT 
15:58:52 ,\IMPQSSIBLE TO MEET THAT BURDEN. IN THE 
~ rLAINTIFFS MOTION, THE DEFENSE COUNCIL 
15 :59:27 "PPINTS OUT, SAYS THE PLAINTIFFS CAN'T BUY 
\',ADJOINING PROPERTY. THE CALDWELLS 
16:00: 18 OULD HAVE TO TRAVEL A SIGNIFICANT DISTANCE TO 
,~D1;.1MP THE SNOW IN THE SNO 
16:00:42 ·,1oStORAGE. PLTS REQUIRE THE POLE BARN BE REMOVED 
;EOR SNOW STORAGE. ALLOW THEM ' f 
16:01:21 ,REMOVE TREES AND CREATE DITCHING TO CARRY OFp-f ·; ~ 
_ WATER. THE DEFENDANTS . 
16:01:43 , VE BALKED AT SOME OF THE PICTURES OF THE BLACK> 
i,D -, OND REPORT. ONLY REASON ,-
16:02:10 R THE PHOTOS IS FOR CLARITY. THAT'S THE PLTS 
UEST. 
16:02:36 d Ins: FEATHERSTONE, BRENT 
S NOT A MA TIER OF WHETHER WE OBJECT TO THE 
OTOS. WE'RE NOT TRYING TO 
16:03:07 OUE THE EVIDENCE. I'M AT A DISADVANTAGE OF NOT :-
-. BEING THERE. RAN INTO TO 
16:03:36 .- ME OPPOSITION FROM MY DOCTOR AND MY SPOUSE. 
SE ISSUES CAN BE SUMMED UP 
16:03:59 ,WHAT APPEARS TO BE THE PLAINTIFF TRYING TO 
MORE OUT OF THE EASEMENT. 
16:04:25 INTEND TO WIDEN THIS ROAD TO MAKE BETIER 
CHES WHERE THERE ARE NONE. THE 
16:04:55 • AD IS WHAT IT IS TODAY. ITS THE SAME. IT'S 
, VEL WAY HAS REALLY NOT 
16:05:23 NGED AT ALL. WHERE THERE'S DITCHES TODAY 
RE WAS IN 1999. WE'VE SPENT 
' MORE TIME IN SNOW PLOWING DISCUSSIONS. THE SNOW 
;' " L ROLL OFF ONE SIDE OR < 
OTHER. DEPENDS ON HOW THE BLADE IS TILTED. NOT 
16:05:56 
16:06:29 
.NVIENT TO STORE SNOW WHERE 
16:07:03 COMMETIO'S HAVE OTHER THINGS. DEPENDS UPON 
CH WAY YOU WERE GOING AND 
16:07:35 W THE PLOW WAS TILTED. COULD STORE THE SNOW 
APPROPRIATE STOARAGE 
16:07:59 ~J"I.. IT'S THE WIDESST SECTION OF THE ROAD TO 
SS OVER TO THE COMMETIO 
16:08:27 OPERTY. MR. CALDWELL COULD EASILY STORE THE 
.OW WHERE HE'S BEEN DIRECTED. 
16:09:02 NOT ONLY WANT TO STORE THE SNOW ON THE 
. :.,.:-:';(,.:. 
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~~'~''R~'N; . PUSHING SNOW TO THE EAST. THEY CHOOSE NOT TO . 
.. ' THEY CHOOSE TO STORE IT ON THE 
····COMffiTTO'S PROPERTY. DITCHING AND OPENING UP THE 
·;ROAD IS WHAT THE PL TS WANT. 
. '. LETS CLEAR CUT THAT AND WIDEN THE ROAD. THAT'S 
NOT WHAT THE CASE LAW HOLDS. 
';::; .:~~~~~i~~i~~ ~~~~O~LD NOT ENCOMBER 
" PLUS YEARS OF USING THIS EASEMENT. NOT A 
1£:~~~~, LE ARGUEMffiNT . ISSUE OF 
REMOVING TREES, THEY'VE BEEN THERE ALONG TIME. 
ANY DIFFICULTY UNTIL 
·"·.n.r . .... '.~ .. ,< ,.· ·· NOW. WE WANT A WIDER EASEMENT. WANT TO MAXIMIZE 
TRA VEL AREA. NO 
TE EVIDENCE. THERE WAS ONLY ONE AREA OF· 
. THAT AREA IS A LOW 
MRS CALDWELL DID SOME LOGGING ON HER 
TY. THE SOLUTION IS TO BRING 
. THE MATERIALS TO BUILD UP THAT AREA. ITS NOT 
THAT THE CROSS STITCHING 
.. ' . THERE, THAT WAS DONE TO GET PEOPLE TO SLOW 
tk.-...i{~I1~\> : ~'-.-- • THERE'S NOT A FLOODING 
LEM. THEY'VE USED THIS ROAD FOR 10 YEARS. 
WAS AN ORDER TO MOVE THE 
. WE'LL NEED TO SET TIME. DON'T THINK WE 
~.~~.~J" """"""""'" TO OPEN UP THE EVIDENCE. 
1.l7. 'iI~·"' , •• ~.~ :. Jl . D::~~ ~=Ysi~i=~:::IS ',_ <, ~~~~;;. . 
COULD BE HEARD. :-";'i~F' 
WANT TO WIDEN THE ROAD. . ~ -;~i;i{;' " 
SEE THAT AS AN EXPANSION. WOULD ALLOW SNOW " t"'f:;;~" 
TO BE EASIER. .: ;;iI·<'~ ; .. • . 
REALITIES. WE WOULD NEED TO HAVE WATER . J'?t/1" 
MS COMETTO PUT THE : :.:~~ ';,> 
TER BARS IN TO SLOW PEOPLE DOWN. IF THE ... >A~3'it.;' ,.' · ...... _~~T WE'RE FINE 10 YEARS AGO ~ .. ;J\iN;~ :· ~.' 
SHE WOULDN'T HAVE PUT THE WATER BARS IN " ~:':!;;?;; ~') 
;·~~~fi ~;,: .~~"'.L''''' TO ACCOMODA TE THOSE ' <;'ij;~~ " 
IT WOULD BE AN UNREASONABLE BURDEN TO ~/,; .. ': 
d#_'''',~'' ' ,'. LOADERS TO MOVE SNOW. LETS . ' ..',;",',. ,' , 
... ~~ USE THE SECONDARY EASEMENT TO OPEN UP THE ROAD. ,.~ .. -... :l~;,l~ , ·!,' ..... '" 
"~I~" 
; ",' 
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",'" __ , ,,;::;f~?~·i.· 
· -;,~.:/;'QN THE ISSUE OF MOVING THE 
16:21:49 I ,flEES ITS NOT THAT THEY WANT MORE ROOM. WITH 
... PROPER DITCHES AND DRAINAGE, MS 
16:22:~ . ~ ~~iJ~~Eoig~.F~~b~~ii~S6~RY TO PUT WATER 
16:22:5 • " THE BERM AND THE BARN. PL TS DID ARGUE FOR 
:,' ' REMOVAL OF THE BURM NOT THE BARN. 
16:23:3 • "'l1iE EARTH BERM MAY NEED TO BE REMOVED FOR SNOW 
, . STORAGE. THEY WILL DUMP SNOW 
16:24:0~." ' BiGHT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE COMETTO'S DRIVEWAY. 
~ TInS EASEMENT IS PERTINENT. 
-~,~, . 
·'1:':. 
16:24:3, bdge: Hosack, Charles 
:: . , 1HE COURT IS NOT GOING TO BE ABLE TO SOLVE THE 
. t~OBLEM THE P ARTIES HAVE. THE 
~TIES DON'T WANT TO WORK TOGETHER. THE WATER 
B , RS WERE REJECTED BY THE 
COURT. THE WATER BAR WAS ON A CREST OF THE BERM. 
~ ',$ PARTIES JUST DON'T LIKE 
;' ~CH OTHER. NOTHING THE COURT CAN DO TO SOLVE 
" T PROBLEM. THAT DOESN'T PLAN 
"f,QR THE FUTURE. I'M NOT A PROBLEM SOL VER. THAT'S 
NOr SOMETHING THAT'S BEFORE 
COURT. YOU DEAL WITH THE CARDS YOU WERE 
'I!'~~, .......... ~T. YOU HAD A 14 FOOT 
VEL WAY. RUBBER ON THE ROAD KILL THE 
• ...... • ........ GETATION. THE COURT MADE A FINDING. 
r.a ••. ~·iJLD BE A 15 FOOT TRAVEL WAY. ADDED 3 FEET ON 
CH SIDE. THAT'S THE 
~ .. 1~GREEMENT WE TALKED ABOUT. THE PARTIES 
"sTIPULATED THAT THE ROAD DIDN'T GET 
'ANY WIDER. I ADDED THE EXTRA 6 FEET TO THAT. THE 
A"CTUAL AGREEMENT WAS 20 
16:30:t ., .' FEET. WEST END I'VE GONE OVER. I'VE ACUTALLY 
' .. ,. ' 9J\'EN MORE THAN THE ACUTAL 
16:30:5. GREEMENT. DON'T KNOW WHAT THE REASON FOR THE 
\. ' EOLE BARN WAS. IT IS AT A SPOT 
16:31:~~ ~'~~~i~T~~~~~~E CALDWELLS. I DO HAVE 
16:31:5 .' LQCA TION OF THE POLE BARN. DON'T BLAME THE 
:'-'. ' QPMETTO'S FOR BEING UPSET. THIS 
16:32:3 . . ' WAS ORIGINALLY A 14 FOOT TRAVEL WAY. I DO HAVE 
, ;, . SOME CONCERNS ABOUT THE TREES. 
16:33:11 " T.tlATS A HIGH POINT OF CONFLICT. THE COMETTOS ARE 
.~"'. ': "NOT TO PUSH SNOW FROM THEIR 
16:33:40, PROPERTY INTO THE ROADWAY. THEY WILL PUSH THE 
,Court Minutes .. :JiOSACK050509P 
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· ... , ··:~,~,:~ ... /:SNOW OUT JUST TO IRRITATE THE 
16:34: 1 O ;,;o':cALDWELLS. THE CALDWELLS HAVE EXTRA ROOM FOR 
r ',",5WRAGE. THAT'S A PUBLIC HIGHWAY 
,', 
i, 
16:34:38 ,;,,'~S FARAS THE COMETTO'S ARE CONCERNED. THE ONLY 
:~> THING I CAN SEE ON THAT, WHEN 
16:35:21 :;;'{ 'M Y TOOK OUT THE MAN GATE THERE'S NO PROBLEM IN 
'> REGARD TO THE TREES. NOT 
16:35:55 ~: ":~~~~~oC~~T~iH~~~~~:' SNOW STORAGE. 
16:36:35 " MOVAL OF THE MATURE TREES FROM THE OTHER 
ONS PROPERTY. THAT'S BASICALLY 
16:37: 10..,:-', LICENSE TO CLEARCUT. CAN'T GRANT F~E LICENSE. 
• i ,. OEVIDENCE THERE'S MATURE 
16:37:45 ,' : ES. THERE IS EVIDENCE OF SOME FLOODING THERE, 
.;, YBE A WAY TO BUILD UP THE 
16:38:35 -· 'WAD. DON'T HAVE ENOUGH EVIDENCE THAT THE EAST 
,:,. " E HAS FLOODING. I WAS 
16:39:3( . '1HERE IN DRY WEATHER. NO EVIDENCE THERE WAS 
.'~' PEOODING. THERE WAS SOME 
16:40:11 "'~ p;8TIMONY THEY WEREN'T MAINTAINING THE ROAD. 
" ' , Y CAN ONLY DO WHAT'S 
, ESSARY. DIDN'T HEAR EVIDENCE THAT THE 
" VERTS WERE PLUGGED UP OR FLOODED. 
AN'T ADDRESS THIS IN THIS RECORD. DON'T EVEN 
"OW WHO THE BERM WAS CREATED 
16:41 :42 ", B~. THE LAW IS NOTHING MORE THAN COMMOM SENSE. 
OWNER OF THE SERVIANT 
' ANT. MAINTENANCE ISSUES BETWEEN THE PARTIES 
VEN'T BEEN ADDRESSED IN THE 
f¢ISION. WON'T ALLOW THE MATURE TREES OUT. THE 
OURT HAS DONE EVERYTHING IT 
DO. SOME SNOW PLOWS ARE BUILT DIFFERENT THAN 
S. THERE ISN'T ENOUGH 
QWING THE REMOVAL OF THE TREES. 
16:44:54 , ,.. , 'il Ins: MCOMBER, ARTHUR 
16:46:18 
. . . TIlE COMETTO'S AND THE CALDWELL'S COULD MEET 
W DECIDE ON THE TREES TO BE 
, " d VED. 
~ dci Ins: FEATHERSTONE, BRENT 
":~. 
Court Minutes Se~slon: ti0SACK050509P 
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__ '·'~';!Q:!ii;~~$'lSr ....... ", _________ -==-:.....:4.fI:-/->.+7~,----------------
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\ 
,"'k ) ' .. -<,"--
~ ';1" -.-·.-~t.· ,,:: ' 
:'>f:>' 
THE ROADWAY IS NEARLY AT OR ON THE PROPERTY . . ; .... 
. :k~~11;~}i.' ·d 
O:4D:4·1 .. ~. " ... ';'. Judge: Hosack, Charles . ; .;." . . '. 
e'Hi.tt.X:C!·:L· ',. IT TALKS ABOUT TREES IN THE SECONDARY EASEMENTi··;~,.;~?'·:1):"~·:' 
,:' 
DON'T HAVE CONCERNS ABOUT THE :i0~~f;t);:; ':' 
, '. MAINTENANCE ISSUES. NUMBER 3 WAS ADDRESSED. IF'Y!:)1~;ft-'.:,. '."· 
.- : c.,~·~;;,h~,> - ;.,~ .. ,.'. 
YOU NEED TREE REMOVAL ON THE ':tj::i:h: ;'; 
INSIDE OF THE WEST CORNER. THE EARTH BERM IS up Xit~t;i ~" .;,c .. 
. THE POLE BARN. THE .. . .' 
ONAL PROPERTY IS COVERED. THE GATE WILL BE 
IF IT HASN'T ALREADY. 
PURPOSES OF A RULING I'M NOT CRITICAL OF THE ' . 
. ARTIES BEING IN BAD FAITH. 
FINE TUNE THIS DECISION. COMES DOWN TO 
AND PROOF. NO ADEQUATE 
AT THIS POINT. THE COURT CAN NOT SOLVE ALL 
PROBLEMS INTO THE 
THIS ROAD WENT ON A THIRD PERSONS 
.THERE ARE PROBLEMS OUT 
I CAN ONLY GO SO FAR. I HAVE DONE THE 
I CAN DO. I DENY THE 
. WILL GRANT YOU LEAVE TO SUPPLEMENT THE 
J...-........ y"'" TO AMEND. THE COURT 
NEVER MAKE EVERYONE HAPPY. THAT'S THE 
OF THE COURT. MR. 
TONE PREPARE THE ORDER. IF YOU FILE 
MOTION WE DON'T NECESSARY 
TO HAVE A HEARING. 
Ins: FEATHERSTONE, BRENT 
DON'T HAVE A FINAL JUDGMENT. CAN DO 14 DAYS .. 
Hosack, Charles 
FILED BY MAY 14 WE'LL DECIDE IF 
HAS TO BE HEARD. LOOKING 
A PROPOSED FINAL JUDGMENT. ASSUME THE 
CAN WORK SOMETHING OUT. 
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TBE COVNTY 0' BONNER 
CASH NO. CV ·2007 .. 1744 
ORDER DENYING 
PLAJNTD1'S'MonON 
TO ALTD OR AMEND 
_MEMORANDUM DECISION 
JILEI) ON MARCIl 12,2009 
This matter cama before 1be Court on S, 2009, III 3:30 p.m. on the PJaiDtifIi' 
MotIon to Alter or Amend the MemOl'lDdum • on oftbc Court eot=red CD March 12, 2009. 
Plaintiffs' counsel, Arthur Macomber. was ~ The DefeadaDts' counseL Brent c. 
Peathcntoa. appeared telephonically. 
On hMriDg of argument and in CODSldentibn of the matterS before it. the Court hereby 
hda aood cause and orders as follows: 
Far the leII!OllS act forth on the IeCOrd, 1Ile Court cJeaiQ tbe pJaintiftk' Motion to Alter 
or Amend the Mem.mandum Decision of the 
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aDd the west boundary of the oasement 10 at to 8CCOmmodate the mow stcnp area at tho west 
end af1be Cometto easement between the westerly qe ofthc curve in the ttavel way and the 
west property line IS provided in pamaraph 3, pile 11, of the Court's Memor.mdum J)ed.sion. 
Should PJaimiflS desire to .til. a Supplemental Motion ~ this area, it ahould be done by 
no 1ate.rtbsnMay 14.2009. 
FUrther, the parties axe ordered to prepare and submit to the Court a FbW 1udpem by 
May 28, 2009. It ~181'8 unable to agJee upon the foan oftbo Juds;ment 1i'om the Court', 
Memonmdum Decision. then each coaosel sball submit proposed final judgments. 
IT IS so ORDERED. 
DATED this~day afMay. 2009. 
I.~ 
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408 Sharman Avenue:. Suite 21 S 
Cocurd'Aleu.ID 83814 
( J Other: _____ -
[ ~. Man. Postage Plepaid 
[ ] Ovemi8ht Mail 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
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ETAL, ) 
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Plaintiff. ) CASE NO. CV 2007-1744 
) 
VS. ) ORDER OF SUBMIIT AL OF 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID L. CALDWELL, KATHLEEN C. ) 
CALDWELL, LA WRENCE L. SEILER, ) 
THERESA L. SEILER, and PATRICIA ) 
ST. ANGELO, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 













Case No. CV 2007-01744 
MOTION FOR ENTRY 
OF JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the undersigned counsel, Brent C. Featherston, for and on behalf of the 
Defendants, Thomas W. Cometto and Lori M. Cometto, and moves this Court for entry of a 
Final Judgment in this matter as set forth in the proposed Judgment attached. 
The Defendants object to the fonn and content of the proposed Final Judgment 
submitted by the Plaintiffs for several reasons, as follows: 
1. The proposed Final Judgment submitted by Plaintiffs was never submitted to 
Defendants' counsel for review prior to submission to the Court. 
2. The Plaintiffs' proposed Final Judgment does not conform to the Court's 
Memorandum Decision. 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT-l 
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3. The Plaintiffs' proposed Final Judgment contains numerous extraneous matters 
which will create a cloud on title and are not matters properly included within a Final 
Judgment. 
4. The Defendants' proposed Final Judgment submitted herewith is in appropriate 
form and should be entered by the Court. 
J 
5. The Defendants have requested that Professional Land Surveyor, Dan Provolt, 
provide a legal description to be attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as 
Exhibit to the Final Judgment describing the edge of travel way. Defendants have tendered 
one-half (1/2) of Mr. Provolt's estimated cost of $250.00. Plaintiffs' counsel ws requested to 
pay the other half. Plaintiffs have not responded. 
Defendants intend to present further argument and/or evidence in support of the 
motion. 
tIL 11a/ 
DATED this!1:L day of~, 2009. 
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT - 2 
Attorney for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
/Ia~ l1A-y 
I hereby certify that on the t:4L- day of.a..e, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document to be served upon the following persons in the following manner: 
Arthur B. Macomber, Esq. 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
P.O. Box 5203 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Hon. Charles Hosack 
District Court Judge 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
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BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB No.: 4602 
Attorneys at Law 
113 South Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6866 
(208) 263-0400 (Fax) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID L. CALDWELL, KATHLEEN C. ) Case No. CV 2007-01744 
CALDWELL, LA WRENCE L. SEILER, ) 
THERESA L. SEILER, and PATRICIA ) 
ST. ANGELO, ) FINAL JUDGMENT 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 













1bis matter came before the Court and concluding September 4, 2008. Thereafter, the 
Court entered a Memorandum Decision on March 12,2009. Based upon the Court record and 
Memorandum Decision, this Court hereby enters Final Judgment as follows: 
1. The Plaintiffs, David and Kathy Caldwell, are the owners of that certain real 
property described as follows: 
PARCEL NO.1: 
FINAL JUDGMENT - I 
That portion of the West half of the Southeast 
quarter of Section 19, Township 59 North, 
Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, 
Idaho lying South of the centerline of 
Strawbeny Creek and the East 300 feet of the 
East half of the Southwest quarter of Section 
19, Township 59 North, Range 2 East, Boise 
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PARCEL NO.2: 
Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho lying South of 
the centerline of Strawberry Creek. 
The East 200 feet of the Northeast quarter of 
the Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter 
in Section 24, Township 59 North, Range 1 
East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho 
and together with the Southeast quarter of the 
Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter of 
Section 24, Township 59 North, Range 1 East, 
Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho except 
the West 200 feet thereof (hereinafter dominant 
estate). 
2. The Plaintiffs, Lawrence and Theresa Seiler, are the owners of that certain real 
property described as that portion of the East half of the Southwest quarter of Section 19, 
Township 59 North, Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, lying South of the centerline of Strawberry 
Creek less the East 300 feet thereof, all in Bonner County, State of Idaho, (hereinafter 
dominant estate). 
3. The Plaintiff, Patricia St. Angelo, is the owner of that certain real property 
described as the Southwest quarter of the Southwest quarter of Section 19, Township 59 
North, Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, all in Bonner County, State of Idaho, (hereinafter 
dominant estate). 
4. The Plaintiffs and their real property set forth above are the dominant estates 
and holders of a right of easement across Defendants, Thomas Cometto and Lori Cometto, 
husband and wife's, real property which is described as follows: 
The Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter of the 
Northwest quarter in Section 24, Township 59 North, Range 1 
East, Boise Meridian all in Bonner County, State of Idaho 
except the East 200 feet thereof. 
FINAL JUDGMENT - 2 
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And also the West 200 feet of the Southeast quarter of the 
Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter of Section 24, 
Township 59 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Bonner 
County, State ofIdaho (hereinafter servient estate). 
5. The Plaintiffs or their predecessors in interest and the Defendants previously 
entered into an Easement Agreement recorded in the Records of Bonner County, State of 
Idaho, as Instrument No. 570303. This Court's Judgment does not extinguish, alter or modifY 
the parties' right under that Easement Agreement unless or except as expressly stated herein. 
6. The Court finds and detennines that the Easement Agreement recorded as 
Instrument No. 570303 created an easement for ingress, egress and underground utilities over 
and across the existing roadway. The Court finds that the existing roadway travelway is as set 
forth in the legal description prepared by Northwest Traverse, Dan 1. Provolt, Professional 
Land Surveyor, License No. 7879 and attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as 
Exhibit "A". Exhibit "A" consists of a metes and bounds legal description of the edge or 
perimeter of the existing roadway or travelway across the servient estate owned by the 
Defendants Thomas and Lori Cometto, husband and wife. That roadway is also depicted on 
the map or diagram attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "B". 
7. The Court hereby declares and enters Judgment determining the width of the 
easement benefitting the dominant estates owned by the Plaintiffs to be that as depicted on 
Exhibit "B" and as particularly described by the metes and bounds description on Exhibit "A" 
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. 
8. Further, the Court finds and enters declaratory judgment providing that the 
dominant estates owned by the Plaintiffs shall also have a three (3) foot wide secondary 
FINAL JUDGMENT - 3 
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easement adjacent to each side of the travelway as depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. In 
those areas where the existing travelway is less than fourteen (14) feet, the secondary easement 
may extend wider than three (3) feet on each side to a maximwn width of twenty (20) feet 
inclusive of the travelway. 
9. Where the existing travelway exceeds fourteen (14) feet in width, the Court still 
finds and grants to the dominant estate a three (3) foot wide strip on either side of the 
travelway for a secondary easement up to a total width of thirty (30) feet. Where the existing 
travelway exceeds or is wider than twenty-four (24) feet, the scope or width of the secondary 
easement is less than three (3) feet and is limited proportionately on each side of that travelway 
so that the travelway and secondary easement is no more than thirty (30) feet in total width. 
10. The adjacent secondary easement is strictly for the purposes of repair and 
maintenance of the existing travelway including for purposes of drainage, ditching or snow 
storage as a result of normal plowing activity on the travelway easement. The secondary 
easement area described herein does not permit the dominant estate to remove or destroy any 
trees, timber or shrubbery, nor may the dominant estates drive upon or push up or pile snow in 
the secondary easement. 
11. The Defendants Cometto and their successors in interest shall not store or place 
any personal property, fences, locks, obstructions or other objects within the secondary 
easement described herein. 
12. In the event of unusual or extraordinary snowfall, the dominant estate shall 
have the right to pile up or push up and store snow in that area between the west boundary of 
the Cometto property and the northwest comer or turn of the existing travelway and in between 
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the west boundary of the Cometto property and the westerly edge of the inside of the curve of 
the travelway at the southwest portion of the subject roadway as depicted on Exhibit "B" 
attached hereto. 
13. The Comettos and their successors in interest in the servient estate are required 
to remove and shall not reinstall the gate located at the west entrance to the subject roadway 
depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
14. The Defendant Comettos and their successors in interest to the servient estate 
shall not plow snow from their driveway in a westerly direction onto or into the existing 
travelway at the west entrance to the Cometto property also identified as the southwest corner 
of the subject roadway as depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
15. The dominant estates' right to utilize the secondary easement described herein 
shall not include the right to alter the travelway or its use should such alteration increase the 
burden upon the servient estate. 
16. The Plaintiffs and their successors in interest as dominant estate holders must 
maintain the travelway and may utilize the secondary easement described herein for such 
maintenance but only in a manner so as to not to create any additional burden upon the servient 
estate nor as to cause any interference that might damage the Cometto property such as 
flooding of the servient estate. 
17. The Plaintiffs, as dominant estate holders and their successors in interest, are 
entitled to maintain the surface of the travel way so long as such maintenance activity does not 
create any additional burden upon, or interference with, or damage to the Cometto property as 
servient estate. 
FINAL JUDGMENT· 5 
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18. The Defendants Comettos and their successors in interest as servient estate 
holders may take such actions as is necessary with regard to the travel way and the adjacent 
secondary easement so as to prevent or control damage to their real property which may be 
occurring or may be likely to occur, so long as such actions are not made in an attempt to 
obstruct or interfere with the dominant estate owners' full use of the easement travelway. 
19. Cross-ditching or water bars upon the surface of the travelway are an 
unreasonable interference with the use of the travelway and will not be permitted. 
20. As to all other claims, causes of action or requests for relief set forth in the 
Plaintiffs' Complaint, the Court hereby enters Final Judgment dismissing and denying said 
claims as set forth on the record. 
IT IS SO ORDERED and JUDGMENT is entered accordingly. 
DATED this __ day of June, 2009. 
HON.CHARLESHOSACK 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the day of June, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person(s) in the following manner: 
Arthur B. Macomber, Esq. 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
P.O. Box 5203 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Brent C. Featherston, Esq. 
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD. 
113 S. Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
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[ ] Overnight Mail 
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[ ] Facsimile No. (208) 263-0400 
[ ] Other: _______ _ 
By ______________________ _ 
Jun. 5. 2009 9:27AM HO~6CK No. 1053 P. 1/3 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of Kootcnai) SS 
FILED, _____ _ 
AT O'clock M 
--=CLE::-=-:RI<. DISTRICT COURT 
Deputy Clerk. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 

















CASE NO. CV07-1744 
ORDER DENYING 
MOTION TO AMEND 
The basic issue is that plaintiffs claim a right to enlarge and improve the 
existing road. Plaintiffs do have an express easement that is thirty (30) feet wide. 
The travelway lies within that thirty (30) foot width. The plaintiffs essentially argue 
that as long as they stay within the thirty (30) feet, they should be anowed to 
improve and widen the roadway (travelway and any reasonably necessary 
secondary easement) to the extent they determine it is necessary to do. 
The Court's findings and conclusions have been somewhat different 
There is a thirty (30) foot express easement. However. the Easement Agreement 
states that the Cometto Easement "is located on the existing roadway". The 
"existing roadway" was in existence when there was litigation which resulted in 
the Easement Agreement. Although Caldwells now claim the road was 
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inadequately constructed, the Court has concluded that the "existing roadway" in 
place at the time was deemed adequate by the parties to the Easement 
Agreement. 
Therefore, while the easement is established by an express agreement 
and not by prescription. the Court has concluded that the existing travelway was 
agreed upon as adequate for the purpose of the Easement Agreement. 
The Court has concluded that the secondary easement described in the 
Memorandum Decision is adequate to maintain that existing travelway. Although 
Caldwells argue issues such as flooding and ditching, the Court did not find by a 
preponderance of the evidence that flooding or inadequate ditching had been 
proven. 
Ca/dwells claim the original road was inadequately constructed, and that 
they should be permitted to reconstruct the road to a better standard. The Court 
has held the existing roadway was agreed upon by the parties, and there is 
insufficient evidence of flooding or other issues to require an enlarged secondary 
easement beyond what the Court has described. 
The Caldwells' Suppremental Brief in Support of the Motion to Amend 
raises issues that go far beyond the limited issue of whether removal of between 
one (1) to nineteen (19) mature trees are necessary to accomplish this 
secondary easemenfs purpose of snow storage. If this Court's conclusion that 
the original roadway as agreed upon is incorrect. the Caldwell's are certainly 
entitled to relief by way of an appeal. Modification by this Court of its original 
decision in tenns of removing designated mature trees within the snow storage 
area was not addressed in the Plaintiffs Supplemental Brief, and the Court 
concludes no purpose would be served by any such modification in any event. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiffs Motion to Amend the Court's 
Memorandum Decision of Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law is denied. 
The Court has received a proposed Final Judgment from defendants. 
Defendants have objected to a proposed Judgment of the plaintiffs, but the Court 
does not have a proposed Judgment from plaintiffS. Counsel are to send to the 
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Court. and serve opposing counsel with copies of proposed Judgments, and 
notice the motion for entry of judgment for hearing, or waive oral argument. 
DATED this 5 day of June, 2009. 
~%; .. / 
CHJ\:HOSACK 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
Clerk's Certificate of Mailing 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of June, 2009, that a true and correct 
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~ Attorney for Plaintiffs Arthur Macomber (fax: 208-664-9933) 
.-L Attorney for Defendants Brent Featherston (fax: 208-263-0400) 
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Case No. CV 2007-01744 
PARTIAL JUDGMENT 
This matter came before the Court and concluding September 4, 2008. Thereafter, the 
Court entered a Memorandum Decision on March 12, 2009. Based upon the Court record and 
Memorandum Decision, this Court hereby enters Final Judgment as follows: 
1. The Plaintiffs, David and Kathy Caldwell, are the owners of that certain real 
property described as follows: 
PARCEL NO. 1: 
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That portion of the West half of the Southeast 
quarter of Section 19, Township 59 North, Range 2 
PARCEL NO. 2: 
i 
\ 
East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho lying 
South of the centerline of Strawberry Creek and the 
East 300 feet of the East half of the Southwest 
quarter of Section 19, Township 59 North, Range 2 
East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho lying 
South of the centerline of Strawberry Creek. 
The East 200 feet of the Northeast quarter of the 
Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter in 
Section 24, Township 59 North, Range 1 East, 
Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho and together 
with the Southeast quarter of the Southeast quarter 
of the Northwest quarter of Section 24, Township 
59 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Bonner 
County, Idaho except the West 200 feet thereof 
(hereinafter dominant estate). 
2. The Plaintiffs, Lawrence and Theresa Seiler, are the owners of that certain real 
property described as that portion of the East half of the Southwest quarter of Section 19, Township 
59 North, Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, lying South of the centerline of Strawberry Creek less the 
East 300 feet thereof, all in Bonner County, State of Idaho, (hereinafter dominant estate). 
3. The Plaintiff, Patricia St. Angelo, is the owner ofthat certain real property described 
as the Southwest quarter of the Southwest quarter of Section 19, Township 59 North, Range 2 East, 
Boise Meridian, all in Bonner County, State ofIdaho, (hereinafter dominant estate). 
4. The Plaintiffs and their real property set forth above are the dominant estates and 
holders of a right of easement across Defendants, Thomas Cometto and Lori Cometto, husband and 
wife's, real property which is described as follows: 
The Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter of the Northwest 
quarter in Section 24, Township 59 North, Range 1 East, Boise 
Meridian all in Bonner County, State of Idaho except the East 200 
feet thereof 
And also the West 200 feet of the Southeast quarter of the 
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Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter of Section 24, Township 
59 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, State of 
Idaho (hereinafter servient estate). 
5. The Plaintiffs or their predecessors in interest and the Defendants previously entered 
into an Easement Agreement recorded in the Records of Bonner County, State of Idaho, as 
Instrument No. 570303. This Court's Judgment does not extinguish, alter or modify the parties' 
right under that Easement Agreement unless or except as expressly stated herein, and the current 
Bonner County Private Road Ordinances do not apply. 
6. The Court finds and determines that the Easement Agreement recorded as 
Instrument No. 570303 created a thirty (30) foot wide easement for ingress, egress and underground 
utilities over and across an "existing roadway" within the thirty (30) foot wide corridor. The Court 
finds that the travelway within that existing roadway is as set forth in the legal description prepared 
by Northwest Traverse, Dan 1. Provo It, Professional Land Surveyor, License No. 7879 and attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "A". Exhibit "A" consists of a metes and 
bounds legal description of the edge or perimeter of the travelway across the servient estate owned 
by the Defendants Thomas and Lori Cometto, husband and wife. That travelway is also depicted 
on the map or diagram attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "B". 
7. The Court hereby declares and enters Judgment determining the width of the 
travelway benefitting the dominant estates owned by the Plaintiffs to be that as depicted on Exhibit 
"B" and as particularly described by the metes and bounds description on Exhibit "A" attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference. 
8. Further, the Court finds and enters declaratory judgment providing that the roadway 
easement within the thirty (30) foot corridor includes both the travelway arid a secondary easement 
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adjacent to each side of the travelway as depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. In those areas 
where the described travelway is less than fourteen (14) feet, the secondary easement extends wider 
than three (3) feet on each side of the travelway to create a roadway easement of twenty (20) feet in 
width inclusive of the travelway and secondary easement. 
9. Where the described travelwayexceeds fourteen (14) feet in width, the Court still 
finds and grants to the dominant estate a three (3) foot wide strip on either side of the travel way for 
a secondary easement up to a total width of thirty (30) feet. Where the described travelway exceeds 
or is wider than twenty-four (24) feet, the scope or width of the secondary easement is less than 
three (3) feet and is limited proportionately on each side of that travelway so that the travelway and 
secondary easement is no more than thirty (30) feet in total width. 
10. The adjacent secondary easement is strictly for the purposes of repair and 
maintenance of the existing travelway including for purposes of drainage, ditching or snow storage 
as a result ofnonnal plowing activity on the travelway easement. 
11. The Defendants Cometto and their successors in interest shall not store or place any 
personal property, fences, locks, obstructions or other objects within the secondary easement 
described herein. 
12. In the event of unusual or extraordinary snowfall, the dominant estate shall have the 
right to pile up or push up and store snow in that area between the west boundary of the Cometto 
property and the northwest comer or tum of the existing travelway and in between the west 
boundary of the Cometto property and the westerly edge of the inside of the curve of the travelway 
at the southwest portion ofthe subject roadway as depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 




adjacent to each side of the travelway as depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. In those areas 
where the described travelway is less than fourteen (14) feet, the secondary easement extends wider 
than three (3) feet on each side of the travelway to create a roadway easement of twenty (20) feet in 
width inclusive of the travelwayand secondary easement. 
9. Where the described travelway exceeds fourteen (14) feet in width, the Court still 
finds and grants to the dominant estate a three (3) foot wide strip on either side of the travelway for 
a secondary easement up to a total width ofthirty (30) feet. Where the described travelway exceeds 
or is wider than twenty-four (24) feet, the scope or width of the secondary easement is less than 
three (3) feet and is limited proportionately on each side of that travelway so that the travelway and 
secondary easement is no more than thirty (30) feet in total width. 
10. The adjacent secondary easement is strictly for the purposes of repair and 
maintenance of the existing travelway including for purposes of drainage, ditching or snow storage 
as a result of normal plowing activity on the travelway easement. 
11. The Defendants Cometto and their successors in interest shall not store or place any 
personal property, fences, locks, obstructions or other objects within the secondary easement 
described herein. 
12. In the event of unusual or extraordinary snowfall, the dominant estate shall have the 
right to pile up or push up and store snow in that area between the west boundary of the Cometto 
property and the northwest comer or tum of the existing travelway and in between the west 
boundary of the Cometto property and the westerly edge of the inside of the curve of the travelway 
at the southwest portion of the subject roadway as depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
13. The Comettos and their successors in interest in the servient estate are required to 




remove and shall not reinstall the gate located at the west entrance to the subject roadway depicted 
on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
14. The Defendant Comettos and their successors in interest to the servient estate shall 
not plow snow from their driveway in a westerly direction onto or into the existing travelway at the 
west entrance to the Cometto property also identified as the southwest comer of the subject 
roadway as depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
15. The dominant estates' right to utilize the secondary easement described herein shall 
not include the right to alter the travelwayor its use should such alteration increase the burden upon 
the servient estate. The Court finds that existing mature trees within the secondary easement have 
not been shown to unreasonably interfere with plaintiffs' ability to maintain the travelway, and that 
removal of existing mature trees is precluded as it would constitute an alteration that unnecessarily 
burdens the servient tenement. 
16. The Plaintiffs and their successors in interest as dominant estate holders must 
maintain the travelway and may utilize the secondary easement described herein for such 
maintenance but only in a manner so as to not to create any additional burden upon the servient 
estate nor as to cause any interference that might damage the Cometto property such as flooding of 
the servient estate. 
17. The Plaintiffs, as dominant estate holders and their successors in interest, are 
entitled to maintain the surface of the travelway so long as such maintenance activity does not 
create any additional burden upon, or interference with, or damage to the Cometto property as 
servient estate. 
18. The Defendants Comettos and their successors in interest as servient estate holders 
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may take such actions as is necessary with regard to the travelway and the adjacent secondary 
easement so as to prevent or control damage to their real property which may be occurring or may 
be likely to occur, so long as such actions are not made in an attempt to obstruct or interfere with 
the dominant estate owners' full use ofthe easement travelway. 
19. Cross-ditching or water bars upon the surface of the travelway are an unreasonable 
interference with the use of the travelway and will not be permitted. 
20. The Court finds and enters declaratory judgment that the duty to indemnify set forth 
in the Easement Agreement has no application to any claim arising out of alleged acts or omissions 
of the Comettos. As to all other claims, causes of action or requests for relief set forth in the 
Plaintiffs' Complaint, the Court hereby enters Final Judgment dismissing and denying said claims 
as set forth on the record. 
21. Cost shall be determined as provided in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedures. 
IT IS SO ORDERED and ruDGMENT is entered accordingly. 
DATED this JO day of June, 2009. 





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the I day of~009, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document to be served upon the following person( s) in the following manner: 
Arthur B. Macomber, Esq. 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
P.O. Box 5203 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Brent C. Featherston, Esq. 
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD. 
113 S. Second Avenue 












U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Mail 
Hand delivered 
Facsimile No. (208) 664-9933 
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U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Mail 
Hand delivered 
Facsimile No. (208) 263-0400 
Other: ----------------
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF EDGE OF ROADWAY 
A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN A PORTION OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 
24, TOWNSHIP 59 NORTH, RANGE 1 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO, 
BEING MORE P ARTICULARL Y DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS 
COMMENCING AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID NORTHWEST QUARTER (THE C 114 
CORNER), SAID POINT BEING MARKED BY A BRASS CAP PER CP&F FILED 06/27/1978; 
THENCE ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID NORTHWEST QUARTER, NORTH 00 DEGREES 
07'11" EAST, 1321.80 FEET TO THE CNlI16 CORNER, SAID POINT BEING MARKED BY A 5/8" 
DIA. REBAR; THENCE NORTH 89 DEGREES 24' 38" WEST, 671.61 FEET TO THE NORTHWEST 
CORNER OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SAID 
NORTHWEST QUARTER (CE-NWII64 CORNER), SAID POINT BEING MARKED BY A 5/8" DIA. 
REBAR WTIH A PLASTIC CAP BY PE 1947; 
THENCE ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST 
QUARTER OF SAID NORTHWEST QUARTER, (CO:METTO WEST LINE) SOUTH 00 DEGREES 01' 
15" WEST, 471.01 FEET TO A POINT, SAID POINT BEING THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; 
THENCE NORTH 63°17'14" EAST, 8.50 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 21°10'01" EAST, 17.91 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 01 °48'22" EAST, 43.15 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 02°57'19" WEST, 44.57 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 08°03'18" WEST, 44.50 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 12°33'28" WEST, 39.88 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 12°58'01" WEST, 24.66 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 04°17'03" WEST, 46.78 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 10°28'36" EAST, 37.48 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 32°35'51" EAST, 26.83 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 54°34'01" EAST, 24.04 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 80°06'28" EAST, 47.97 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 76°13'20" EAST, 39.38 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 72°23'59" EAST, 44.12 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 70°50'54" EAST, 34.86 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 70°37'38" EAST, 42.57 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 68°32'58" EAST, 39.24 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 59°16'07" EAST, 42.96 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 59°24'53" EAST, 19.55 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 56°13'47" EAST, 14.06 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 61 °27'34" EAST, 42.98 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 61°52'00" EAST, 52.51 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 57°56'42" EAST, 33.41 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 35°10'13" EAST, 20.78 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 17°05'26" EAST, 15.12 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 03°31'23" EAST, 24.66 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 02°49'54" EAST, 35.02 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 30°48'25" EAST, 10.05 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 48°25'34" EAST, 1.48 FEET TO AN INTERSECTION WITH THE COMMON LINE 
BETWEEN THE CO:METTO AND CALDWELL PARCELS; 
THENCE SOUTH 00°09'43" WEST ALONG SAID COMMON LINE,23.84 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 52°55'06" WEST, 19.67 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 21 °09'27" WEST, 18.84 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 02°12'18" WEST, 27.97 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 01°47'13" WEST, 31.15 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 22°56'32" WEST, 13.29 FEET; 
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TIffiNCE NORTH 28°29'25" WEST, 15.62 FEET; 
TIffiNCE NORTH 53°06'59" WEST, 28.90 FEET; 
TIffiNCE NORTH 62°01'33" WEST, 51.59 FEET; 
TIffiNCENORTH 60°27'41" WEST, 43.17 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 62°28'05" WEST, 44.67 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 63°43'24" WEST, 30.97 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 68°04'40" WEST, 41.86 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 65°39'10" WEST, 38.07 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 75°04'13" WEST, 42.98 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 73°06'09" WEST, 40.01 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 81 °02'07" WEST, 34.04 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 82°19'34" WEST, 32.94 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 54°34'01" WEST, 19.07 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 32°35'51" WEST, 14.43 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 11 °28'34" WEST, 35.35 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 00°12'38" EAST, 36.83 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 14°24'10" EAST, 26.10 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 06°43'51" EAST, 38.83 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 06°31'22" EAST, 44.86 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 04°19'53" EAST, 44.28 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 03°45'50" EAST, 44.49 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTII 04°15'20" WEST, 19.55 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 06°47'16" WEST, 16.11 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTII 72°52'04" WEST, 6.44 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTII 55°46'06" WEST, 13.83 FEET; 
') 
J 
THENCE SOUTII 83°58'03" WEST, 11.81 FEET TO AN INTERSECTION WITH THE COMEITO 
WESTLINE; 
THENCE NORTH 00°01'15" EAST ALONG SAID WEST LINE, 25.52 FEET TO THE TRUE POThiT 
OF BEGINNlNG. 
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Arthur B. Macomber 
Attorney at Law 
408 E. Shennan Avenue. Suite 215 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 8381.4 
Telephone: 208-664-4700 
Facsimile: 208-664-9933 
State Bar #7370 
Attorney /0' Plaintiffs 
MACOMBER LAW OFFICE 
,. , 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, AND IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATHY 
C. CALDWELL. husband and wife; 
LAWRENCE L. SEILER AND 
THERESA L. SEILER, husband and 
wife; PATRICIA ST. ANGELO; 
Plaintiffs 
vs. 
THOMAS W. COMETTO and LORI 
















Case No: CV-07-o1744 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND 
MOTION TO ALTER OR AMEND 
PARTIAL JUDGMENT 
KOOTENAI COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
ATl'N: .Judge Bonek 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7 and 59(e), Plaintiffs DAVID L. CAIDWELL and KAlliY 
C. CALDWELL, et al., by and through their attorney of record, Arthur B. Macomber, 
hereby serve the Court and defendants Notice of Motion and herein Motion to Alter or 
Amend Partial Iudgment. Plaintiffs do not request oral argument or hearing. 
INTRODUcnON 
The Court entered its Partial Judgment on June 30, 2009. Following review of 
that judgment, plaintiffs find two ambiguities it hereby requeSts in th.e interests of justice 
and c~arity the Court address, and finds Exhibit '"A" attached to said judgment is the 
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jncorrect exhlbit, because it labels the legal description as that of the "Edge of Roadway," 
instead of "Edge ofTravelway." 
ARGUMENT 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 59(e) states, «[a] motion to alter or amend the 
judgment may be served no later than fourteen (14) days after entry of judgment." 
The entry of Partial Judgment in this case was completed on June 30, and this 
Motion is being submitted on July 3, thus it is timely. 
"A Rule 59(e) motion to amend ajudgrnent is addressed to the discretion of the 
court." (Barmore \I. Perrone, 179 P.3d 303,307 (ID 2008); citing Coeur d'Alene Mining 
Ct). v. First NatioMl Banko/North Idaho, 118 Idaho 812,823; 800 P.2d 1026 (1990).) 
Plaintiffs in this case do not request oral argument, but merely request minor . 
alterations in language to provide greater clarity for future readers of the judgment. In 
addition, there were two exhibits submitted by Dan ProvoJt to the parties' counsel in this 
case, the first being the one attached to the Partial Judgment. However, that initial 
exhibit was incorrect, because it is entitled "Legal Description of Edge of Roadway." The 
legal description is actually of the edge of the travelway, the roadway including the 
secondary casements, and the travelway not including said easements. It is apparent to 
plaintiffs that the Court metelyattached the incorrect exhibit to its Partial.ludgment. 
Plaintiffs have attached a copy of the correct Exhi.bit "A" to this Motion. for the Court's 
review and attachment. Plaintiffbelievcs Exhibit '"B" attached to the Partial Judgment is 
correct in this regard, because it is labeled to designate the edge of the tmvelway. 
The first ambiguity concerning plaintiffs is on page three at par&Il'aph eight of the 
Partial Judgment. As the fust sentence in paragraph eight ends on page four, it uses the 
phrase "as depicted on Exhibit 'B' attached. hereto." Plaintiffs believe confusion may 
result, because it is unclear whether the depiction on Exhibit "B" refers to the roadway or 
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the travelway. Plaintiffs do not make this request with anything but a clear recognition 
that these particular parties have had extreme difficulty with the language in the express 
easement the Partial Judgment addresses, as well as several collateral matters related to 
such communications issues, and p13.intiffs recognize this Court has worked diligently to 
provide workable so]utions. With the utmost respect for that diligence, plaintiffs suggest 
that greater clarity may be gained by the addition of a comma after tbat sentence's second 
use of the word tIavelway and before that specific phrase, with an alteration of the phrase 
ifselfto state. "said travelway depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto." With this 
alteration, there can be no doubt as to what is depicted on Exhibit "B." 
The second ambiguity concerning plaintiffs is on page four at the first sentence of 
paragraph th.irteen and it is similar to the first, but a change of the word "roadway" to the 
word ''travelway'' will correct the issue. 
CONCLUSION 
Plaintiffs believe these minor requests do not require oral argument or hearing, 
but merely a brief review by this Court. Further. plaintiffs did not believe affidavit 
support of1his request is required, and herewith submit a proposed Order fo .. th.e Court's 
consideration. Plaintiffs pray this Court grants the motion. 
~& 
DATED this..>_ day of July. 2009. 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Attorney at Law 
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CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
I am familiar with my firm's capability to hand-deliver and deliver by facsimile 
documents and its practice of placing its daily mail, with first-class postage prepai.d 
thereon, in. a designated area for deposit in a U.S. mailbox in the City of Coeur d'Alene. 
Idaho, after the close of the day~s business. On the date shown below, I served: 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION 
TO ALTER OR AMEND PARTIAL JUDGMENT 
BreDt C. Featherston 
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM 
113 South Second Ave 
Sandpoint, m 83864 
(208) 263-6866 
(208) 26.3-0400 (FAX) 
_ By personally delivering a true copy of thereof to the person(s) at the 
addressees) set forth herein above on the day of ,2008. 
11-By personally faxing a true copy thereof to the person(s) at the facsimile 
teJephone number for that party. 
I declare under penalty of peljury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed 
r-L 
on the L day of July, 2009. 
Arthm~ 
Counsel to Plaintiffs 
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LEGAL DESCRJP110N OF EooE OF TR.A VEL WAY 
A PARCEL OF LAND LOCATED IN A PORTION OF THE NORlHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 
24, TOWNST:{fP 59 NORm. RANGE J EAST, BOISE MElUDlAN. BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO, 
BEING MORE PAltTlCULARL Y DESCRIBED AS FOLLOW'S 
COMMENCING AT THE SOtrrHEAST CORNER. OF SAID NORTIiWEST QUARTER (TIlE ClI4 
CO'RNER), SAID POINT BETNG MARKED BY A BRASS CAP PER CP&F FII...ED 061'2711971; 
1HENCE ALONG THE EAST LM OF SAID NOR1HW£ST QUARTER, NORm 00 DEGR£ES 
07'] 1" EAST. 1321.80 FEET TO THE CNlI16 CORNER, SAID POINT BEING .MARKED BY A SIS" 
DTA. REBAR; THENCE NORm 89 DEGREES 24' 38" WEST, 671.61 FEET TO nm NORlHWEST 
CORNER OF TIm NORnmAST QUARTER OF THE SOunrEAST QUARTER OF SAID 
NOR1HWESr QUARTER (CE-NWlI64 CORNER), SAID POINT BEING 'MARKED BY A SIS" OIA. 
REBAR WITH A PLASTIC CAP BY P.E 1947; 
nJENCE ALONG 1li.E WEST LINE OF SAID NORnreAST QUARTER OF 1HE SOtrrHEAST 
QUARTER OF SAID NORnlWEST QUAR'fER. (COMETTO WEST LINE) SOUlH 00 DBGREES 01' 
15" WEST, 471.01 ~ TO A POINT, SAID POINT BEING TIlE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; 
TH.ENCE NORm 63°17'14" EAST. 8..50 FEET; 
lHENC£NORTH 2Jol0'O." EAST. 17.91 'FEET; 
TIJENCE NORm 01 °48'22" EAST, 43.15 FEET; 
TI{ENCE NORlH 02°51'19" WEST, 44.57 FEET; 
nJENCE NORlH 01°03'18" WEST. 44.50 FEET; 
1HENC.e NORTH 12°33'28" WEST, 39.88 FEET: 
TIJENCE NORTH 12°53'01" WEST, 24.66 FEET; 
nmNCE NORm 04°J 7'03" WEST, 46.7B FEET; 
lHENCB NOR.m 10°28'36" EAST, 37.48 FEET: 
mENCE NORTH 32°35'5 J" EAST, 26.83 FEET; 
ntENCE NORlH 54")4'01" .EAST. 24.04 FEET; 
1HENCB SOtJTH: 10006'28" EAST, 47.97 FEET; 
lHENCE soum 76°13'20" EAST, 39.3' FBET; 
TIlENCE SOtnH 721113'59" EAST. 44.12 FEET; 
nmNCE SOUTH 70"50'54" BAST. 34.86 FEET; 
THENCE sount 70°37'31" EAST. 42.S1.FEET; 
TI:lENCE SOtnH 68"32'51" EAST, 39.24 FBET; 
1l:IENCE SOUTH 59"16'07" EAST, 42.96 FEET; 
TIlENC£ soum 59"24'53" EAST, 19.5S FEET; 
lHENCE soum 56"13'47" EAST, 14.06 FEBT; 
THENCE SOUIH 6J021'34" EAST, 42.98 FEET; 
THENCE Soum: 6J052'00" EAST, 52.51 FEET; 
THENCE Sourn: 57"56'42" EAST, 33.41 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 35"10'13" EAST, 20.7B FEET; 
THENCE SOUIB 17"05'26" EAST, 15.12 FEET; 
THENCE SOU1ll 03°31'23" EAST, 24.66 nET; 
TIlENCE soum 02°49'54" EAST. 35.02 FEBT; 
THENCE SOUTH 30"48'25" EAST, 10.05 FEET; 
nmNCE SOUIH 48"25'34" EAST. J.41 FEET TO AN lNTERSECllON Wmf THE COMMON LINE 
BETWEEN TIm COMElTO AND CALDWELL PARCELS; 
1HENCE SOlJ'I'H 00"09'43" WEST ALONG SAID COMMON LINE, 23.84 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 52°55'06" WEST, 19.67 FEET; 
THENCE NORm 21 °09'27" WEST. J 8.84 FEET; 
THENCE NORm 020 12'] 8" WEST, 27.97 FEET; 
THENCE NORT.H Or047'13" WEST, 31.15 FEET; 
THENCE NORm 22°56'32" WEST, 13.29 FEET; 
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nmNCE NOR.TII 28"29'25" WEST, 15.62 FEET; 
TI{ENCE NOllTli 530 06'59" WEST. 28.90 FEET; 
THENCE NOllm 62°01'33" WEST, 51-59 FEET; 
lHENCE NORm 60"27'4 t .. WEST, 43.11 PEET; 
TIlENCE NORtH 62°2.'05" WEST, 44.67 FEBT; 
nmNCE NORm 631>43'24" WEST. 30.97 FEET; 
ntE'NCE NORm 68004'40" WEST, 41.86 FEET; 
nmNCB NORm 65-39'10" WEST. 38.07 FEET; 
rnENCE NORTH 75°04'13" WEST. 42.98 FEET; 
nJENCE NORm 73°06'09" WEST,40.01 FEET; 
THENCE NORm 81°02'07" WESt, 34.04 FEET; 
1lIENCE NORm 82°19'34" WEST. 32.94 FE!T; 
THENCE SOU11i 54°34'01" WEST, 19.07 FEET; 
nrENCE SOUTIl3r3S'51" WEST, 14.43 FEET; 
lHENCS. soum 11"28'34" WEST, 35.35 F££T; 
TIiENCS. SOUTlf 00"12'3'" EAST, 36.&3 FEET; 
THENCE SOUlH 14°l4tlO" EAST, 26.10 FEET; 
nmNCE soum 06°0'51" EAST, 38.33 FEET; 
TH£NCE soum 06°31'22" EAST.44.S6 FEEt; 
TIfENCB SOUlll 04°1.9'53" EAST. 44.28 FEET; 
THENCE SOU'IH 03&45'50" £AST~ 44.49 FEET; 
lHENCE SOUlH OCOlS'20" WEST, 19.55 PEET; 
TIlENCE soum 06°47'16" WEST. 16.11 FEET; 
THENCE SOUlH 72°52'04" WEST, 6.44 FEET; 
T'.f{ENCE SOUlH 55°46'06" WEST, 13.83 FEET; 
MACUM1::3I::..R LAW OFf-ICE 
TImNCE soum 13°51'03" WEST, 11.11 FEET TO AN lNTERSEcnON WJTH THE COMETTO 
WESTLINE; 





Arthur B. Macomber 
Attorney at Law 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: 208-664-4700 
Facsimile: 208-664~9933 
State Bar #7370 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlCf OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, AND IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID 1. CALDWELL and lCATIIY 
C. CALDWELL, husband and wife; 
LAWRENCE L. SEILER AND 
THERESA L. SEILER, husband and 
wife; PATRICIA ST. ANGELO; 
Plaintiffs 
vs. 
THOMAS W. COMETTO and LORI 
















Case No: CV .. 07..f)1744 
PROPOSED ORDER RE: 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO 
ALTER OR AMEND PARTIAL 
.JUDGMENT 
KOOTENAI COUNTY COUllTBOUSE 
A TrN: Judge Hosut 
The Motion ()fPlaintiffs DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATHLEEN C. 
CALDWELL et aJ.? to Alter or Amend the Partial Judgment was submitted to this Court 
July 3, 2009, with n.o hearing or oral argument requested. Having considered the Motion, 
the Court states: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiffs· motion be, and bereby is GRANTED. 
Entered this _ day of ___ " 2009. 
Charles Hosack, District Judge 
PROPOSED ORDER RE: P.LA.IN11FFS· MOTION TO ALTER OQ AMEND PARTIAL 
JUDGMENT - Caldwell v. Cometeo 
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IYIH~UfYIDt:.1'( L..HW ur r .!. ~t:. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that I on the __ day of_~. 2009, a true copy of the foregoing was 
mailed postage prepaid or was sent by interoffice mail or facsimile to each ,of the 
following: 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Law Office of Arthur B. Macomber 
408 E. Shennan Avenue, Ste 215 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
FAX: 208-664-9933 
Attorney for Plainliffi 
Brent C. Featherston, 
Featherston Law Firm. Chtd. 
Attorneys and COWlselors at Law 
113 South Second Ave. 
Sandpoint. ID 8386.4 
FAX: 208-263-0400 
Attorney for DefendanJs 
BY:~~~ __ ~~ __________ _ 
District Court Clerk 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNER 
FIRST JUDICIAL DIS T 
Arthur B. Macomber, Attorney at Law 
Macomber Law, PLLC 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
Coeur dtA1ene, lD 83814 
Telephone: 208-664-4700 
F~e:208~9933 
State Bar #7370 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE DISTRICf COURT OF THE FlRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, AND IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATIIY 
C. CALDWELL, husband and wife; 
LAWRENCE L. SEILER AND 
TIIERESA L. SEILER, husband and 
wife; PA1RIeIA ST. ANGELO; 
Plaintiffs 
v. 
THOMAS W. COMETI'O and LORI 
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) MOnON TO DISALLOW COSTS 
) SOUGHT BY DEFENDANTS 
) DATE: Scheduling Clerk Dot available 
) TIME: Date & time to follow nut week 
) COURT: KOOTENAI COUNTY 
) COURTHOUSE 





TO: DEFENDANTS, THOMAS W. COMETTO, LORI M. COMETTO, and your 
attorney, BRENT FEA TBERSTON. 
Please take notice that on _ day of t. 2009 at the hour of __ 
_ ,m., in the courtroom of the Honorable Charles W. Hosack, PlaintiffDA VID L CALDWELL 
and KATHY C. CALDWELL, et a1.~ by and through their attorney of record, Arthur B. 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MonON TO TO DISALLOW COSTS SOUGHT BY DEnNDANTs.DOC-
CaldweJl v. Cometto 1 
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Macomber, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(dX6)t will bring before the Court their Motion to Disallow 
Costs Sought by Defendants. 
Said motion will be based on the argument herei~ the pleadings and records on file, and 
oral argument at Hearing. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Court entered its Partial Judgment on June 30, 2009. Defendants filed their 
Memonmdum of Fees and Costs on July 10, 2009, wherein they purport to be the prevailing 
party in this actio~ which Plaintiffs dispute. Plaintiffs filed a Memorandum of Costs on July 14, 
2009 and assert they are entitled to their costs as the prevailing party. 
ARGUMENT 
1. Ue Drevai60g party in this mattpr is entitled to eosts. 
PlaintiffS brought their Complaint with a request for declaratory judgment regarding the 
interpretation and validity of an Easement Agreement between the parties. The subject Easement 
Agreement provides in paragraph 12 that: ~In the event that any dispute arises regarding the 
interpretation, application. breach or enforcement of the provision of this Agreement, then !he 
prevailing party in such dispute shall be entitled to recover their attorney fees and costs incurred, 
including attorney fees and costs incurred on appeal." 
tn part, I.R.C.P. 54(eXl) provides that: "In any civil action the court may award 
reasonable attorney fees, which at the discretion of the court may include paralegal fees, to the 
prevailing party or parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(lXB), when provided for by any statute or 
contract." Here, the Easement Agreement is the contract upon which Plaintiffs base their 
attorney fees and costs claim. 
I.R.C.P. 54(dXl)(A) provides in pertinent part that "[e]xcept when otherwise limited by 
these rules, costs shall be allowed as a matter of right to the prevailing party or parties." 
A dispute arose between the parties, causing Plaintiffs to bring this action. Pursuant to 
the terms of the parties' Easement Agreement and applicable Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and 
statute, the prevailing party is entitled to their costs and the court may award reasonable 
attorney's fees to the prevailing party. 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION TO TO DISALLOW COSTS SOUGHT BY DEFENDANTS-DOC-
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) 
2. Defendants u:e Dot entitled to c.osts because they are not the prevailing Rania. 
PAGE 
I.Re.p. 54(d)(I)(B) explains how the trial court shall determine which party to an acti.on 
is a prevailing party and entitled to costs. It states; 
[T]he trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result 
of the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial 
court in its sound discretion may detennine that a party to an. action prevailed in 
part and did not prevail in part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs 
between and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner after considering all 
cfthe issues and claims involved in the action and the resultant judgment or 
judgments obtained. 
In Holmes v. Holmes, 1251dabo 784, 787 (1994), where legal costs associated with 
adjudication of a contract dispute were at issue, the Idaho Court of Appeals explained the correct 
legal standards a court should use in determining who is the prevailing party under Rule 
54(d)(l)(B). The Court stated, "[t]hat rule directs that the court compare the final judgment or 
result of the action in relation. to the relief sought by the respective parties and, where there were 
multiple claims or multiple issues~ the extent to which each party prevailed upon each claim ot' 
issue." (Id.) The Court stated this method would honor contract terms evidencing "election by 
the parties to place the risk of litigation costs cn the one who was ultimately unsuccessful." (ld.) 
Given that a prayer is pleaded prior to discovery, a lawsuit may evolve jn directions 
unforeseen on the filing date. In this case, Defendants cannot be the prevailing party in this 
matter because plaintiffs prevailed on the following prim-ry issues prayed for in their 
Complaint: 
A) Beginning on page ten (10) of Plaintiffs original Request for Dec:laratmy 
Judgment to Quiet Title and Injunction, Plaintiffs prayed the Court determine the width of the 
roadWBYt due to the deficiencies in the Easement Agreement, and that the Cometto's did not 
procure a survey to support th.eir original judgment in 1999. The Court went to immeasurable 
lengths to determine the proper width of the easement, given the ambiguity it found in the 
Easement.AgTeement, found the applicable widths. and then the Court required the parties get a 
survey to support its Partial Final Judgment. Thus, plaintiffs prevailed on those core issues. 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION TO TO DISALWW COSTS SOUGHT BY DEFENDANTS.DOC-
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B) Even though Plaintiffs request for temporary injunction was denied~ this COW1's 
Partial Final Judgment required Defendants to remove dirt berms, cross ditches, and stored 
materials abutting the travelway, boulders, and other obstructions to vehicular traffic, including 
the pedestrian and vehicle gate at the west entrance to the easement as prayed for in Plaintiffs' 
Complaint. Now, due to Plaintiffs prevailing on this prayer, PlaintiffS may be able to stay in 
their home during the winter of 2009-20 1 0, instead of being required to find alternate lodging in 
Sandpoint for the family during the winter, because without roadway obstructi.ons Plaintiff 
should be able to keep the road relativeJy clear of snow. Thus, Plaintiffs prevailed on these core 
issues. 
C) The Court determined that.Plaintiffs have the right and duty to maintain the 
easem.ent road without interference from Defendants as prayed for in Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
Even though dominant estate maintenance of an easement is boilerplate Idaho easement law, 
Defendants' bmiers to maintenance and their constant moving of storage materials near the 
travelway made it impossible for Plaintiffs to fulfilJ their duty to maintain the tmvelway. Thus, 
the Court's ruling on this matter was extraordinarily significant to Plaintiffs reaching their 
ultimate goal of being able to go home during a complete calendar year. Again, Plaintiffs 
prevailed on this core issue. 
Since the Court must compare the "judgment or result of the action in relation to the 
relief sought by the respective parties," .it is significant that Defendanm had requested jJl their 
Answer that Plaintiffs should take nothing under their Complaint and that the same be dismissed 
with prejudice. That did not bappen. In this, too, plaintiffs prevailed. 
ConverselYt the defendants bad no counterclaim in their case to prevail upon. 
Defendants may argue that they disposed of some of Plaintiffs minor claims at ~ous 
hearings or trial and thus since they have prevailed on some number of claims they should be the 
prevailing party in this actio~ however, the standard is! 
[w]bere, as here, there are claimst counterclaims and cross--cJaims, the mere 
fact that a party is successful in asserting or defeating a single claim does not 
mandate an award of fees to the preVailing party on that claim. The rule does 
NOTICE or MonON AND MonON TO TO DISALWW COSTS SOUGHT BY DEFENDANTS-DOC-
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not require that. It mandates an award of fees only to the party or parties who 
prevail "in the action. tt 
(Daisy Manufacturing Co., Inc v. Paint hall Sports, Inc., 134 ldah.o 259,262 (2000). citing 
Chenery v. Agri-Lines Corp., 106 Idaho 687, 692 (CLApp. 1984).) 
Therefore, considering the "result of the action in relation to the .relief sought by the 
respective parties," Plaintiffs are overall the prevailing parties in this case. (I.R.C.P. 
54(dXl)(B).) Accordingly, Plaintiffs, and not Defendants, should be awarded their attomeys' 
fees and costs. 
3. Defend_!:! u:e Dot eDtitied tt.att2mey's fees MuS! they do Dot proyide sufficient 
iniormatiollor qus Court to determ.iDe the reasollabJeness or the fees sought. 
1.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) provides the factors a court must consider in determining the amount of 
attorney fees awarded to a party in a civi.l action. The factors to be considered are as follows: 
(A) The time and labor required. 
(B) The novelty and difficulty oftbe questions. 
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and 
ability of the attorney in the particular field of law. 
(D) The prevailing charges for like work. 
(E) Wbether the fee is fixed or contingent. 
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. 
(G) The amount involved and the results obtained. 
(H) The undesirability of the case. 
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. 
(1) Awards in. similar cases. 
(1<) The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal 
Research), if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a party's case. 
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the .particular case. 
Lettunich v. Lemmich, 141 Idaho 425, 435 (2005) further discusses the criteria comts 
must consider in awarding attorney's fees under Rule 54(e)(3). The Supreme Court sfated in this 
NOTICE OF MOnON .AND MonON TO TO DISALWW cosrs SOUGHT BY DEFENDANTS.DOC-
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case that "[t]he rule, employing the term 'shall~' is mandatory - it requires the court to consider 
all eleven factors plus any other factor the court deems appropriate. " (emphasis added). 
It is not possible to determine the reasonableness of the attorney's fees claimed by 
Defendants in their Memorandum of Fees and Costs because Defendants fail to provide enough 
information to detennine their reasonableness. The only information provided by Defendants in. 
support of their requested attorney's fees is a single fine stating "125.00 hours at $200.00 per 
hour' for a total ofS25,OOO.OO. 
Conversely, Plaintiffs Memorandum of Costs provides a multi-page spreadsheet with 
intimate, although not attomey-client privileged oonfidential infonnation related to Plaintiffs' 
fees and costs for their counsel's representation during this case. Plaintiffs believe that the 
experience of this Court will allow it to use its professional discretion and knowledge related to 
North Idaho cases to evaluate the eleven required fBctors~ however, Plaintiffs desire oral 
argument at hearing on these matters. 
Plaintiffs have submitted a proposed order with this motion. 
CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATIfY C. CALDWELL, et 
aI., pray this Court: 
1. Finds that Defendants are D.ot the prevailing parties in this action; 
2. Finds that it is not possible to determine the reasonableness ofattomey's fees 
requested by Defendants; 
3. Finds that Defendants are not entitled to costs and attorney's fees; and 
4. Grants Plaintiffs' motion herein and denies Defendants request for costs and 
attorney's fees in this action. 
Arthm~ 
Attorney at Law 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOnON TO TO DISALLOW COSTS SOUGHT BY DEFENDANTS.DOC-
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CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
PAGE 
I am familiar with my finn's capability to hand-deliver and deliver by facsimile 
documents and its practice of placing its daily mail, with first-class postage prepaid t:hereon, in a 
designated area for deposit in a U.S. maiJbox in the City of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, after the close 
of the day's business. On the date shown below, I served; 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND 
MOTION TO DISALLOW COSTS SOUGHT BY DEFENDANTS 
Brent C. Featherston 
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM 
113 South Second Ave . 
Sandpoin1t II> 83864 
(208) 263-6866 
(208) 263-0400 (FAX) 
_ By personally delivering a true ropy of thereof to the person(s) at the address(es) 
set forth herein above on the _ day of , 2008. 
A By personally faxing a true copy thereof to the penon(s) at the facsimile telephone 
number fur tbat party. 
I declare under penalty of peljury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on the 
~ 21./ day of July, 2009. 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Counsel to Plaintiffs 
NOTICE OF MonON AND MOTION TO TO DISALLOW COSTS SOUGHT BY DEFENDANTs.DOC-
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Arthur B. Macomber, Attorney at Law 
Macomber Law, PLLC 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814 
Telephone: 20S-664-4700 
Facsimile: 208 .. 664-9933 
State Bar #7370 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, AND IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DA VlD L. CALDWELL and KATHY ) 
C. CAtDWELLt husband and wife; ) 
LAWRENCE L. SEn.ER AND ) 
THERESA L. SEn.~ husband and ) 





mOMAS W. COMETfO and LORI ) 
M. COMEITO, husband and wife; and ) 
DOES 1-5, ) 
Defendants. ) 
Case No: CV-07-01744 
(pROPOSED} ORDER RE: 
PLAINTIFFS' MOnON TO 
DISALWW COSTS SOUGHT BY 
DEFENDANTS 
PAGE 09/11 
The motion of Plaintiffs DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATIn..EEN C. CALDWELL et 
aI., to Disallow Costs Sought by Defendants came on regularly for hearing before the Court on 
______ ~, 2009 at p.m., the Honorable Hosack, Judge of the District 
Court presiding. Arthur B. Macomber appeared for Plaintiffs, Brent Featherston appeared for 
Defendants. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiffs' Motion is granted and this Court finds: 
I. Defendants are not the prevailing parties in this action; 
PROPOSED ORDER RI!_ PLAIN11FFS' MonON TO DISALLOW COSTS SOUGHT BY 
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2. It is D.ot possible to determine the reasonableness of attorney's fees requested by 
defendants; 
3. Defendants are not entitled to costs and attorney's fees; and 
4. Defendants' request for costs and attorney's fees in this action is denied. 
Entered this _ day of ____ --', 2009. 
Charles Hosack, District Judge 
PROPOSED ORDE.R RE_ PL.AINTIJI'JIS' MOTION TO DISALLOW COS1'S SOUGHT BY 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certifY that I on the __ day of ___ -_, 2009, a true copy of the foregoing 
was mailed postage prepaid or was sent by in~erofficemail or facsimile to each of the following: 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Law Office of Arthur B. Macomber 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Ste215 
Coeur d'Alene, m 83814 
FAJ(:208-664-9933 
. Attorney for P/aintiff.r 
Brent C. Featherston 
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd. 
Attorneys and Counselors at Law 
11.3 South Second Ave. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
FAX: 208~263,,0400 
Attorney for Defendants 
BY: ______________ ~ ________ __ 
Distri.ct Court Clerk 
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FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD. 
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB No.: 4602 
Attorneys at Law 
113 South Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6866 
(208) 263-0400 (Fax) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID L. CALDWELL, KATHLEEN C. ) 
CALDWELL, LA WRENCE L. SEILER, ) 
THERESA L. SEILER, and PATRICIA ) 
ST. ANGELO, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 













Case No. CV 2007-01744 
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION 
AND MOTION TO DISALLOW 
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM 
OF COSTS and NOTICE OF 
HEARING 
COMES NOW the undersigned counsel, BRENT C. FEA TIIERSTON of 
PEA THERSTON LAW FIRM, CHID., for and on behalf of the Defendants, mOMAS W. 
COMETTO and LORI M. COMETTO, husband and wife. and hereby objects to the Plaintiffs' 
Memorandum of Costs filed on or about July 14, 2009. Said objection is made pursuant to the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule S4( dX6). 
This matter commenced with the filing by Plaintiffs of a Complaint on October 17. 
2007. The Plaintiffs' Complaint sought from the Court a number of matters, none of which 
were granted at trial, as follows: 
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MEMORANDUM OF COSTS aad NOTICE OF HEARING -I 
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1. Determination that the Cometto roadway is 30 feet in width; 
2. Determination that the Cometto roadway should be built to Bonner County 
private road ordinance standards; 
3. Issuance of an injunction removing all obstacles within the sought after 30 foot 
wide easement; 
4. Relocation of the entrance/exit of the Cometto roadway into the Caldwell 
property; 
5. Court injunction requiring Comettos to rebuild or construct the roadway to 
Bonner County private road ordinance standards; 
6. Declaratory judgment that Plaintiffs have the right and duty to maintain the 
easement roadway to Bonner County private road ordinance standards and to remove all trees, 
timber, soil, rocks or other materials within the 30 foot wide width; 
1. Determination that the easement agreement's Paragraph 13 hold hannless 
language is void; 
8. Court Order requiring Defendants Comettos to reopen the "former access road 
delineated on the Tucker" map with law enforcement assistance. 
As to these claims (set forth in the prayer for relief beginning on page 10 of the 
Plaintiffs' Complaint) none were granted by the Court. Despite this, the Plaintiffs assert they 
are the ''prevailing parties" and request an award of attorneys' fees and costs. 
This Court should deny the Plaintiffs' request for attorneys' fees for the following 
reasons: 
DEFENDANTS' OBJECI10N AND MOTION TO DISALLOW PLAlNTIFFS' 
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1. Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs is not well founded as they are not the 
prevailing party; and 
2. The Plaintiffs did not file a "Memorandum of Costs" in compliance with Rule 
54(dX5); and, alternatively, 
3. Plaintiffs' costs must be disallowed under Rule. 
A. Plaintiffs did not prevail on any claim plead. 
As indicated above, the Plaintiffs filed their Complaint on October 17, 2007, and 
served the Defendants Cometto. Neither opposing counsel nor the Plaintiffs made pre-filing 
demand upon the Defendants for the claims set forth in the Complaint or any other relief. The 
Complaint was served on or about November 16,2007. 
On November 26, 2007, the undersigned counsel appeared for the Defendants Cometto 
and contacted by telephone Plaintiffs' counsel for the express purpose of detennining if there 
were reasonable proposals to be considered which might avoid litigation. On November 28, 
2007, counsel received correspondence from Plaintiffs' counsel reiterating the Plaintiffs' 
prayers for relief as contained in the Complaint. The Plaintiffs have never proposed that a 
survey of the existing road was necessary to determine its width. 
When this matter commenced and proceeded to trial, the Court disposed of all claims 
by the Plaintiffs and did not render judgment in favor of the Plaintiffs on a single item 
contained in the Plaintiffs' prayer for relief. The Court did order a survey of the existing road 
or travelway to determine its location and to comply with Idaho law when entering a final 
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Judgment. However, on the merits of Plaintiffs' claims, the Court did not alter or amend the 
original Easement Agreement recorded as Instrument No. 570303. 
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The Court did detennine that the Plaintiffs were entitled to an area of snow storage and 
ditching up to three (3) feet on either side of the existing travelway. This issue, however, was 
not directly raised by the Plaintiffs' Complaint and the Defendants Cometto raised no objection 
to the same. The Court will recall Mrs. Cometto's testimony that she believed the Plaintiffs' 
rights included the ditching as well as the travelway itself. Though not plead in the Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, this issue was uncontested and, thus, the Plaintiffs did not ''prevail'' on this issue. 
B. Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs does not comply with Rule. 
Rule s4(dXs) requires that the party who claims costs must serve in a Memorandum of 
Costs ''itemizing each claimed expense" and stating ''to the best of the party's knowledge and 
belief the items are correct and that the costs claimed are in compliance with the rule". The 
case law has made clear that a Rule 54 Memorandum of Fees and Costs must be verified and 
failure to file such a verified Memorandum of Costs is, subject to a timely objection, a waiver 
of the party's right to costs. Camp v. Jiminez, 107 Idaho 878, 883, 693 P.2d 1080, 1085 
(App.1984). In the instant case, Plaintiffs' counsel filed a Memorandum of Costs which 
contains the language certifying costs to be correct, but does not contain a verification. The 
pleading is signed by attorney Arthur B. Macomber on July 13,2009, without any notary seal 
included. Attached, however, are a series of billing sheets referenced as Exhibit "A" to the 
Memorandum, but again without verification. The billing sheets, at least purportedly, alleges 
attorney's fees and costs of over $48,000.00. 
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c. Plaintiffs' costs must be disaBowed. 
The Plaintiffs' Memorandwn of Costs requests both costs as a matter of right under 
Rule 54(dXIXC) as well as discretionmy costs under Rule 54(dXl)(D). In the category of 
costs as a matter of right, Plaintiffs request $2,511.75 for Black Diamond Engineering as 
"expert witness fees". 
Rule 54( d)(1 XC) provides for the award of reasonable expert witness fees for an expert 
"who testifies at a deposition or at a trial of an action not to exceed the sum of $2,000.00". 
Black Diamond Engineering, specifically Joel Petty, did not testify at trial or deposition. In 
fact, his testimony was excluded by the Court in regards to any "survey" allegedly perfonned 
and thus his status as a "expert" is questionable in this litigation. The requested cost exceeds 
that pennitted by rule. 
The Plaintiffs seek copy costs from Kinkos for making "color copies from file for 
Judge Hosack". This also is not a cost as a matter of right. Subsection (6) of Rule 54(dXIXC) 
allows up to $500.00 for costs of preparation of models, maps or other exhibits admitted in 
evidence. The Plaintiffs have not shown that the items requested were exhibits. This equally 
applies to the claim of costs dated August 31, 2008, for $96.56. Though the item description 
indicates it is copying of exhibits and trial materials, there is no indication of what exhibits and 
whether they were, in fact, admitted at trial. 
With regard to all of the Plaintiffs' requests for discretionary costs under Rule 
'/it#fimtm Law !Finn CSt{ 54{ dX 1 )(0), there has been no showing that the costs were necessary and exceptional costs 
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reasonably incurred and that they should "in the interest of justice be assessed against the 
adverse party". Plaintiffs' claims for discretionary costs include transcripts of hearing from 
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prior proceedings, mileage to attend depositions in Bonner County, and costs associated with 
the court-ordered Provolt survey. The Court should deny Plaintiffs' request for discretionary 
costs, as they have failed to comply with Rule 54(dXl)(D) to show the necessary and 
exceptional nature of those costs and why they should be assessed against the opposing party. 
D. Summary 
Because the Plaintiffs were not a prevailing party on any of their claims, and because 
their Memorandum of Costs does not comply with the requirements of Rule 54, their claims 
for attorneys' fees and costs should be denied. 
Alternatively, because the specific costs claimed do not comply with Rule 54( dXl XC) 
and (D), this Court must deny Plaintiffs' request for costs as a matter of right and as a matter of 
discretion. 
Based upon the foregoing, the Court is asked to deny Plaintiffs' Memorandum of 
Costs. 
I-
DATED this:ti day of July, 2008. 
By:.~~~~ ______________ _ 
T C. FEATIffiRSTON 
Attorney for Defendants 
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NOTICE OF HEARING 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the undersigned, as attorney for the above-
named Defendants, will call for hearing at the Kootenai County Courthouse, in Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho before the Honorable Charles Hosack, the Defendants' Objection and Motion 
to Disallow Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs on September 1,2009, at 3:30 p.m., or as soon 
thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
/' 
DATED this 2'1 day of July, 2008. 
By:,~~~~ ______________ _ 
L. ............. ~TC. FEATHERSTON 
Attorney for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~y of July, 2008, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document to be served upon the following person(s) in the following manner: 
Arthur B. Macomber, Esq. 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
P.O. Box 5203 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Hon. Charles Hosack 
District Court Judge 
P.O. Box 9000 




U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Mail 
Hand delivered 
Facsimile No. (208) 664-9933 
Other: _______ _ 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Hand delivered 
f?(] Facsimile No. (208) 446-1138 
[ ] Other: _______ _ 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of Kootenai ) SS 
FILED ~ -" - 0 C; 
AT q; If-S O'c1ock~M 
CLERK, DISTRICT COURT 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID L. CALDWELL, KATHLEEN C. ) 
CALDWELL, LAWRENCE L. SEILER, ) 
THERESA L. SEILER, and PATRICIA ) 
ST. ANGELO, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 













Case No. CV 2007-01744 
AMENDED 
PARTIAL JUDGMENT 
This matter came before the Court and concluding September 4, 2008. Thereafter, the 
Court entered a Memorandum Decision on March 12, 2009. Based upon the Court record and 
Memorandum Decision, this Court hereby enters Final Judgment as follows: 
1. The Plaintiffs, David and Kathy Caldwell, are the owners of that certain real 
property described as follows: 
PARCEL NO.1: 
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That portion of the West half of the Southeast 
quarter of Section 19, Township 59 North, Range 2 
( 
PARCEL NO.2: 
East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho lying 
South of the centerline of Strawberry Creek and the 
East 300 feet of the East half of the Southwest 
quarter of Section 19, Township 59 North, Range 2 
East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho lying 
South of the centerline of Strawberry Creek. 
The East 200 feet of the Northeast quarter of the 
Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter in 
Section 24, Township 59 North, Range 1 East, 
Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho and together 
with the Southeast quarter of the Southeast quarter 
of the Northwest quarter of Section 24, Township 
59 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Bonner 
County, Idaho except the West 200 feet thereof 
(hereinafter dominant estate). 
2. The Plaintiffs, Lawrence and Theresa Seiler, are the owners of that certain real 
property described as that portion of the East half of the Southwest quarter of Section 19, Township 
59 North, Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, lying South of the centerline of Strawberry Creek less the 
East 300 feet thereof, all in Bonner County, State ofIdaho, (hereinafter dominant estate). 
3. The Plaintiff, Patricia St. Angelo, is the owner ofthat certain real property described 
as the Southwest quarter of the Southwest quarter of Section 19, Township 59 North, Range 2 East, 
Boise Meridian, all in Bonner County, State ofIdaho, (hereinafter dominant estate). 
4. The Plaintiffs and their real property set forth above are the dominant estates and 
holders of a right of easement across Defendants, Thomas Cometto and Lori Cometto, husband and 
wife's, real property which is described as follows: 
The Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter of the Northwest 
quarter in Section 24, Township 59 North, Range 1 East, Boise 
Meridian all in Bonner County, State of Idaho except the East 200 
feet thereof 
And also the West 200 feet of the Southeast quarter of the 
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Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter of Section 24, Township 
59 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, State of 
Idaho (hereinafter servient estate). 
5. The Plaintiffs or their predecessors in interest and the Defendants previously entered 
into an Easement Agreement recorded in the Records of Bonner County, State of Idaho, as 
Instrument No. 570303. This Court's Judgment does not extinguish, alter or modify the parties' 
right under that Easement Agreement unless or except as expressly stated herein, and the current 
Bonner County Private Road Ordinances do not apply. 
6. The Court finds and detennines that the Easement Agreement recorded as 
mstrument No. 570303 created a thirty (30) foot wide easement for ingress, egress and underground 
utilities over and across an "existing roadway" within the thirty (30) foot wide corridor. The Court 
finds that the travelway within that existing roadway is as set forth in the legal description prepared 
by Northwest Traverse, Dan I. Provolt, Professional Land Surveyor, License No. 7879 and attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "A". Exhibit "A" consists of a metes and 
bounds legal description of the edge or perimeter of the travelway across the servient estate owned 
by the Defendants Thomas and Lori Cometto, husband and wife. That travelway is also depicted 
on the map or diagram attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "B". 
7. The Court hereby declares and enters Judgment detennining the width of the 
travelway benefitting the dominant estates owned by the Plaintiffs to be that as depicted on Exhibit 
"B" and as particularly described by the metes and bounds description on Exhibit "A" attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference. 
8. Further, the Court finds and enters declaratory judgment providing that the roadway 
easement within the thirty (30) foot corridor includes both the travelway and a secondary easement 




adjacent to each side of the travelway. In those areas where the described travel way is less than 
fourteen (14) feet, the secondary easement extends wider than three (3) feet on each side of the 
travelway to create a roadway easement of twenty (20) feet in width inclusive of the travelwayand 
secondary easement. 
9. Where the described travel way exceeds fourteen (14) feet in width, the Court still 
finds and grants to the dominant estate a three (3) foot wide strip on either side of the travelway for 
a secondary easement up to a total width of thirty (30) feet. Where the described travelwayexceeds 
or is wider than twenty-four (24) feet, the scope or width of the secondary easement is less than 
three (3) feet and is limited proportionately on each side of that travelway so that the travelway and 
secondary easement is no more than thirty (30) feet in total width. 
10. The adjacent secondary easement is strictly for the purposes of repair and 
maintenance of the existing travelway including for purposes of drainage, ditching or snow storage 
as a result ofnonnal plowing activity on the travelway easement. 
11. The Defendants Cometto and their successors in interest shall not store or place any 
personal property, fences, locks, obstructions or other objects within the secondary easement 
described herein. 
12. In the event of unusual or extraordinary snowfall, the dominant estate shall have the 
right to pile up or push up and store snow in that area between the west boundary of the Cometto 
property and the northwest comer or turn of the existing travelway and in between the west 
boundary of the Cometto property and the westerly edge of the inside of the curve of the travelway 
at the southwest portion of the subject roadway as depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
13. The Comettos and their successors in interest in the servient estate are required to 
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remove and shall not reinstall the gate located at the west entrance to the subject travelway depicted 
on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
14. The Defendant Comettos and their successors in interest to the servient estate shall 
not plow snow from their driveway in a westerly direction onto or into the existing travel way at the 
west entrance to the Cometto property also identified as the southwest corner of the subject 
roadway as depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
15. The dominant estates' right to utilize the secondary easement described herein shall 
not include the right to alter the travelwayor its use should such alteration increase the burden upon 
the servient estate. The Court fmds that existing mature trees within the secondary easement have 
not been shown to unreasonably interfere with plaintiffs' ability to maintain the travelway, and that 
removal of existing mature trees is precluded as it would constitute an alteration that unnecessarily 
burdens the servient tenement. 
16. The Plaintiffs and their successors in interest as dominant estate holders must 
maintain the travelway and may utilize the secondary easement described herein for such 
maintenance but only in a manner so as to not to create any additional burden upon the servient 
estate nor as to cause any interference that might damage the Cometto property such as flooding of 
the servient estate. 
17. The Plaintiffs, as dominant estate holders and their successors in interest, are 
entitled to maintain the surface of the travelway so long as such maintenance activity does not 
create any additional burden upon, or interference with, or damage to the Cometto property as 
servient estate. 
18. The Defendants Comettos and their successors in interest as servient estate holders 
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may take such actions as is necessary with regard to the travelway and the adjacent secondary 
easement so as to prevent or control damage to their real property which may be occurring or may 
be likely to occur, so long as such actions are not made in an attempt to obstruct or interfere with 
the dominant estate owners' full use of the easement travelway. 
19. Cross-ditching or water bars upon the surface of the travelway are an unreasonable 
interference with the use of the travelwayand will not be permitted. 
20. The Court finds and enters declaratory judgment that the duty to indemnify set forth 
in the Easement Agreement has no application to any claim arising out of alleged acts or omissions 
of the Comettos. As to all other claims, causes of action or requests for relief set forth in the 
Plaintiffs' Complaint, the Court hereby enters Final Judgment dismissing and denying said claims 
as set forth on the record. 
21. Cost shall be determined as provided in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedures. 
IT IS SO ORDERED and JUDGMENT is entered accordingly. 
DATED this ~ day of August, 2009. 





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the (P day of August, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document to be served upon the following person(s) in the following manner: 
Arthur B. Macomber, Esq. 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
P.O. Box 5203 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Brent C. Featherston, Esq. 
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD. 
113 S. Second Avenue 
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF EDGE OF TRAVEL WAY 
A PARCEL OF LA.1\,JTI LOCATED IN A PORTION OF THE NORTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 
24, TOWNSHIP 59 NORTH, RANGE 1 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO, 
BElNG MORE P ARTICULARL Y DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS . 
COMMENClNG AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID NOR'I1fINEST QUARTER (TIlE C1I4 
CORNER), SAID POlNT BElNG .MARKED BY A BRASS CAP PER CP&F FJLED 06127/1978; 
TIIENCE ALONG TIrE EAST LlNE OF SAID NORTHWEST QUARTER, NORTH 00 DEGREES 
07'11" EAST, 1321.80 FEET TO TIIE CNl/16 CORNER. SAID POINT BEING MAR-T(ED BY A 5/8'; 
DIA. REBAR; THENCE NORlli 89 DEGREES 24' 38" WEST, 671.61 FEET TO TIrE NORTI:IWEST 
CORNER OF THE NORTIffiAST QUARTER OF THE SOU11ffiAST QUARTER OF SAID 
NOR'IHWEST QUARTER (CE-NW1/64 CORNER), SAID POlNT BElNG MARKED BY A 5/8" DIA. 
REBAR wrrn: A PLASTIC CAP BY PE 1947; 
THENCE ALONG TIrE WEST LWE OF SAID NORTHEAST QUARTER OF TEE SOUTHEAST 
QUARTER OF SAID NORTHWEST QUARTER, (COMETTO WEST LINE) SOUTH 00 DEGREES 01' 
15" WEST, 471.01 FEET TO A POINT, SAID POINT BEING THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; 
THENCE NORTH 63°17'14" EAST, 8.50 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 21°10'01" EAST, 17.91 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 01 °48'22" EAST, 43.15 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 02°57'19" WEST, 44.57 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 08°03'18" WEST, 44.50 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 12°33'28" WEST, 39.88 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 12°58'01" WEST, 24.66 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 04°17'03" WEST, 46.78 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 10°28'36" EAST, 37.48 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 32°35'51" EAST, 26.83 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH-54°34'01" EAST, 24.04 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 80°06'28" EAST, 47.97 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 76°13'20" EAST, 39.38 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 72°23'59" EAST, 44.12 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 70°50'54" EAST, 34.86 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 70°37'38" EAST, 42.57 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 68°32'58" EAST, 39.24 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 59°16'07" EAST, 42.96 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 59°24'53" EAST, 19.55 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 56°13'47" EAST, 14.06 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 61 °27'34" EAST, 42.98 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 61 °52'00" EAST, 52.51 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 57°56'42" EAST, 33.41 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 35°10'13" EAST, 20.78 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 17°05'26" EAST, 15.12 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 03°31'23" EAST, 24.66 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 02°49'54" EAST, 35.02 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 30°48'25" EAST, 10.05 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 48°25'34" EAST, 1.48 FEET TO AN INTERSECTION WIlli TIffi COMMON LINE, 
BETWEEN THE COMETIO AND CALDWELL PARCELS; 
THENCE SOUIB 00°09'43" WEST ALONG SAID COM1vfON LlNE,_ 23.84 -FEET; 
. THENCE NORTH 52°55'06" WEST, 19.67 FEET; 
- TB::ENCE NORTH 21°09'27" WEST, 18.84 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 02°12'18" WEST, 27.97 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 01°47'13" WEST, 31.15 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 22°56'32" WEST, 13.29 FEET; 
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TIIENCE NORTIf 28°29'25" WEST, 15.62 FEET; 
TIIENCE NORm 531'06'59" WEST, 28.90 FEET; 
TIIENCE NORTH 62°01'33" WEST, 51.59 FEET; 
TIlENCE NORm 60°27'41" WEST, 43.17 FEET; 
. TIlENCE NORTH 62°28'05" WEST, 44.67 FEET; 
11IENCE NORTH 63°43'24" WEST, 30.97 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 68°04'40" 'VEST, 41.86 FEET; 
THENcE NORTIf 65°39'1 0" WEST, 38.07 FEET; 
THENCE NORTIf75°04'13" WEST, 42.98 FEET; 
THENCE NORTIf 73°06'09" WEST, 40.01 FEET; 
THENCE NORTIf 81 °02'07" WEST, 34.04 FEET; 
TIiENCE NORm 82° 19'34" WEST, 32.94 FEET; 
TIiENCE SOUTH 54°34'01" WEST, 19.07 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 32°35'51" WEST, 14.43 FEET; 
THENCE soum 11 °28'34" WEST, 35.35 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 00°12'38" EAST, 36.83 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 14°24'10" EAST, 26.10 FEET; 
TIlENCE SOUTH 06°43'51" EAST, 38.83 FEET; 
TIlENCE SOUTH 06°31'22" EAST, 44.86 FEET; 
. 1HENCE SOUTH 04°19'53" EAST, 44.28 FEET; 
TIlENCE SOUTH 03°45'50'~ EAST, 44.49 FEET; 
1HENCE SOUTH 04°15'20" WEST, 19.55 FEET; 
1HENCE sourn 06°47'16" WEST, 16.11 FEET; 
1HENCE SOUTII 72°52'04" WEST, 6.44 FEET; 
TIlENCE SOUTII 55°46'06" WEST, 13.83 FEET; 
( .) 
TIlENCE SOUTII 83°58'03" WEST, 11.81 FEET TO AN INTERSECTION WTIHTHE COMETI'O 
WESTLINE; 
TIlENCE NORTIf 00°01 '15" EAST ALONG SAID WEST LINE, 25.52 FEET TO 1HE TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING. 
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CALDWELL 
SURVEYDR' S . CERTIFICAlE 
I. - I . I'ftIMl.T, IDAIIJ lAND SURVEYOR NIl 7979, 
DO !£RElY CERTIH TWIT THE PUlT HEREON IS A TR1JE 
ANI! CORRECT REPRESEHT~TIIlN or ~ SURVEY HAil[ BY HE 
OR \)IDER. MY SU'ERVISION IN COHFORMANCE VJ'(H Tit( 
lAWS or THE STMt Df" IIJN.I) < IDN«l CODE 31 '.2109,1 913) 
AND ACC£PTEI) METHODS" AND PROCE»UR£S OF' S~y[y ING. 
RECORDER.' S CERTIfiCATE 
r1LED THIS ____ DAY or ____________ 1 20 
M Tt£ REQl.lEST 
or - _____________ IHSTRlJHENT NO. _________ _ 
CWHTY RECoRDER --iiPiifi-------
NOTE. 
THIS' DRAVING :oors MIT ATTEMPT TO SI«JV N..L C"S[HENl~ 
or RECOID, PRESCRIPTIVE EASEHEHTS, OR PHV",CAL 
FE~TlJ!Es or THE PIlllPERTY. I ~ NO JNVESTlGAT/lJ< AS 
TO THE LEGAL IJVH(RSHIP IF THE PRoPERTY. 
~ .. m by .JA 
~ Uzw !Firm cMl 
IJJanid 1>. !fatliustcn 
'.Brent c. !fatfJerston* 
Jmm! P. !fatnustcn 
$lltufraJ. ~ 
stepflm 'T. .5tre4iI'en 
~.tLilfll 
.1.13 S. Seuruf JJI.~. 
SarufptJint. IUIio ~ 
(208J2S-6866 
:F1VC(208J2~ 
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD. ltjq t\~G 2 I P 2: 3'1 
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB No.: 4602 
Attorneys at Law 
113 South Second Avenue 
Sandpoint,ID 83864 
(208) 263-6866 
(208) 263-0400 (Fax) 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID L. CALDWELL, KATHLEEN C. ) 
CALDWELL, LAWRENCE L. SEILER, ) 
THERESA L. SEILER, and PATRICIA ) 
ST. ANGELO, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 













Case No. CV 2007-01744 
MOTION TO 
VACATE HEARING 
COMES NOW the undersigned counsel BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, for and on 
behalf of the Defendants, THOMAS W. COMETTO and LORI M. COMETTO, and moves 
this Court to vacate and reset the Plaintiffs' Motion to Disallow Attorney's Fees set for hearing 
on September 1st, 2009. 
This Motion is based upon the fact that the undersigned counsel for the Defendants 
Comettos is scheduled to commence trial on August 31 st in the matter entitled Gary and Lora 
Jorgensen et al v. Thomas Boone and Leonard Browning, Bonner County Case No. CV-2007-
0001804. The matter was previously scheduled to commence trial on August 24
th
, 2009. Due 
to the Defendant Thomas Boone's incarceration and the Court's difficulty in obtaining the 
MOTION TO VACATE HEARING - I 
~.£aw 1irm cia 
'lJimiJ 1'. ![eatliersttm 
~mIt c. :Ftatfterston* 
JeTt!IIIg f'. !featIiersttm 
SmufTIJJ.~ 
StqJNn To .snd4m 
Jt""""".tI.iItIJ 
:ILJS.$«D1lIfJt_ 
SG1lifpcu.t. rtfaIiD 8.J864 
(Z08) 26J-li&64i 
:F1I:(.(Z08)~ 
• .ua ..... i .. 
fUFw &'WtzsIiintI"''' ,,,,,, H' 
( 
timely transport of Mr. Boone, the undersigned Counsel has been advised by the District Court, 
District Judge Steve Yerby, that the trial will commence on August 31 st, 2009. 
It is the undersigned Counsel's belief that the set proceeding will extend at least two (2) 
full trial days making it impossible for Counsel to attend the September 1
st, 2009, hearing 
scheduled in this matter. 
This conflict has been communicated to opposing Counsel Arthur Macomber who has 
refused to vacate the hearing scheduled on Plaintiffs Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs. 
It is respectfully requested that the Court vacate the September 1
St, 2009, hearing to be 
rescheduled at a later date. It is further requested that the Court expedite hearing on this 
Motion. 
DATED this 21 sl day of August, 2009. 
MOTION TO VACATE HEARING - 2 
::&:/?2L 
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON 
Attorney for Defendants 
~ J:IIW 1'1rm (:ftIL 
'Dtmief P. :Jutlimttm 
'JITmtC. !futlimttm· 
Jerrmy P. !fut/ierstQn 
s-frtlJ.~ 
stqlim To sneUm. 
~.tl,tlrtl 






CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 21 Sf day of August, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document to be served upon the following person(s) in the following manner: 
Arthur B. Macomber, Esq. 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
P.O. Box 5203 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Hon. Charles Hosack 
District Court Judge 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 










U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Mail 
Hand delivered 
Facsimile No. (208) 664-9933 
Other: ________ _ 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Overnight Mail 
Hand delivered 
Facsimile No. (208) 446-1138 
Other: _____ . ___ _ 
( 
ORIGINAL 
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD. 
BRENT C. FEA1HERSTON, ISB No.: 4602 
Attorneys at Law 
113 South Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6866 
(208) 263-0400 (Fax) 
cot1'1~ 8f ~OO~HO 
FIRST JUDICIAL ~~~. 
, ,100, AUG 2l4P 4: 3b 
MARIE sec;; r . 
CLERK DISTRICT COUHT 
OEPurf~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID L. CALDWELL, KATHLEEN C. ) 
CALDWELL, LAWRENCE L. SEILER, ) 
THERESA L. SEILER, and PATRICIA ) 
ST. ANGELO, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 













Case No. CV 2007-01744 
MOTION TO SHORTEN 
TIME FOR HEARING 
COMES NOW the undersigned counsel for and on behalf of the Defendants, 
THOMAS W. COMETTO and LORI M. COMETTO, and moves this Court to shorten the 
time for hearing Defendants' Motion to Vacate Hearing. 
The Defendants' Motion to Vacate Hearing is scheduled for hearing on August 27, 
2009, at 3:30 p.m. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3) this Motion and the Notice of Hearing are to be 
served no later than fourteen (14) days prior to the time specified for hearing. Due to the 
r.tIimtm JAw !Finn cf* actions of the Plaintiffs, and in order to protect the Defendants, this matter must be heard 
'DaJtid P. :FtIltkrston 
'Brent C. :Futkrston* 
JenmyP. :Tt4t1ierston immediately. Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 6(b) and 7(b), this Court may alter the time prescribed. 
S<wl11lJ.~ 
steplim To sndim 
J4~.tL4'lll 
1.13 S. Sao"" ;t .... 
SIJ""polnt, 14w 1U864 
(208) 263-6866 
7'~(208)26.J-(UOO MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 1 
'ftat/imtm .£IIW :Finn do{ 
'1JinUe{ p, 7eatkr.rton 
'.Brmt c, 7eatkr.rton* 




1U S, Su;p",{ JlI ..... , 
.s.Jpoi"., falflto 8.3864 
(208) 2~-6866 
7"'C (208) 263-0400 
There is no prejudice to the Plaintiffs by altering the time period prescribed by Rule 
and allowing the Motion to Vacate Hearing to proceed on three (3) days' notice as opposed to a 
fourteen (14) day notice. 
The Court is asked to take judicial notice of the file herein and to shorten time for 
hearing on the Defendants' Motion to Vacate Hearing for the reasons set forth in the Motion 
and as may be presented at hearing on this Motion. 
The undersigned further gives notice of intent to present further evidence and testimony 
at hearing. 
DATED this zc.ttdaY of August, 2009. 
Attorney for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that on the ~y of A~. 2009, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document to be served upon the fol1owing person(s) in the following manner: 
Arthur B. Macomber, Esq. 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
P.O. Box 5203 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Hon. Charles Hosack 
District Court Judge 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 2 
f;>:] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Hand delivered 
[:.d Facsimile No. (208) 664-9933 
[ ] Other: ______ _ 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid· 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Hand delivered 
[XJ Facsimile No. (208) 446-1138 
[ ] Other: _______ _ 
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";~~: J.1ifficulty getting a def } ...•. , 
, .'ifY"!i<- j: " ',J'".:. . '"~ '.:.'. 
15 :36:3~m,~,;' thlhsported and that my trial would be res¢t 
<~ . -', en I was advised I ·~!H'. , , 
15 :37:21"", " ,:,(V eidately contacted counsel and arrang~df()l" 
;*::7':(affbther date to hear the :;t: :,c< .
15:37:3~t:jr;. gqss- motions for atty fees. Mr Macomb¢'t:,sajd 
;';'i4;f' Ji~ ; felt that our case would be ,;' ·", '. 
15 :38:0'i ~'c ' 'pdJltinued again. Judge Yerby has alreadY'fui~d 
/" t ott $orne motions, and that the '":P,Y1},:-
15 :38:~9:., #:, . " would only be continued to next we~~f;,:~r~; ," 
; ere are about 1 0 witnesses in ':;f.:li'~~· ::!: ; '. 
15 :39: . l~case. and it. is g?ing to trial. We have,;9~j~-'~, 
i •. ~~tatlOn of It bemg ;:-, ,f . "" " 
'ct;~tinued. This is post-trial issues, atty fee$)h~(t/ ;_ 
.and:the other case is yet to ){;[,~'f;~~!r, ' : 
. ,~-to trial. Not feasible for another atty t~ft(~j&~i:",: 
-'_ ~ in and try to argue fees. .'t:i~¥': ?: 
15:41:14 ' ..' ,;:.,!":':'<'" 
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""",,,"!,pr', Schaller, Joann 
.' Division: DIST 
Session Time: 15:25 
): Rohrbach, Shari 
ID: 0001 
Case number: BONCV07-1744 >:: 
Plaintiff: Caldwell, DaVid . 'ii'" 
. ".,.,-'~. ,. , 
Plaintiff Attorney: > ~ ~::,~f': ... , .. 
Defendant: Cometto, Tb~,/;; : ' 
Pers, Attorney: Feath~n. I.t~e9t . 






Judge: Hosack, Chari , :,: ,'..... .' 
Calls, Motion to Cont fleanngfor Arty . Fees/Cost 
::~ - lJ;~~J' . .: .-:". - . 
; ... 
Pers. Attorney: Featb~ ' D,JJrent ' " , ' 
I had a trial that was to; 'illis week, Late 
last week I spoke with<ludae:~'r~;,...:;,:: ' .:' 
Yerby and was advised:m.t .they were having 
















.' :~ '; 
difficulty getting a def .. 
ti:~sported and that my trial would be reset: , :? '. 
~~n I was advised I " ;:~',\? ' 
~eidately contacted counsel and arrange~J?t' 
~2~er date to hear the 'j;,>>: 
cro~s- motions for atty fees. Mr Macomber,saijfi 
Ife~felt that our case would be : , ~ . 
cOntinued again. Judge Yerby has already w.l~'(h '.. . ... 
o some motions, and that the "A ' ;~,' 
trlalwould only be continued to next week; 'i; ;i\)o~: 
~ are abo~t. 1 0 ~itnesse~ in ";;~~~~i;':" \~X' 
tbjat case and It IS gOIng to trIal. We have no{'" .... · .d; . 
~tation of it being '~.~:~~;~;; 
continued. This is post-trial issues, atty fees :iL;t.· 
~~ the ?ther case is. yet to c;:~~: ~ <U/ '. 
i ,to trIal. Not feasIble for another atty to ): ~~t;' 
~. ' d t t fc <,;:,. ~!:;,,;t,:-
.. -t' 10 an ry 0 argue ees. ;;~:; ,;~;~r. .. 
· 't~': ... ·.'·~~~,:·~;·: 
q e: Hosack, Charles .{;"\:-.}:, ., ....... . 
,;many days to you expect the other tria1.lQ ~;:;" .' ~.' 
go ,. 
15:41:35 P, ,,,~ Attorney: Featherston, Brent ' " 
1bei'c are two pro se' defendants, and our c4Se 
Wink about 2 days. I think ':~t.}, . , 
15:42: 19 . . ,be through Wed. .~::· 
~~dle: Hosack, Charles 
W uld do a 1:30 hrg on Thurs. 
15:43:05 Add Ins: Macomber, Art 
If ' hearing was moved to Thurs or Fri, 
w5u1d suffice. . 
15:43:31 j~Clle: Hosack, Charles 
Sq cze this in Thurs or Fri at 11 :OO? 
",' 
. f • 
15:44:03 Addlns: Macomber, Art 
W;,.e'd be fine with Fri at 11 :00. 
15:44:13 Pe~ Attorney: Featherston, Brent 
Either time works for me assuming I'm cOIT~:tiil,j:'iC~ 
my,trial estimates and that 







Minutes Session: HOSACK082709 
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l;~t:<,' , . >. .' , , .' .'. 
J"d'~:< Hosack, ,Charles .' " .. ', 
' t{yo~had some question as to scheduling-
JudgeiVerbyand I'could work . ," "r' . 
'l iliat.Set thisto,Mr Macomber fileaild 
'UleJl4¢.d Notice of Hearing for .. . 
'~  pep4ing motion for 11 :00 on Friday Sept 4. 




, ~":~:,··":·"V~·. - '·~._:" ". ~"~' ";: . . '. ., 
; ersS'A,.ttomey: Featherston, Brent 
t think Friday is safer. . . : 
. 'it>· "",:' '.' . 
".~:~:' ':t .• ""',i " ~~ ',_ 
15:46:20 
15:46:34 .....• ; 
15:47:21 
'jt~,r~~~· 
"'i~- "'14, • : '; .~:.~: 
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: Hos~bk:; Charles 
u •• """,rt ...... S'cHaller, Joann 
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Session Time: 10:59 
ID: OOpt ' I,:;C~ " 
,rtase number: BONCV07 .. 11.44 
::·Plamtiff: Caldwell, DavId ~dJt.·, . . .' ... 
':' rl81ntiff Attorney: MaOOmbC?tAr,thur 
, Defendant: Cometto, 'gloqta~{;' ;::' , .. · 
..... Pe,,~ Attorney: Feath~' Brent · .' 
H$,~Defendant(s): ' . ..,. . ' 
', .. St{lte Attorney: . ,. 






- ..... ;: 
. ;"'0 .-" 
. ... ~. ~\ . 
Page 1, , __ 
11 :31 :29 "',~"dge: Hosack, Charles 
" ,;Will have the PL start and go through the 
'::~;,:!£~jections they have to DF 
11 :31 :45 ~ cOsts/fees. 
" ;i'¥!f~/~( 
11 :31 :48 '1i' ~PI!lintiff Attorney: Macomber, Arthur <i<jh;5.,': 
X' l'PEMotion was filed about July 10. The question ;};!. '. , 
;;:. ~ :Who is the prevailing ~;:: " " 
11:32:I? ' .. ~? We have a partial Judgment. Holmes case,., ~ 
" '125 Idaho, reads from case. . ...... ' 
11:33:4 1. 'This case is sort-of a follow to the 1999 case. '· .' 
lIi' the Complaint we 
11 :34:27: .,equested a ruling of the easement for a width , 
. o{30 feet. We feel the Court ' 
11 :35:08 '~mplished that in the Jdmt. There were 
.i" " SDiiller rulings that happened along , e, 
11 :35:34 . the'way. In 1999 the law in Idaho was that the~; 
;!," . ould be a survey, that ':';0.~/ 
11 :36:32 .. , :, n't procured so both PL and DF had troubleif 
itti the road. Comments re: 
11 :37:55 ~ ·vate roads standards. PL did not get the 
." ~ preliminary injunction 
11:38:41 ' , but the Jdmt addressed that. PL did not prevaif;' 
having the road go :;,,: . 
.. " ight through, or on number 7. On Number .~ •. 
~~"'.,PL did prevail. PL have to " h 
~*,.i:n tian the road but not to the Bonner County 
standards. The Court . 
·,...··<>...;.."-''"oved the removal of boulders and gates. '."" ",".'-:.". 
,. " . 9, the court ruled against 
11 :42:06" , c·PL. My clients have spent the last two 
;, .. .. "' ," rs in Sandpoint because they 
11 :42:55 , > CQ\ildn't get to their home. There are several 
~ .... .-..'- where PL prevailed. PL 
',prevail overall. In DF answer, there was 
' cOUnter-claim. On balance, 




\.. { ;'l;:" 
.-~<~< . 
Minutes SHaIon: HOSACK090409A 
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':, .. : . " 
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:11 :46:36 
" " ';{11 :47:27 
.;";:':1 1 :48:06 
;Jl:48:19 
Sanders v 134 I page 322, comments. 
Factors to consider is final judgment and 
multiple claims or issues, and the 
extent to which each party prevailed. We did not 
file a counterclaim. This 
case revolved around the PL interpretation of 
the easement. Kathy Caldwell 
signed the easement agreement in 1999. This was 
not a situaion of a new party 
coming along and not understanding the 
agreement. She now wanted the 
easement agreement changed. All that was 
obtained in this litigation was that 
a survey was obtained. That was not pled in the 
Complaint. PL came into this 
suit seeking a 30 foot roadway. The Court found 
the roadway width had not 
changed. And PL wanted the road built to 2006 
road standards. Private roads 
standards was contained in the exhibit in the 
Complaint. PL argued the 
easement should be brought up to a road standard 
that was not in effect for 6 
more years. The ordinance says it is for new 
roads in subdivisions. That was 
not the case here. They covers the next several 
points in the prayer. The 
Court did not order any berms to be removed. The 
easement is the travel 
surface and nothing more. PL did not prevail on 
#6, comments. The Court said 
the Bonner County road ordinance did not apply 
here. Number 8, they did not 
prevail. The Court found no provision for the 
indemnity clause. The fact is 
that Caldwells chose to live in a place that 
g~ts extraordinary snow. PL did 
not prevail. Even on the issue of snow storage, 
Comettos said they all have 
to pile snow. PL did not prevail on any claims. 
The survey clarified the road 
surface. The PL did not ask for a survey before 
filing the suit, or after. DF 
are the prevailing party. 
Judge: Hosack, Charles 
) 
-: ,I 
~~- ' ~~>:~~"., -
Now lets move to specific costs and amouriist 
. '~ 
' .. ' 12:03:38 ,.· Plaintiff Attorney: Macomber, Arthur >i, ;" 
-<,: ' t3~fore we head to that I'd like to reply to ~9fil~ .. ·:··· · 
of the statements made. ::' ~;~iir 
" ->~~:: .. ~ - '~'.: ::':::?{ ':~ 





J2:03:51"';!P laintiff Attorney: Macomber, Arthur · ....... . 
;}$"Sl$athy was not a party to the original case,. she,~): ; , .. ' 
..~~.~;;;~!1~lped her brother buy the .' "\~~\;, . 
. ~j 2:04: l1C4';;; : · l~ce. She was signing a piece of paper. The ~:~~~.: ' 
" , " )lities could not agree on the ':! .. l -\ '. 
12:04:53 ground about the easement. The Court determiried . 
,¥.i£'f,i. that there was a 30 foot . ~" . 
12:05:42,;\t" e~ement within the 30 foot corridor. Corntnei1ts. . 
12 ·09·20'~ii;,'«·." ., ,. " ,. • • 0~ ~r'" "Z'(.tu,.j·> ¥ • -. 
~ 12:12:13b~hMY clients testified they broke snow blowiPg;.~\F 
. . ' ',. ': ~uipment and had to spend the ,~: . :,', ' . 
12: 13:0 ' ':>:w iriters in Sandpoiont. I submit the PL prevailed I · 
· ~~~~~; ugh. • ' 
J~dge: Hosack, Charles 
'.~~, Court is pretty familar with the case, and 
.N Ne made notes. We can move 
12:14:31 J' tO~pecific fees. 
······)l p·,· 
12: 14:40' ~:;Ptaintiff Attorney: Macomber, Arthur ;'- ,. 
,?' " , I4~the PL amended fees/costs, there are $1J OOO" 
,;:~~ l, ·~uested. Some charges are ').; _ i!:< .. . 
12: 16:08' torthe court's discretion. The larger issue 1~:1:'5~',';: " 
:h",., .. :atty" fees and my clients have 'i';f:;.;~r;': . ' 
. ..,'- .' :1:.,.. .~:+ , ~ 
12: 11:0~;~ii:~ftquested all fees, $41,048.00. ·~~'i . /\ 
~f}<¥iY'" ,~:;%" ',:,: , 
12:20:2l~1;;'ers. Attorney: Featherston, Brent ,;;:" .,;';:;~ , ' 
'~?f, N:0 obj to the survey fee. Comments re: CO~~~l:X ,:" . 
. ;~';(l'~e treated the survey as an :i';l~j&t~r" ,,; 
12:21: 11 '1[~~;-1~i~ert witness costs. My fees are $25,OOO .. :Tl1e:f', . 
\:M/~i,;~ otirt has to make a finding '" ':f.:~f 
12:22:18~;r i$; to extraordinary costs. No basis for the ' ~"". 
" <~~j;, ~lack Diamond costs. The Provolt 
12:23:02E!;~:: §titvey was court ordered, and should 
_ .:~~~r:_ 1(~~;\\ 
;~;;J-;'~>~ . 
. · ~;~~1~~::f<;<· 
.,.,:,' 
' . ; 










dJ~icled~4 ways, thet~are 3 . 
Rj~~{fs. The trans£,fipt for the 1997 case was 
ri¢\'cfuSed at trial.ldon't 
~w~J:iat Black Diiunond expert fees are for. I 
donit think you can recover . 
~~el costs. ~:; . 
.' ,. H ,_ ; ':.:,;'~ .. 
~. ~ "" ~ :-:-"/ ... ". '.,. 
J ~le;rHosack, C~arles .', .•.  . ,, ' 
Qriiit<#n that needs. '~obe addressed; where are we tn the overall lftigation ? : ' ; . .. ' 
'The'CoUrtbifurcated the issues. Did not issue a 
S4b:eertificate withihci .• . ... , . ' . . . . 
···~Jijagment. d9mP1en~S 'as to 'p~rtjal 
.. .. ,. «,' " ," ~.,f.. j. " '. . . - • 
jU~CDt, 54b or appeal. ;,,' ' ." ; . 
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CLERK, DISTRICT COURT 
I'JAR IE SCt', , , 
CLERK DISTRICT ;.:"U:, ;' 
-----,,~0C_f_~'_, Deputy Clerk 
OEriJTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 

















CASE NO. CV07-1744 
ORDER FOR RULE 54(b) 
CERTIFICATE 
An Amended Partial Judgment has been entered and was filed on August 6, 2009. 
The parties both submitted claims for costs and attorney fees pursuant to Rule 54, IRCP. 
A hearing was held, and the parties presented oral argument. The Court took the motions 
under advisement. The Court has now entered an order, finding no "prevailing party" 
under Rule 54, and denying the parties their respective claims for an award of costs and 
attorney fees. 
In its Rule 54 review of the parties' vanous claims for relief and the result 
obtained, the Court determined that the partial judgment was a final and dispositive ruling 
at the trial court level on any and all disputes that had been raised over the Easement 
Agreement. The Court is aware of the broad range of difficulties these parties have had 
between themselves over the years, but the disputes over the location, dimensions and 
scope of the roadway easement under the terms of the Easement Agreement formed a 
discrete and separable matter that has been resolved by the Court's Memorandum 
Decision, which constituted Finding of Fact and Conclusions of Law. Therefore, the 
Order for Rule 54(b) Certificate 
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Amended Partial Judgment represents a detennination for which there is no just reason to 
delay entry of a final judgment for purposes of an appeal. The Court has previously 
bifurcated the other claims raised in this litigation from the Easement Agreement dispute. 
The status quo has been detennined and defined, which was a necessary step prior to 
hearing claims that the Easement Agreement was not controlling or did not adequately 
detennine the rights and responsibilities of the parties under different theories. Indeed, 
the Court has stated on the record that it had bifurcated the proceedings, so that the 
threshold issues over the Easement Agreement could be resolved, before moving on to 
the next round of litigation. The Court's analysis of the conflicting claims for costs and 
attorney fees has only increased the Court's belief that the Amended Partial Judgment 
should have a Rule 54(b) certificate. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Court shall Issue an Amended Partial 
Judgment which shall be executed certificate immediately following the Court's signature 
on the Amended Partial Judgment, pursuant to Rule 54 (b). 
DATED this -1- day of Cc1,(J..Q;t, 2009. 
CHARLES W. HOSACK 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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CASE NO. CV07-1744 
ORDER 
This matter is before the Court on cross motions for costs and attorney fees. Both 
parties claim to be the prevailing party, to be determined pursuant to Rule 54 (d) (1), 
IRCP. In making that determination, a court is to compare, in its sound discretion, the 
result obtained to the relief sought. The determination does not turn on the wording of 
the court's orders or rulings, but upon the substantive effect of the court's decision on the 
rights of the parties. Holmes v Holmes 125 Idaho 784, 788, (Ct of App 1994). Where 
there were multiple claims or issues, the court is to consider the extent to which each 
party prevailed on each issue, and may apportion costs and fees, taking into account the 
disposition of all claims or other multiple issues. Id. However, the rule does not require 
an award simply because a party has been successful in asserting or defeating a particular 
claim. Instead the rule mandates an award only to the party who prevails in the action. 
Chenery v Agri-Lines Corp 106 Idaho 687 (Ct. App. 1984). 
There is no question that multiple claims and issues have been asserted. But the 
Court found the crux of the case was Caldwells' claim of access across the Cometto 
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property, and, more specifically, an access of sufficient dimensions to allow Caldwells' 
to plow snow from the travelway sufficiently to permit wintertime vehicle access to the 
Caldwell residence, even in a winter of abnormally heavy snowfall. 
In bringing the action, Caldwell's asserted a host of legal claims, most of which 
raised issues far beyond the relatively narrow issue of maintaining reasonable wintertime 
vehicle access to one's residence. Caldwell's asserted further claims, such as rights to 
relocate, to rebuild, or to expand the existing roadway easement. While the Court 
fashioned a result intended to achieve the Caldwells' specific claim of wintertime vehicle 
access, the Court consistently denied claims going beyond that, and generally focused on 
preserving the status quo of a family seeking to maintain reliable access to their 
residence. This was certainly not the full extent of the Caldwells' desired relief. 
Both parties have gone through the list of various claims for relief and have 
respectively added up a score of wins and losses for the Court to consider. Needless to 
say, while the list of claims is the same, the scores do not agree. And the Court, in going 
through the same exercise on its own, can corne up with varying scores each time it goes 
through the list, depending on how the Court compares the different claims to the core 
issue of maintaining wintertime access to a party's residence, which was what had 
brought the parties into court in the first place. 
In terms of the specific claim of maintaining vehicle access to a residence during 
a wintertime of abnormally heavy snowfall, the overall winner would appear to the 
Caldwells. However, Comettos argue that that claim was hardly even mentioned in the 
Caldwells' pleadings. In terms of the multiple claims of relief sought by the CaldweIls, 
the overall winner appears to be the Comettos. The task is to determine whether, in these 
circumstances, there is a prevailing party for purposes of awarding costs and fees 
pursuant to Rule 54. 
A prevailing party determination is not to a mechanical measurement of the 
overall winner based upon one party winning a larger judgment than the other in a case 
involving multiple claims. Ramco v. H-K Contractors, Inc. 118 Idaho 108 (1990). 
In Ramco, the Supreme Court held that, since the claims were separable, the claims 
should have been severed and costs analyzed for each. In the instant case, however, the 
multiple claims are not really separable, but rather are different ways of approaching the 
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basic issue of vehicle access to a residence. Therefore, while many of the Caldwells' 
claims sought a scope of relief that far exceeded the specific issue of wintertime vehicle 
access, to resolve the more general claims for relief, the Court continually had to return to 
looking at the same facts that were pertinent to resolving the specific issue. That the 
scope of relief sought was further than that granted by the Court did not mean the more 
extensive claims were irrelevant. 
Comettos argue that the survey which the Court has relied upon is really pretty 
much a documentation of what is on the ground, and could have been accomplished 
without any litigation. While the Court does not disagree with that as a theoretical 
hypothesis, the fact remains that these parties were unable to do so. In the last two 
winters (which have admittedly been winters of unusually heavy snowfall), the Cal dwells 
have had to live in town for a part of each winter. One winter, access was no longer 
possible because the Caldwells' snow plow hit a rock by the side of the road and was 
disabled. Whether this lack of access was due to self imposed wounds by the Caldwells 
or due to petty obstructionism by the Comettos is not an issue this Court could resolve. 
The Court has found that both parties have acted in what they respectively perceive to be 
good faith. There were inherent ambiguities in the access issues due to the absence of a 
recorded survey, and, over the years, one thing had led to another, to where neither party 
could agree with the other on any issue of substance. This litigation arose, and, 
unfortunately, sometimes these things happen. 
The Court does not find that the claims are separable for purposes of severing the 
claims and then analyzing costs separately for each and making some rational 
apportionment between the parties. The Court returns to comparing the result achieved to 
the relief sought, by considering the substantive effect of the Court's decision on the 
rights of the parties. Sanders v Lankford, 134 Idaho 322 (Ct.App.2000); Holmes v. 
Holmes, supra). 
The Court finds that both parties prevailed on their most significant claims. 
Caldwells prevailed in the sense that they need sufficient room to keep the road plowed 
during the winter. Comettos prevailed on their most significant claim that the broader 
claims of relief of the Caldwells' were not necessary. However, for each party to prevail, 
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the Court had to order a survey and do an extensive view of the premises to craft the 
Court's opinion. 
Both parties were involved in the creation of the original Easement Agreement. 
No survey was done. Assuming that the law was that a survey was required, the Court 
does not fault either party. The Agreement was the result of a mediation, not a judgment. 
Even if a survey was legally required, oftentimes disputes between private parties are 
resolved without a survey, since the parties agree that the cost of a survey would not have 
to be incurred unless a future problem arises, and there is no reason to incur a presently 
unnecessary expense. The absence of a survey at the time of the original Easement 
Agreement is not a basis for determining a prevailing party in the current litigation. 
Both parties are equally benefitted by the required survey. While Comettos have 
argued that there are 3 plaintiffs and only one defendant, and that therefore the costs of 
the survey should be 75% to the plaintiffs and 25% to the defendant, the Court finds that 
the course of this litigation is entirely a function of a two party dispute between the 
Caldwells and the Comettos. The costs of the survey are appropriately split 50-50 
between the plaintiffs (Caldwells) and the defendants (Comettos). Whether Caldwells 
have some cost sharing agreement with the other plaintiffs is unknown to the Court and 
also irrelevant. 
The same analysis applies to the cross claims for attorney fees and costs claimed, 
whether of right or as discretionary costs. 
The Court finds no prevailing party for purposes of an award of costs and attorney 
fees pursuant to Rule 54. Each party is to bear its own costs (which include the costs of 
the survey as previously ordered) and attorney fees incurred. 
DATED this -2- day of October, 2009. 
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Case No. CV 2007-01744 
AMENDED 
PARTIAL JUDGMENT 
WITH RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
This matter came before the Court and concluding September 4, 2008. Thereafter, the 
Court entered a Memorandum Decision on March 12, 2009. Based upon the Court record and 
Memorandum Decision, this Court hereby enters Final Judgment as follows: 
1. The Plaintiffs, David and Kathy Caldwell, are the owners of that certain real 
property described as follows: 
PARCEL NO.1: 
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That portion of the West half of the Southeast 
quarter of Section 19, Township 59 North, Range 2 
PARCEL NO. 2: 
East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho lying 
South of the centerline of Strawberry Creek and the 
East 300 feet of the East half of the Southwest 
quarter of Section 19, Township 59 North, Range 2 
East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho lying 
South of the centerline of Strawberry Creek. 
The East 200 feet of the Northeast quarter of the 
Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter in 
Section 24, Township 59 North, Range I East, 
Boise Meridian, Bonner County, Idaho and together 
with the Southeast quarter of the Southeast quarter 
of the Northwest quarter of Section 24, Township 
59 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Bonner 
County, Idaho except the West 200 feet thereof 
(hereinafter dominant estate). 
2. The Plaintiffs, Lawrence and Theresa Seiler, are the owners of that certain real 
property described as that portion of the East half of the Southwest quarter of Section 19, Township 
59 North, Range 2 East, Boise Meridian, lying South of the centerline of Strawberry Creek less the 
East 300 feet thereof, all in Bonner County, State ofIdaho, (hereinafter dominant estate). 
3. The Plaintiff, Patricia St. Angelo, is the owner of that certain real property described 
as the Southwest quarter ofthe Southwest quarter of Section 19, Township 59 North, Range 2 East, 
Boise Meridian, all in Bonner County, State ofIdaho, (hereinafter dominant estate). 
4. The Plaintiffs and their real property set forth above are the dominant estates and 
holders of a right of easement across Defendants, Thomas Cometto and Lori Cometto, husband and 
wife's, real property which is described as foHows: 
The Northeast quarter of the Southeast quarter of the Northwest 
quarter in Section 24, Township 59 North, Range 1 East, Boise 
Meridian all in Bonner County, State of Idaho except the East 200 
feet thereof. 
And also the West 200 feet of the Southeast quarter of the 
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Southeast quarter of the Northwest quarter of Section 24, Township 
59 North, Range 1 East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County, State of 
Idaho (hereinafter servient estate). 
5. The Plaintiffs or their predecessors in interest and the Defendants previously entered 
into an Easement Agreement recorded in the Records of Bonner County, State of Idaho, as 
Instrument No. 570303. This Court's Judgment does not extinguish, alter or modifY the parties' 
right under that Easement Agreement unless or except as expressly stated herein, and the current 
Bonner County Private Road Ordinances do not apply. 
6. The Court finds and determines that the Easement Agreement recorded as 
Instrument No. 570303 created a thirty (30) foot wide easement for ingress, egress and underground 
utilities over and across an "existing roadway" within the thirty (30) foot wide corridor. The Court 
finds that the travel way within that existing roadway is as set forth in the legal description prepared 
by Northwest Traverse, Dan I. Provolt, Professional Land Surveyor, License No. 7879 and attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "A". Exhibit "A" consists of a metes and 
bounds legal description of the edge or perimeter of the travel way across the servient estate owned 
by the Defendants Thomas and Lori Cometto, husband and wife. That travelway is also depicted 
on the map or diagram attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit "B". 
7. The Court hereby declares and enters Judgment determining the width of the 
travelway benefitting the dominant estates owned by the Plaintiffs to be that as depicted on Exhibit 
"B" and as particularly described by the metes and bounds description on Exhibit "A" attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference. 
8. Further, the Court finds and enters declaratory judgment providing that the roadway 
easement within the thirty (30) foot corridor includes both the travelway and a secondary easement 
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adjacent to each side of the travelway. In those areas where the described travelway is less than 
fourteen (14) feet, the secondary easement extends wider than three (3) feet on each side of the 
travelway to create a roadway easement of twenty (20) feet in width inclusive ofthe travelwayand 
secondary easement. 
9. Where the described travelway exceeds fourteen (14) feet in width, the Court still 
finds and grants to the dominant estate a three (3) foot wide strip on either side of the travelway for 
a secondary easement up to a total width of thirty (30) feet. Where the described travel way exceeds 
or is wider than twenty-four (24) feet, the scope or width of the secondary easement is less than 
three (3) feet and is limited proportionately on each side of that trave1way so that the travelwayand 
secondary easement is no more than thirty (30) feet in total width. 
10. The adjacent secondary easement is strictly for the pwposes of repair and 
maintenance of the existing travelway including for purposes of drainage, ditching or snow storage 
as a result of normal plowing activity on the travelwayeasement. 
11. The Defendants Cometto and their successors in interest shall not store or place any 
personal property, fences, locks, obstructions or other objects within the secondary easement 
described herein. 
12. In the event of unusual or extraordinary snowfall, the dominant estate shall have the 
right to pile up or push up and store snow in that area between the west boundary of the Cometto 
property and the northwest comer or tum of the existing travelway and in between the west 
boundary of the Cometto property and the westerly edge of the inside ofthe curve of the travelway 
at the southwest portion of the subject roadway as depicted on Exhibit ''B'' attached hereto. 
13. The Comettos and their successors in interest in the servient estate are required to 
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remove and shall not reinstall the gate located at the west entrance to the subject travel way depicted 
on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
14. The Defendant Comettos and their successors in interest to the servient estate shall 
not plow snow from their driveway in a westerly direction onto or into the existing travelway at the 
west entrance to the Cometto property also identified as the southwest comer of the subject 
roadway as depicted on Exhibit "B" attached hereto. 
15. The dominant estates' right to utilize the secondary easement described herein shall 
not include the right to alter the travel way or its use should such alteration increase the burden upon 
the servient estate. The Court finds that existing mature trees within the secondary easement have 
not been shown to unreasonably interfere with plaintiffs' ability to maintain the travelway, and that 
removal of existing mature trees is precluded as it would constitute an alteration that unnecessarily 
burdens the servient tenement. 
16. The Plaintiffs and their successors in interest as dominant estate holders must 
maintain the travelway and may utilize the secondary easement described herein for such 
maintenance but only in a manner so as to not to create any additional burden upon the servient 
estate nor as to cause any interference that might damage the Cometto property such as flooding of 
the servient estate. 
17. The Plaintiffs, as dominant estate holders and their successors in interest, are 
entitled to maintain the surface of the travelway so long as such maintenance activity does not 
create any additional burden upon, or interference with, or damage to the Cometto property as 
servient estate. 
18. The Defendants Comettos and their successors in interest as servient estate holders 
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may take such actions as is necessary with regard to the travelway and the adjacent secondary 
easement so as to prevent or control damage to their real property which may be occurring or may 
be likely to occur, so long as such actions are not made in an attempt to obstruct or interfere with 
the dominant estate owners' full use of the easement travelway. 
19. Cross-ditching or water bars upon the surface of the travelway are an unreasonable 
interference with the use of the travelway and will not be permitted. 
20. The Court finds and enters declaratory judgment that the duty to indemnify set forth 
in the Easement Agreement has no application to any claim arising out of alleged acts or omissions 
of the Comettos. As to all other claims, causes of action or requests for relief set forth in the 
Plaintiffs' Complaint, the Court hereby enters Final Judgment dismissing and denying said claims 
as set forth on the record. 
21. Cost shall be determined as provided in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedures. 
IT IS SO ORDERED and JUDGMENT is entered accordingly. 
DATED this 2- day of October, 2009. 
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HON. CHARLES HOSACK 
RULES 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order it is hereby 
CERTIFICED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I. R. C. P., that the court has determined that there 
is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the court has and does hereby 
direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution may issue 
and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 




CwCCiQ,e . ' ~ 
Charles W. Hosack 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 1 day of October, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document to be served upon the following person(s) in the following manner: 
Arthur B. Macomber, Esq. 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
P.O. Box 5203 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Brent C. Featherston, Esq. 
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD. 
113 S. Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
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[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] j}Yernight Mail 
[c.--r-Hand delivered 
[ ] Facsimile No. (208) 664-9933 
[ ] Other: _______ _ 
[ c.-JU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Hand delivered 
[ ] Facsimile No. (208) 263-0400 
[ ] Other: _______ _ 
By /2. QL~) 
Deputy Clerk 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF EDGE OFTRAVELWAY 
A PARCEL OF LAN)) LOCATED IN A PORTION OF THE NORTI:rYVEST QUARTER OF SECTION 
24, TOWNSHIP 59 NORm, RANGE 1 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, Bom·fER COUNTY, IDAHO, 
BEfr.lG MORE PAR:iTCULARL Y DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS . 
COMMENCING AT THE sourHEAST CORNER OF SAID NORTHWEST QUARTER (THE CI/4 
CORNER), SAID POINT BEING MARKED BY A BRASS CAP PER CP&F FILED 06127/1978; 
THENCE ALONG 1HE EAST LlNE OF SAID NORTHWEST QUARTER. NORm 00 DEGREES 
07'11" EAST, 1321.80 FEET TO TIffi CNl/16 CO:{lliER, SAID POINT BEING MA..lLT(ED BY A '5IS,i 
DIA. REBAR; 1HENCE NOR1H 89 DEGREES 24' 38" WEST, 671. 61 FEET TO THE NOR'I'H'VVEST 
CORNER OF THE NORTI:lEAST QUARTER OF TIlE SOurnEAST QUARTER OF SAID 
NOR'IHWEST QUARTER (CE-NWl/64 CORNER), SAID POINT BEfr.lG MARKED BY A 518" DIA. 
REBAR WITH A PLASTIC CAP BY PE 1947; 
THENCE ALONG 1HE WEST LlNE OF SAID NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTIffiAST 
QUARTER OF SAID NOR1HWEST QUARTER. (COMETTO WEST LINE) SOUTH 00 DEGREES 01' 
15" WEST, 471.01 FEET TO A POINT, SAID POmT BEING THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNlNG; 
THENCE NORm 63°17'14" EAST, 8.50 FEET; 
THENCE NORm 21 °1 0'01" EAST, 17.91 FEET; 
THENCE NORm 01 °48'22" EAST, 43.15 FEET; 
THENCE NORm 02°57'19" WEST, 44.57 FEET; 
THENCE NORm Oso03'18" WEST, 44.50 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 12°33'28" WEST, 39.88 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 12°58'01" WEST, 24.66 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 04°17'03" WEST, 46.78 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 10°28'36" EAST, 37.48 FEET; 
THENCE NORm ~2°35'51" EAST, 26.83 FEET; 
TIffiNCE NORTH·54°34'01" EAST, 24.04 FEET; 
THENCE sotirH 80°06'28" EAST, 47.97 FEET; 
THENCE soum 76°13'20" EAST, 39.38 FEET; 
THENCE soum 72°23'59" EAST, 44.12 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 70°50'54" EAST, 34.86 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 70°37'38" EAST, 42.57 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 68°32'58" EAST, 39.24 FEET; 
THENCE sotJrH 59° 16'07" EAST, 42.96 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 59°24'53" EAST, 19.55 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 56°13'47" EAST, 14.06 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 61 °27'34" EAST, 42.98 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 61 °52'00" EAST, 52.51 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 57°56'42" EAST, 33.41 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 35°1 0'13" EAST, 20.78 FEET; 
THENCE soum 17°05'26" EAST, 15.12 FE~T; 
THENCE SOUTH 03°31 '23" EAST, 24.66 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 02°49'54" EAST, 35.02 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 30°48'25" EAST, 10.05 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 48°25'34" EAST, 1.48 FEET TO AN INTERSECTION WI1H THE COMMON LINE 
. BETWEEN T,HE COMETTO AND CALD'WELL PARCELS; - . ' 
THENCE soum 00°09'43" WEST ALONG SAID COM1v.fON LINE,. 23.84 -FEET; 
. THENCE NORm 52°55'06" WEST, 19.67 FEET; 
. TF:fENCE NORTH 21 °09'27" 'WEST, 18.84 ;FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 02°12'18" 'WEST, 27.97 FEET; 
THENCE NORm 01 °47'13" WEST, 31.15 FEET; 
THENCE NORm 22°56'32" WEST, 13.29 FEET; 
AMENDED· 
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EXHIBIT A 2 
TIfENCE NORTH 28°29'25" WEST, 15.62 FEET; 
TIfENCE NORTH 53°06'59" WEST, 28.90 FEET; 
. TIffiNCE NORTH 62°01'33" WEST, 51.59 FEET; 
TIffiNCE NORTH 600 2T41 II WEST, 43.17 FEET; 
. THENCE NOIq'H 62°28'05" WEST, 44.67 FEET; 
tHENCE N9RTI:I 63°43'24" WEST, 30.97 FEET; 
TIIENCE NORTII 68°04'40" 'VEST, 41.86 FEET; 
TIIENcE NORTH 65°39'10" WEST, 38.07 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 75°04'13" WEST, 42.98 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 73°06'09" WEST, 40.01 FEET; 
THENCE NORTII 81°02'07" WEST, 34.04 FEET; 
rnENCE NORTII 82°19'34" WEST, 32.94 FEET; 
rnENCE SOUTH 54~4'01 II WEST, 19.07 FEET; 
rnENCE SOUTH 32°35'51 II WEST, 14.43 FEET; 
THENcE SOUTH 1 I °28'34 II WEST, 35.35 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 00°12'38" EAST, 36.83 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 14°24'10" EAST, 26.10 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 06°43'51 II EAST, 38.83 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 06°31'22" EAST, 44.86 FEET; 
. THENCE SOUTH 04°19'53" EAST, 44.28 FEET; 
nlENCE soum 03°45'50~ EAST, 44.49 FEET; 
THENCE soum 04°15'20" WEST. 19.55 FEET; 
THENCE SOum06°47'I6" WEST, 16.11 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 72°52'04" WEST. 6.44 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH55°46'06" WEST, 13.83 FEET; . 
THENCE soum 83°58'03" WEST, 11.81 FEET TO AN IN1ERSECllON WTIH TIlE COMETTO 
WESTLINE; 
TIffiNCE NORTH 00°01'15" EAST ALONG SAID WEST LmB, 25.52 FEET TO TIlE TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING. 
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Arthur B. Macomber, Attorney at Law 
Macomber Law, PLLC 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: 208-664-4700 
Facsimile: 208-664-9933, ~~ __ "?3 ')0 
Email address:art@macomberlaw.com 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, AND IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATHY 
C. CALDWELL, husband and wife; 
LAWRENCE L. SElLER AND 
THERESA L. SElLER, husband and 
wife; PA TRlCIA ST. ANGELO; 
Plaintiffs! Appellants, 
v. 
THOMAS W. COMETTO and LORI 



















Supreme Court Docket # __ _ 
Case No: CV-07-01744 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENTS, THOMAS W. COMETTO and LORI M. 
COMETTO; AND THE PARTIES' ATTORNEY, BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, 
113 SOUTH SECOND A VENUE, SANDPOINT, IDAHO, 83864; AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT; 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL DOC 1 
\ 
1. The above-named plaintiff-appellants, DAVID L. CALDWELL, KATHY C. 
CALDWELL, LA WRENCE L. SEILER, THERESA L. SEILER, and PA TRIClA ST. ANGELO 
hereby give Notice of Appeal against the above-named defendant-respondents COMETTO to the 
Idaho State Supreme Court from the Amended Partial Judgment with Rule 54(b) Certificate and 
:from the Order on Motions for Costs and Attorneys Fees, both entered in the above-entitled 
action on the 8th day of October 2009, Honorable Judge Charles Hosack presiding. 
2. That pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules II(a)(1) and 1 1 (a)(3), the parties have a 
right to appeal the order and judgment, respectively, which are described in paragraph one 
above, to the Idaho State Supreme Court, which has jurisdiction over the issues pursuant to said 
Appellate Rule 11. 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal that the appellants intend to 
assert; provided, the below stated list of issues shall not prevent the appellants from asserting 
other issues on appeal. 
(a) Whether and to what extent the District Court's Amended Partial Judgment 
erred in denying plaintiffs the right to completely remove mature trees from 
the secondary easement areas for the purposes of maintenance of the 
travelway and roadway. 
(b) Whether and to what extent the District Court's Order on Motions for Costs 
and Attorneys Fees issued on the initial half of this bifurcated case was 
correctly decided as to the substance thereof. 
(c) Whether the District Court erred in issuing its Order on Motions for Costs and 
Attorneys Fees prior to completion of the second half of the bifurcated case. 
4. No Order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record or transcript. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL.DOC 2 
5. (a) A reporter's transcript is requested. 
(b) Appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript in hard copy [ ], electronic format [ ], or both [XX]: The entire reporter's 
Standard Transcript as defined in LA.R. 25( c). 
6. Appellants request court documents automatically included under LA.R. 28. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on each reporter of 
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out below: 
Name and address: JoAnn Schaller, c/o Judge Hosack's Chambers, 324 W. Garden Avenue, 
P.O. Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 83814. 
(b) [XX] That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been 
paid the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) [XX] That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been 
paid. 
(d) [XX] That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
DATED this J1!!t-daY of t\)()~k\ 2009. 
NOTICE OF APPEALDOC 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Attorney for Appellants 
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Arthur B. Macomber, Attorney at Law 
Macomber Law, PLLC 
408 E. Shennan Avenue, Suite 215 
Coeur d • A1ene, ID 83814 
Telephone: 208·664·4700 
Facsimile: 208-664-9933 
State Bar #7370 
Attorney for PlaintiffS 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, AND IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DA VID L. CALDWELL and KATHY C. ) 
CALDWELL, husband and wife; ) 
LA WRENCE L. SEILER AND ) 
THERESA L. SEILER, husband and ) 
wife; PATRICIA ST. ANGELO; ) 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
THOMAS W. COMEITO and LORI M. 













Case No: CV-07-1744 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION 
UNDER RULE 60(b) REQUESTING 





December 9. 2009 
3:30 p.m. 
Kootenai County 
Judge Charles Hosack 
TO: DEFENDANTS, THOMAS W. COMETTO, LORI M. COMETTO, and your 
attorney, BRENT FEATHERSTON. 
Please take notice th.at on the 9th day of .December 2009 at the hour of 3:30 p.m., in the 
Kootenai County courtroom of the Honorable Chades W. Hosack, Plaintiffs DAVID L. 
CALDWELL and KATHY C. CALDWELL. et aI., by and through their attorney of record. 
Arthur B. Macomber, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 60(b). will bring before the Court their Motion Under 
Rule 60(b) Requesting Relief From Order of Court. 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION UNDER RULE 60B.DOC - Caldwell t. Comttto 
I 
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Said motion will be based on the argument herein, the pleadio.gs and records on. fiJe~ and 
oral argument at Hearing. 
INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiffs flIed this suit on October 17,2007 requesting declaratory judgment to quiet title 
and injunction. The Coun bifurcated the proceedings so that threshold issues over the Easem.ent 
Agreement could be resolved prior to moving on to the next round of litigation, which concerns 
deeds and other unresolved issues. 
The Coun entered a Partial Judgment on. June 30, 2009 and an. Amended Partial 
Judgment with Rule 54(b) Certificate was i.ssued on. October 7,2009. 
Defendants filed a Memorandum of Fees and Costs on July 10, 2009. Plaintiffs filed a 
Memorandum of Costs on July 14.2009. 
The Court issued an O('de.r. for Rule S4(b) Certificate on October 7,2009, in which it 
stated that "the disputes over the location, dimensions and scope of the roadway easement under 
the tenns of the Easement Agreement formed a discrete and separable matter that has been 
resolved by the Court's Memorandum Decision." 
On October 7. 2009, the Court also issued an Order in which it addressed both parties' 
requests for costs and attorney fees. The Court fOWld that both patti.es prevailed on their most 
significant claims. It found no prevailing party for purposes of an award of costs and attorney 
fees. Plaintiffs bring this motion to request relief from the Court's Order denyin.g an a\\l"8.rd of 
costs and attorney fees based on mistake or inadvertence under tR.C.P. 60(b)(l). 
ARGUMENT 
1. The parties' filing of their memorandum of costs and request for award of costs and 
attorneys fees prior to entry of a final judgment in this case was premature and 
based on mistake. 
Plaintiffs and defendants in this matter both filed Memorandum of Costs with this court 
requesting the court award them costs and attorneys fees as a result of the Court's Panial 
1udgment en.tered on June 30, 2009. I.R.C.P. 54(d)(5) provides that if a party cl.aims costs in an 
NOTTCE OF MOTION AND MOTION UNDER RULE 60B.DOC - Caldwell v. Cornetto 
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action, the party must filed a memorandum of costs not <'later than fourteen (J 4) days after entry 
of judgment" and that "[f]ailure to file such memorandum of costs within the period prescribed 
by this rule shall be a waiver of the right of costs." It was, thereby, pJaintiffs' beliefthat if they 
did not file their memorandum of costs with the court within 14 days that they would waive tbeir 
right to costs. 
This is not the case~ however, because the judgment entered was a panial judgment rather 
than a final judgment. The Supr.eme Court explained the following in the case of Camp v. East 
Fork Ditch Co., 137 Idaho 850 (2002): 
Rule 54( d)(S) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure requires that B. memorandum 
of costs be filed and served not later than founeen days after entry of judgment. 
Rule 54(a) of the Idaho Rules ofCiviJ Procedure defines 'Judgment" as including 
"a decree an.d any order from which an appeal lies:' Under Idaho Code § 13-201, 
an appeal may be taken in a civil action ·'from such orders and judgments ... as 
prescribed by Rule of the Supreme Court." Idaho Appellate Rule 11 lists the types 
of judgments and orders from. which an appeal may be taken as a matter of right. 
Although Rule 11 permits appeals from "[j]udgments~ orders and decrees that are 
fmal," it does not provide any defInition of what judgments. orders, or decrees are 
final. ... As a general rule, a final judgment is an order. or judgment that ends the 
lawsuit, adjudicates the subject matter of the controversy, and represents a fmal 
determination of the rights of the parties. 
In the Camp case, the Supreme Court overturned the ruling of the lower court that 
disallowed the costs claimed by the defendant becau.c;e it had not filed a proper memorandum. of 
costs within 14 days after the district court entered its judgment. The Supreme Court found that 
because the judgment on which defendant had filed its memorandum of costs was a partial 
judgment and that the final judgment in the case was not entered until another two and half years 
had passed that "[t]herefore, the amended memorandum of costs filed by the [defendant] on 
December 22, 19991• was timely_ Although it was filed before entry ofa .fi.llaljudgment, a 
mem.orandum of costs prematurely filed is considered timely.~' ld at 868. 
In the instant case. it was not necessary for the parties to file their memorandums of costs 
after entry of the paniaJ judgment. Plaintiffs and defendants were mistaken in their belief that a 
request for costs and attorneys fees must be made within 14 days of the entry of the partial 
1 The partial judgment had been entered on November 24, J 999. 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION LJNDER RULE 60B.DOC - CaJdwell v. Cornetto 
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judgment. Black's Law Dictionary, 6th Edition explains that "[aJ mistake exists when a person., 
under some erroneous conviction of law or fact, does, or omits to do, some act which, but for th.e 
erroneous convjction~ he would not have. done or omitted." 
2. Plaintiffs are entitled to relief from the Order due to their mistake in filing their 
memorandum of costs prior to entry of a final judgment in this ~ase and due to the 
mistake of the court in ruling on the parties' premature requests. 
In the case of Gordon v. Gordon, 118 Idaho 804 (1990), the Supreme Court held that 
"Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b) allows a party to seek relief from a decision based upon a 
mjstake" and it a.~serts that a party seeking such relief must "assert facts which bring the case , 
within the purview of the nde." 
Rule 60(b) provides in pertinent part at{ follows: 
On motion and upon such terms as are just~ the court may relieve a party ... from. 
... [an] order ... for the following reasons: (1) mistake, inadvertence, su!prise~ or 
excusable neglect; ... or (6) any other reason justifying relief from the operation 
of the judgment. The motion shall be made within a reasonable time, and for 
reasons (1)~ (2)~ and (3) not m.ore than s.ix (6) months after the judgment, order, or 
proceeding was entered or taken. 
Plaintiffs have met the requirements ofthis rule in bringing their motion and the Court 
may there thereby grant them the relief they request. 
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure concerning filing ofmemoran.dulll ofeosts and 
reque!:lting an award of attorneys fees are designed for non-bifurcated cases. Because this case is 
bifurcated, however, plaintiffs erred in prematurely requesting an award of costs and the Court 
mistakenly ruled on the plaintiffs' requests prior to the time when it would be most prudent to do 
so, when all issues ar.e finally adjudicated. 
3. The Court has discretion to grant relief to the parties from its Order denying their 
requests for costs and attoma:s fees" and the Court's granting of such relief from its 
Order would serve the interests of justice since an award of costs and attome1:S fees 
could be better made once this case is rmallv adjudicated. 
In the Gordon case, the Court stated that: 
[A] Rule 60 motion is directed to the sound discretion of the district court and i.t is 
weI! establish.ed that '[M]otions under Rule 60(b) involve a nice balance between. 
the interest in finality and the desire to achieve justice. and that the distr.ict courts. 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION UNDER RULE .60B.DOC - Caldwell v. Cornetto 
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In the instant case, only the .first half of the bifurcated case has been decided and the 
second half of the case has yet to be adjudicated. The issues remaining to be detennined by the 
court in the second half of the case will likely impact the decision made by the court on the first 
half of the case. In its Order the court determined "that both parties prevailed on their most 
significant claims" in the first half of the case but found "no prevailing party for purposes of an 
award of costs and attorney fees pursuant to Rule 54." 
The court noted pursuant to Holmes v. Holmes, 125 Idaho 784 (Ct. of App. 1994) in its 
Order that "[i]n making that determination, a court is to compare, in its sound discretion. the . 
result obtained to the relief sought." Further~ the court noted that Holmes provided that "[w]here 
there were multiple claims or issues, the coun is to consider the extent to which each party 
prevailed on each issue. and may apportion costs and fees, taking into account the disposition of 
all claims or other multiple issues." 
In this case the interests of justice would be better served if the Court suspended making 
a final detennination on an order for costs and attorneys fees until the second half of the 
bifurcated case is adjudicated and it can then take into account the disposition of all claims or 
other multiple issues. Plaintiffs therefore urge the court to vacate its Order. 
Pla.intiffs have submitted a proposed order with this motion. 
CONCLUSION 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs, DAVID L. CALDWELL and K.A THY C. CALDWELL, et 
aI., pray this Court: 
1. Finds that its Order denying costs and attorneys fees to the parties was entered 
erroneously based on plaintiffs' mistake in prematurely submitting its memorandum 
of costs; 
2. Finds that it has discretion to grant plaintiffs relief from its Order under LR.C.P. 
60(b); 
3. Find.~ that it is ju.~t to reJjeve plaintiffs from its Order; and 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION UNDER RULE 60R.DOC - Caldwell v. Cometto 
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( 
4. Grant Plaintiffs' motion herein and vacate its Order denying the award of eosts and 
attomeys fees to the parties. 
DATED this I~day of November 2009. 
~ 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Attorney at Law 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION UNDER RULE 60S.DOC - Caldwell v. Cometto 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the \~ day of tJ~bW 2009, , caused to be 
sexved a true and correct copy of the foregoing: 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION UNDER .RULE 60(b) 
REQUESTING RELIEF FROM ORDER OF COURT 
Brent C. Featherston 
Featherston Law Firm, Chtd. 




Counsel for Defendants Cometlo 
Bonner County Clerk's Office 
215 S. First Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Facsimile: 208-265-1447 
Judge Hosack 
Kootenai County Civil Division 
Facsimile: 446·1138 
[] U.S. Man, Postage Prepaid 
[J Hand Delivered 
[] Overnight Mail 
f>{ FacsimUe: 208-263-0400 
[] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[] Hand Delivered 
[] Overnight Mail 
b<t Facsimile: 208-265-1447 
[] U.S. MaiJ~ Postage Prepaid 
[] Hand Delivered 
[] Overnight Delivered 
[">4" Facsimile: 208-446-1138 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed the ~ day of tJ~b~ 2009. 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION UNDER RULE 60B.DOC - Caldwell Y. Cornetto 
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SttpMn T. Srwflm 
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Stlnt/pDint, /tflJliD 8.'M64 
(2011) 263-6666 
7'111((2011) 26HUOO 
FEATHERSTON LAW FIRM, CHTD. 
BRENT C. FEATHERSTON, ISB NO. 4602 
Attorney at Law 
113 South Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6866 
(208) 263-0400 (Fax) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATHY C. 
CALDWELL, husband and wife; 
LA WRENCE L. SEILER and THERESA 
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Supreme Court Docket 
#37157-2009 
Case No. CV. 07-01744 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED APPELLANTS/CROSS-RESPONDENTS, DAVID L. 
CALDWELL and KATHY CALDWELL, husband and wife, LAWRENCE L. SEILER 
and THERESA L. SEILER, husband and wife, and PATRICIA ST. ANGELO, and 
their Attorney, ARTHUR MACOMBER, 408 E. Sherman Avenue, Ste. 2I5C Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho 83814, and the Clerk of the above named Court: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. 
2. 
The above named Defendants/Cross-Appellants, THOMAS W. COMETTO 
and LORI M. COMETTO, appeal against the above named Appellants! Cross-
Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Court's Order entered on 
October 08, 2009, in the above entitled action in response to Defendant's 
Motion for Costs and Attorney Fees, Honorable Charles Hosack, presiding. 
That the Party has a right to cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
Judgments or Orders described in Paragraph 1, above, are appealable issues 
under and pursuant to Rule l1(a)(l), 11 (a)(3) and Rule 14 and 18. 
NOTICE OF CROSS -APPEAL - 1 
~ .£tJW !firm t1ttl 
'btmid 'P. 7t1ltlierston 
'JJrtnt C. :Featlierston* 
~ 'P. 7t1ltlierston 
Stuufra.7. ~ 
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~.,""'" 
UJS.~JII ..... 
s.",{pDint, rlfsUw 83864 
(208) 263-G866 
!Ftz1((208) 26.J-0400 
3. A preliminary statement on appeal which the cross-appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not 
prevent the cross-appellant from asserting other issues on appeal: 
(a) Whether the District Court erred in finding no prevailing party where 
Defendant's prevailed on all claims plead and/or tried to the Court. 
4. (a) A Reporter's transcript is requested of the hearing on Cross Motions for 
Attorneys Fees, held on September 04, 2009, at 11 :00 a.m. 
(b) Appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript in (X) hard copy. () electronic fonnat, or ( ) both; The 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R.25( C). 
5. The Cross-Appellants request the following documents be included in the 
Clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28. 
lAB, and hose designated court documents automatically included under I.A.R. 
Rule 28, and those designated by the Appellant in the initial Notice of Appeal: 
None. 
5. The cross-appellant requests the following documents, charts, or pictures 
offered or admitted as Exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court in 
addition to those requested in the original notice of appeal. 
None 
7. I certify: 
That a copy of this Notice of Cross-Appeal and any requested additional 
transcript has been served on the reporter, as named below at the address set out 
below: 
Joann Schaller, Court Reporter, Box 9000, Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83816 
(b)(1 ) That the Clerk of the District Court or administrative agency will be 
paid the estimated fee for the preparation of the designated reporter's 
transcript as required by Rule 24, JAR, and any additional documents 
requested in this cross-appeal. 
(2) That the Cross Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fees for 
preparation of the Clerk's or agency's record. (a) Not Exempt. 
(3) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
Pursuant to Rule 20. 
r.t/imtm .law ffirm ciI& 
'DaniefP. 7ut6uswn 
21rmt c. 7ut6uswn· 
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I 
DATED this L th day of December, 2009. 
Attorney for Respondent/Cross-Appellant 
CERTIFICATION OF MAILING: 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was delivered this~ay 
of December, 2009, to the following people in the manner indicated: 
MARIESCOTI 
Clerk of the Court 
Bonner County Courthouse 
215 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
COURT REPORTER 
Joanne Schaller 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur D'Alence, Idaho 83816-9000 
ARTHUR MACOMBER, 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Ste. 215 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
NOTICE OF CROSS -APPEAL - J 
() U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
() Overnight mail 
()<1 Hand delivered 
() Facsimile 
() Courthouse mail 
( ) Other: _____ _ 
(~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
() Overnight mail 
() Hand delivered 
() Facsimile 208-446-1136 
( ) Courthouse mail 
( ) U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
('r. U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
() Overnight Mail 
( ) Hand delivered 
( ) Facsimile 
() Other: _______ _ 

PWntiff Attorney: Macomber, Arthur 
' l~iiA VE NOT HEARD FROM MR FEATHERSTON OR 
';:RESPONSE BRIEF ON THIS 
.P~jfitiff Attorney: Macomber, Arthur 
, ' MEMO IS CLEAR ENOUGH - BIFORCATED CASE - " , 
: Hosack, Charles 
NOT SURE WHAT YOU ARE ARGUING - IT IS A 
:r_~".~'" ,'4 ,' LJJ,'\..L'-J--. .... ,..,.TORY ORDER - IT WOULD 
" V,,"'1n.lJ BACK TO THE COURT ANYW A YS - EVEN IF 
G IS AFFIRM - IT WOULD COME 
..,~ ..... n" TO ME - YOU WOUULD MAKE MORE MOTION FO : J. : ' -
COSTS - HAVE THE COURT " ~ 
ON COST - I HAVE JURISDICTION TO ORDERS 
- I CAN ENTER AN ORDER 
WOULD BE AN ODD ORDER - SECONDARY EA 
' tiff Attorney: Macomber, Arthur 
T I HAVE DECEIDED TO DO - IF I REQUEST THIS 
"" ........ Y"n. FROM YOU TODAY - THEN I 
ADJUST MY APPEAL UNDER THE THE RULES - IF ' 
DENY THE MOTION TODAY -
MY CLIENT IS ASKING ME TO APPEAL - IT WOULD 
"..,.,...n .... ,. ON HOW YOU RULE TODAY , 
U GRANT THE MOTIOIN TODAY THAT PART OF " 
APPEAL GETS STRIPPED OUT -
f\~Ir.';';"",.,J' DENY IT THEN THAT PART OF THE MOTION 
. Hosack, Charles 
NOT GOING TO VACATE THE A WARD - WHEN IT 
BACK ON REMAND - I WILL 
&mrt~~~4~A~F:I~DDLE WITH IT - I DON'T PLAN ON CHANGING 
- I WILL NOT ENTER AN 
p: .... '~"'-" L.'\.. TO V ACA TE THE ORDER - IF YOU REALLY W 
I"UJ,LI''''L~LlS - THEN GO UP TO THE 
....... r ·,.,T..: •• ~,"- E COURT AND ARGUE IT - YOU ARE 
LITIGATION ANYWAY 
YOU WANT - THIS MATTER IS INTERLOCATORY 
" • "}fl(1~' 2 
.. . WANT TO STRUCTURE IT '~"h,/:'fY;:, 
. . ". WAY - YOU CAN - I WILL MAKEilT vEltY'CLEAR-
"' ...... "'.,.... '~". . 1 ~i.. ::fi::. i":-\'.~- . 
IS A INTERLOCA TORY : ~ -.!;~i;~tr':;7 ' 
" "#" ~::.~' ;·:·:f!:i" 
. • ~/"':.lt·:~<::· .. ~ . -~ . ;~~~~ ;: .. -
~tiff Attorney: Macomber, Arthur . .l\,h< '. ; . 
APPROACH WAS - WE WERE ANAL'YZ GiREES AND 
IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE :;: . ' '-' ;-'7i'!' .. ". ' 
" .... .-. ,.- .... 
- THAT IS FOR A QUITE TITLE -
~~"'h''b'''r-' WAS LOCKED IN - SWAY , . . 
FEES BEFORE THE ENTIRE CASE!Yi.' ~ ..... "" 
l idlil:lllle: Hosack, Charles " 
Y WAY TO SOLVE YOUR PROuMI ...... ".& 
ARD - I WILL NOT V ACA TE 
ff Attorney: Macomber, Arthur 
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PATRICIA ST. ANGELO, 
PlaintiffslAppellantslCross-Respondents, 
vs. 
THOMAS W. COMETTO and LORI M. 





CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL 
DOCKET NO. 37157 
APPEALED FROM FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, BONNER COUNTY. 
HONORABLE CHARLES W. HOSACK, PRESIDING. COURT CASE NO. CV-2007-1744. 
APPEALED FROM THE AMENDED PARTIAL JUDGMENT WITH RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE AND FROM 
THE ORDER ON MOTIONS FOR COSTS AND ATIORNEYS FE~S SIGNED BY JUDGE CHARLES W. 
HOSACK AND FILED ON OCTOBER 8, 2009. 
A TIORNEY FOR APPELLANTS/CROSS-RESPONDENTS: ARTHUR B. MACOMBER. 
A TIORNEY FOR RESPONDENTS/CROSS-APPELLANTS: BRENT FEATHERSTON. 
APPEALED BY: APPELLANT/CROSS APPELLANTS. 
APPEALED AGAINST: RESPONDENTS/CROSS RESPONDENTS. 
NOTICE OF AMENDED APPEAL FILED: DECEMBER 7, 2009. 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL FILED: DECEMBER 9. 2009. 
Clerk's Certificate of Appeal-1-
- 53.1-
( ( 
APPELLATE FEE PAID: YES. APPELLANTS ALSO POSTED BOND FOR ESTIMATED TRANSCRIPT 
FEE AND CLERK'S RECORD; CROSS APPELLANTS PAID APPELLATE FEE ON DECEMBER 9, 2009. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD FILED: NO. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT FILED: NO. 
NAME OF REPORTER: JOANN SCHALLER. 
WAS REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT REQUESTED? YES, TRIAL HELD SEPTEMBER 2-4. 2008. 
DATED this 14THDAY OF DECEMBER, 2009. 
Clerk's Certificate of Appeal -2-
MARIE SCOTT 





Certificate of Mailing 
Idaho Supreme Court 
POBox 83720-0101 
Boise, ID 83720-0101 
( ~ u.s. Mail, Postage 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Other 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Macomber Law, PLLC 
Prepaid 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
(~ u.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Other 
Brent Featherston 
Featherston Law Firm, CHTD. 
Attorneys at Law 
113 S. Second Avenue 
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CASE NO. CV-2007-0001744 
AMENDED (Corrected) 
CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL 
DOCKET NO. 37157 
APPEALED FROM FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, BONNER COUNTY. 
HONORABLE CHARLES W. HOSACK, PRESIDING. COURT CASE NO. CV-2007-1744. 
APPEALED FROM THE AMENDED PARTIAL JUDGMENT WITH RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE AND FROM 
THE ORDER ON MOTIONS FOR COSTS AND ATTORNEYS FEES SIGNED BY JUDGE CHARLES W. 
HOSACK AND FILED ON OCTOBER 8, 2009. 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANTS/CROSS-RESPONDENTS: ARTHUR B. MACOMBER. 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENTS/CROSS-APPELLANTS: BRENT FEATHERSTON. 
APPEALED BY: APPELLANT/CROSS APPELLANTS. 
APPEALED AGAINST: RESPONDENTS/CROSS RESPONDENTS. 
NOTICE OF AMENDED APPEAL FILED: NO. 
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL FILED: DECEMBER 9, 2009. 
Clerk's Certificate of Appeal-1-
( 
APPELLATE FEE PAID: YES. APPELLANTS ALSO POSTED BOND FOR ESTIMATED TRANSCRIPT 
FEE AND CLERK'S RECORD; CROSS APPELLANTS PAID APPELLATE FEE ON DECEMBER 9,2009. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL CLERK'S RECORD FILED: NO. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT FILED: MOTION HEARING HELD 
SEPTEMBER 4.2009. (NO ESTIMATED FEE PAID FOR TRANSCRIPT.) 
NAME OF REPORTER: JOANN SCHALLER. 
WAS REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT REQUESTED? YES, TRIAL HELD SEPTEMBER 2-4. 2008. 
DATED this 17THDAY OF DECEMBER, 2009. 
MARIE SCOTT 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By~/lI.~ 
DEPUTY CLERK 
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Certificate of Mailing 
Idaho Supreme Court 
POBox 83720-0101 
Boise, ID 83720-0101 
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( ) Other 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Macomber Law, PLLC 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
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(~) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Overnight Mail 
( ) Hand Delivered 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) Courthouse Mail 
( ) Other 
Brent Featherston 
Featherston Law Firm, CHTD. 
Attorneys at Law 
113 S. Second Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(vi u. S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Overnight Mail 
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CASE NO. CV07-1744 
ORDER AFTER HEARING RE: 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION UNDER 
RULE 60(b} 
The Motion of Plaintiffs David L. Caldwell and Kathleen C. Caldwell eta', 
under Rule 60(b) Requesting Relief From Order of the Court came on regularly 
for hearing before the Court on December 9, 2009. at 3:30 p.m., the Honorable 
Charles Hosack, Judge of the District Court presiding. Arthur B. Macomber 
appeared for plaintiffs. Brent Featherston did not appear for defendants. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Plaintiffs' Motion Requesting Relief from 
the Order on Cross Motions for Costs and Attorney Fees is denied on the 
grounds that its Order denying costs and attorney fees to the parties was entered 
as an interlocutory order and that the final order on costs and attomey fees will 
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\ 
be entered following remand, and upon resolution of the bifurcated portion of the 
case. 
DATED this 21 st day of December, 2009. 
Clerk's Certificate of Mailing 
I hereby certify that on the ::<. I e: day of December, 2009, that a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing was mailed/delivered by regular U.S. Mail, postage 
prepaid, Interoffice Mail, Hand Delivered or Faxed to; 
~ Attorney for Plaintiffs Arthur Macomber (fax: 208-664-9933) 
~ Attorney for Defendants Brent Featherston (fax: 208-263-0400) 




Order After HearIng RE: Plaintiffs' Motion Under Rule 60(b) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST TE OF IDAHO STATE OF IDAHO A COU~TY OF BONNER 
FIRST JUDICIAL DIST. 
******· .. ·******************* .. ·r~IO JAN -b P 2: 21 ' 
ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER . 
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** •••• ************** ••••• ** ••••• * CLERK 01 TRlcr courn 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT DE UTY 
WHEREAS Honorable Charles W. Hosack, serving as District Judge of the First 
Judicial District has recently retired, and 
WHEREAS Benjamin R. Simpson has been appointed as District Judge for the 
First Judicial District, to fill the vacancy created by Judge Hosack's retirement, now, 
therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all cases previously assigned to Judge Hosack 
as District Judge, # 188, be and hereby are, assigned to the Honorable Benjamin R. 
Simpson) # 101. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a copy of this Order of Reassignment be 
placed in the file of each case reassigned to Judge Simpson. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the District Court of each county 
within the First Judicial District shall mail a copy of the Order of Reassignment to 
counsel for each of the parties, or, if either of the parties are represented pro se, directly 
to the pro se litigant in each case to be reassigned. 
DATED this 6~day of JanuaIY, 2010. 
BIO-DW.I-ORDER. OF REASSIGNMENT 
















CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage prepaid or 
by interofficemail.this13thdayofJanuary.2010.to: 
Arthur B. Macomber 
Attorney at Law 
408 E. Sherman Avenue, Suite 215 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83814 
Brent Featherston 
Attorney at Law 
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SUPREME COURT NO. 37157 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do certify that the foregoing Record in this cause 
was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of 
the pleadings and documents requested by Appellant Rule 28. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this ~t:f;£day of February, 2010. 
MARIE SCOTT 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
Clerk's Certificate 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DAVID L. CALDWELL and ) 
KATHY C. CALDWELL, husband) 
and wife; LAWRENCE L. SEILER) 
and THERESA L. SEILER, ) 




THOMAS W. COMETTO and 
LORI M. COMETTO, husband 












SUPREME COURT NO. 37157 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that the following is offered as 
the Clerk's exhibit on appeal: 
Letter from Mr. Macomber dated March 11, 2008. 
Letter sent to Mr. Macomber dated March 20, 2008 
Affidavit of Bruce Beebe in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Deny Defendants' 
Motion for Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction filed April 10, 2008. 
Affidavit of Kathleen Caldwell in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Deny 
Defendants' Motion for Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction filed 
April 10, 2008. 
Disclosure of Expert Witness filed May 7, 2008. 
Expert Witness Disclosure filed June 6,2008. 
Plaintiff's Objection to Motion to Compel Plaintiffs' Deposition and Motion 
for Sanctions filed August 14, 2008. 
Affidavit in Support of Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendants' Motion to 
Compel Attendance at Deposition and Motion for Sanctions filed August 14,2008. 
Disclosure of Witness List filed August 21, 2008. 
Defendants' Witness List filed August 22, 2008. 
Trial Brief on Res Judicata and Issue Preclusion filed August 26, 2008. 
Defendants' Trial Brief filed August 27,2008. 
Plaintiffs' Proposed Memorandum Opinion: Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law filed August 27, 2008. 
Trial Brief on Easements, Mistake, and "Spite" Roads filed August 29,2008. 
Trial Brief on Servient Relocation of the Easement without Injury and 
Dominant Tenement Maintenance using Secondary Easement filed 
September 2, 2008. 
Copy of letter from M & M Court Reporting re depositions of Caldwells 
filed September 3,2009. 
Copy of letter from M & M Court Reporting re depositions of Comettos 
filed September 3,2008. 
Plaintiffs' Trial Brief on "Hold Harmless" Provision of Easement Agreement 
filed September 19, 2008. 
Defendants' Post Trial Brief filed September 19, 2008. 
Plaintiffs' Proposed Memorandum Opinion: Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law filed September 23, 2008. 
Defendants' Post Trial Reply Brief filed September 26, 2008. 
Plaintiff's Reply to Defendants' Post-Trial Brief filed September 29, 2008. 
Order Requiring Survey for Purposes of Final Judgement filed October 23, 2008. 
Submission to Court Re Order Requiring Survey filed November 4, 2008. 
Affidavit of Judy Parmer in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Compliance 
with Judicial Order for Survey filed December 19, 2008. 
Affidavit of Arthur B. Macomber in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel 
Compliance with Judicial Order for Survey filed December 19, 2008. 
Affidavit of David Caldwell in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel 
Compliance with Judicial Order for Survey filed December 19,2008. 
Letter from Featherston to Court filed February 2, 2009. 
Affidavit of Allan R. Neill Requesting Cometto Road be Removed from his 
Property. 
Letter to Court from Macomber dated February 12, 2009. 
Objection to Consideration of Affidavit of Allan R. Neill filed February 20,2009. 
Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to alter or Amend the 
Memorandum Decision filed April 28, 2009 
Supplemental Brief Re: Motion to Alter or Amend Memorandum Decision 
Filed May 14,2009. 
(Proposed) Final Judgement filed May 28, 2009. 
Defendents' Memorandum of Fees and Costs filed July 10, 2009. 
Memorandum of Costs filed July 14, 2009. 
Affidavit of Arthur B. Macomber in Support of Memorandum of Costs filed 
July 14, 2009. 
Affidavit of Arthur B. Macomber in Support of Amended Memorandum of 
Costs filed August 17,2009. 
Amended Memorandum of Costs filed August 17,2009. 
Certificate of Exhibits 
Notice of Opposition and Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Vacate Hearing 
Filed August 25,2009. 
Plaintiffs' Response to Defendants' Motion to Disallow Plaintiffs' Memorandum 
of Costs filed august 25, 2009. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 26th day of February, 2010. 
Marie Scott 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
Certificate Of Exhibits 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATHY C. 
CALDWELL, husband and wife; 
LAWRENCE L. SEILER and THERESA L. 
SEILER, husband and wife; PATRICIA ST. 
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Plaintiffs/Appellants / Cross-Respondents, 
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Defendants/Respondents / Cross-Appellants. 
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SUPREME COURT NO. 37157 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and 
for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, by United 
States Mail, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD and to each of the Attorneys of Record in this 
cause as follows: 
ARTHUR B. MACOMBER 
ATTORNEY at LAW 
408 E. SHERMAN A VB., SUITE 215 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANTS/ 
CROSS-RESPONDENTS 
BRENT FEATHERSTON 
ATTORNEY at LAW 
113 S. SECOND A VB 
SANDPOINT,ID 83864 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENTS/ 
CROSS-APPELLANTS 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
/~ Court this ,.... day of February, 2010. 
Marie Scott 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
Certificate of Service 
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SUPREME COURT NO. 37157 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do certify that the foregoing Record in this cause 
was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of 
the pleadings and documents requested by Appellant Rule 28. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this day of February, 2010. 
MARIE SCOTT 
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SUPREME COURT NO. 37157 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that the following is offered as 
the Clerk's exhibit on appeal: 
Letter from Mr. Macomber dated March 11, 2008. 
Letter sent to Mr. Macomber dated March 20, 2008 
Affidavit of Bruce Beebe in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Deny Defendants' 
Motion for Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction filed April 10, 2008. 
Affidavit of Kathleen Caldwell in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Deny 
Defendants' Motion for Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction filed 
April 10, 2008. 
Disclosure of Expert Witness filed May 7, 2008. 
Expert Witness Disclosure filed June 6, 2008. 
Plaintiff's Objection to Motion to Compel Plaintiffs' Deposition and Motion 
for Sanctions filed August 14,2008. 
Affidavit in Support of Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendants' Motion to 
Compel Attendance at Deposition and Motion for Sanctions filed August 14, 2008. 
Disclosure of Witness Ust filed August 21, 2008. 
Defendants' Witness List filed August 22, 2008. 
Trial Brief on Res Judicata and Issue Preclusion filed August 26,2008. 
Defendants' Trial Brief filed August 27, 2008. 
Plaintiffs' Proposed Memorandum Opinion: Findings of Fact and Conclusions 
of Law filed August 27, 2008. 
Trial Brief on Easements, Mistake, and "Spite" Roads filed August 29, 2008. 
Trial Brief on Servient Relocation of the Easement without Injury and 
Dominant Tenement Maintenance using Secondary Easement filed 
September 2, 2008. 
Copy of letter from M & M Court Reporting re depositions of Caldwells 
filed September 3,2009. 
Copy of letter from M & M Court Reporting re depositions of Comettos 
filed September 3,2008. 
Plaintiffs' Trial Brief on "Hold Harmless" Provision of Easement Agreement 
filed September 19, 2008. 
Defendants' Post Trial Brief filed September 19, 2008. 
Plaintiffs' Proposed Memorandum Opinion: Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law filed September 23, 2008. 
Defendants' Post Trial Reply Brief filed September 26, 2008. 
Plaintiff's Reply to Defendants' Post-Trial Brief filed September 29, 2008. 
Order Requiring Survey for Purposes of Final Judgement filed October 23, 2008. 
Submission to Court Re Order Requiring Survey filed November 4,2008. 
Affidavit of Judy Parmer in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Compliance 
with Judicial Order for Survey filed December 19, 2008. 
Affidavit of Arthur B. Macomber in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel 
Compliance with Judicial Order for Survey filed December 19, 2008. 
Affidavit of David Caldwell in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel 
Compliance with Judicial Order for Survey filed December 19,2008. 
Letter from Featherston to Court filed February 2, 2009. 
Affidavit of Allan R. Neill Requesting Cometto Road be Removed from his 
Property. 
Letter to Court from Macomber dated February 12,2009. 
Objection to Consideration of Affidavit of Allan R. Neill filed February 20, 2009. 
Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs' Motion to alter or Amend the 
Memorandum Decision filed April 28, 2009 
Supplemental Brief Re: Motion to Alter or Amend Memorandum Decision 
Filed May 14, 2009. 
(Proposed) Final Judgement filed May 28, 2009. 
Defendents' Memorandum of Fees and Costs filed July 10, 2009. 
Memorandum of Costs filed July 14, 2009. 
Affidavit of Arthur B. Macomber in Support of Memorandum of Costs filed 
July 14, 2009. 
Affidavit of Arthur B. Macomber in Support of Amended Memorandum of 
Costs filed August 17, 2009. 
Amended Memorandum of Costs filed August 17, 2009. 
Certificate of Exhibits 
Notice of Opposition and Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Vacate Hearing 
Filed August 25, 2009. 
Plaintiffs' Response to Defendants' Motion to Disallow Plaintiffs' Memorandum 
of Costs filed august 25, 2009. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 26th day of February, 2010. 
Marie Scott 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
Certificate Of Exhibits 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
DAVID L. CALDWELL and KATHY C. 
CALDWELL, husband and wife; 
LAWRENCE L. SEILER and THERESA L. 
















SUPREME COURT NO. 37157 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 




I, Marie Scott, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and 
for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, by United 
States Mail, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD and to each of the Attorneys of Record in this 
cause as follows: 
ARTHUR B. MACOMBER 
ATTORNEY at LAW 
BRENT FEATHERSTON 
ATTORNEY at LAW 
408 E. SHERMAN AVE., SUITE 215 
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
113 S. SECOND A VB 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANTS/ 
CROSS-RESPONDENTS 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENTS/ 
CROSS-APPELLANTS 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 9th day of February, 2010. 
Marie Scott 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
Certificate of Service 
